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Mesures de Sécurité
Cet équipement est catalogué avec ETL et il est testé pour la sécurité; en plus il 
est certifié à ces standards: UL 1950, Troisième Édition, et CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 
950, Troisième Édition. Pourtant, il faul que l’on qui  qui révise cet équipement 
fasse attention à l’avertissement ci-dessous:

AVERTISSEMENT: Tout l’équipement doit être révisé par techniciens quali-
fiés. Il faut faire attention et bien assurer de mettre l’équipement à la terre avant 
de, et pendant, la réparation. Il n’y a pas de composants révisables dedans; donc, 
il ne faut pas démonter l’alimentation en électricité. Cet équipement est testé 
pour la sécurité; pourtant, s’il est revisé incorrectement il y aura la possibilité 
de la décharge électrique. Il faut aussi que le moniteur ne soit pas ouvert pour 
éviter le risque de la décharge électrique.

©2009 VSR Network Technologies (VSR). All rights reserved. No part of this 
manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic 
or mechanical, including photocopying or recording, for any purpose without the 
written permission of VSR. The software described in this document is furnished 
under the VSR Software License Agreement. The software may be used or copied 
only for back-up or storage purposes. 

Names of other products mentioned herein are used for identification purposes 
only, and may be trademarks of their respective companies.

Due to the dynamic nature of the product design, the information contained in 
this document is subject to change without notice. VSR, its affiliates and/or sub-
sidiaries assume no responsibility for errors and/or omissions contained in this 

information.

Warning: This equipment has been certified to comply with the limits of a 
Class B computing device pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC rules. 
Only peripherals (computer input/output devices, terminals, printers, etc., 
with shielded-type interface cables) certified to comply with Class B limits 
may be attached to this computer. Operation with non-certified peripherals 
is likely to result in interference to radio and TV reception.

This manual is designed to 
guide you through Digital 
Link’s installation and integra-
tion process. Basic evaluation 
and assembly is discussed 
first, followed by chapters of-
fering detailed programming 
instructions.
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Chapter 100
Introduction

This chapter contains corpo-
rate and product  information 
about VSR and Digital Link, 
system warranties and license 
agreements, plus an overview 
of general manual features and 
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Here are answers to some general questions about Digital Link:

How do I get started?

Read chapters 100 and 200, which include general information about Digital Link 
and directions for assembly. To program your specific PBX system, review the 
appropriate section in Chapter 300. Programming Digital Link is just a matter of 
completing ten simple steps in Quick Setup. Chapter 400 will guide you through 
the Quick Setup process, in addition to providing  initial testing procedures.

Which Mitel systems work with Digital Link?

Digital Link is a powerful digital integrated call-processing system designed  
specifically for Mitel PBX's. It will work with the Mitel SX-200 Digital (software 
version 1005 or higher), SX-200 Light (Lightware 15 software and above), SX-
2000 (Mstream or higher), ICP systems that support the 430 telephone. Each PBX 
connects to Digital Link through a Mitel DNIC card. 

Does VSR have programming information for my specific PBX?

Yes. We have pre-configured information for your specific Mitel PBX system. 
You will also find additional information to customize your Digital Link applica-
tion in this manual.

How do I configure Digital Link for my customer?

Configuration starts with PLANNING. Once you have evaluated your customer's 
needs using the pre-installation survey, you may want to prepare an application 
that specifically meets those needs (see Chapter 200: Installing Digital Link). 
After you have planned your application, Digital Link's Quick Setup program (see 
Section 403, Programming Quick Setup) expedites the required process of initially 
configuring your system. To modify the system further, read Section 405 (Custom-
izing Digital Link) and Chapter 500 (Performing System Maintenance).

How does Digital Link handle incoming calls?

Each call presented to Digital Link generates a unique display packet. The system 
reads the display packet and then determines the appropriate route. The program-
ming of how these display packets are routed is controlled in the Channel Form. 
The routing of virtually any extension, trunk, hunt group, or any other display 
packet can be customized to your system needs.

Your Questions 
Answered
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How and when can I get help? 

VSR's corporate offices are located at 12840 Earhart Ave, Suite 185, Auburn, 
California, 95602. Office hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time), Mon-
day through Friday. You may contact our offices at the following telephone and 
fax numbers:

	 ♦		Telephone................................................................ ..530-889-1500

	 ♦		Fax............................................................................. 530-889-1255

	 ♦		Sales Toll-Free Number........................................ 1-800-967-4877 

	 	 Sales & Customer Service........................................ ....Press 2

 ♦		Internet Web Site...................................... ..........www.vsrusa.com

 ♦	Email Sales......................................................... sales@vsrusa.com

 ♦	Email Support.............................................. support@vsrusa.com

What documentation is available?

Installer's Guide, Administrator's Guide, User's Guides and Hotel Tents are avail-
able for your Digital Link system. Contact the VSR Sales department for further 
information. 

The Digital Link Installer's Guide covers basic and advanced installations, and 
includes a Troubleshooting section.   

The Digital Link Administrator's Guide covers basic post installation administra-
tion functions.   

The Digital Link User's Guide provides everything mailbox users (owners) need 
to know to activate, use, and modify their mailboxes. 

The Digital Link Hotel Tents provide Hotel guests with instructions how to retrieve 
their messages and to set or cancel Wake-Up calls.

VSR also publishes Release Notes, which explain the changes to our software 
since publication of this manual. We recommend that you insert your Release 
Notes in the front section of this manual.

Your Questions 
Answered
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ABOuT DIGITAL LINk

Each Digital Link system comes standard with full-featured Voice Mail,  
Automated Attendant, and Channel Control. The Digital Link software also 
includes a Hospitality package for Hotel/Motel applications. Configurations are 
available from 8 to 24 ports in 8-port increments with 70 hours of storage.  

Digital Link systems are PC-based and  use state-of-the-art digital technology. 
Your Digital Link system contains a Mitel-licensed DNIC integration card and 
a voice card for each eight ports. These cards are digitally interconnected and 
communicate using MVIP (Multi-Vendor Integration Protocol).

The DNIC integration card is a VoiceBridge-PC (VB-PC), which is designed and 
manufactured by Voice Technologies Group to provide advanced PC-to-PBX 
networking capabilities. The VB-PC card includes an onboard Application- 
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for processing real-time, network protocol 
communication with your Mitel PBX system. All firmware on the card is down-
loaded during initialization time, ensuring that any future upgrades will require 
no hardware modification. 

How Digital Link Works
In the same way that computers process text, voice processing systems use 
software to digitize the human voice so it can be stored, sorted, indexed, copied, 
converted, and retrieved.

Digital Link's voice processing system is comprised of three primary application 
modules: automated attendant, voice mail, and channel control. These three com-
ponents integrate with your phone system to provide a complete CTI (computer 
telephone integration) solution:

	Automated Attendant - provides unattended call answering and 
routing, directing callers through key-press responses to their intended 
destination.

	Voice Mail - provides a messaging system for both internal and  
external business communications. The voicemail process allows 
 users to send, receive, edit, transfer, and forward messages.

	Channel Control - provides an interactive communication platform 
between Digital Link and your PBX. This allows more flexible man-
agement of call processing and event scheduling.

About 
Digital Link
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Digital Link



Phone 
Extensions Operator Mitel PBX 

 Phone System

Central Office 
 Lines

Digital Link's Voice Processing System

Voice MailAutomated 
Attendant

Digital Link promotes an advanced CTI platform that provides seamless in-
tegration with your Mitel PBX phone system. Proprietary phone emulation  
allows Digital Link to communicate directly with your PBX through digital  
signaling. This tight PC-to-PBX integration enables more powerful and dynamic 
call processing control. All incoming calls are navigated to the appropriate des-
tination speedily and efficiently, liberating ports to handle a higher volume of 
calls. Digital Link's schedule-oriented architecture increases overall program-
ming flexibility and enhances the call routing functionality of your Mitel PBX. 
This results in greater administrative control over how your telecommunication 
system works. 

Channel 
Control

About 
Digital Link
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Digital Link Features
Digital Link offers a vast array of voice-processing features. The features supported 
by your telephone system will depend upon the capabilities of your Mitel PBX 
system. The following pages describe currently available features. For additional 
information contact the VSR sales department.

ACD Hunt Group DND Auto Activate/Deactivate
using the Scheduled Event feature described below, an ACD (Automatic 
Call Distribution) Hunt Group can be placed in and out of Do Not Disturb 
(DND) mode. This allows ACD Groups to be activated and deactivated 
at specifically designated times and dates. This feature is available on the 
SX-200 Digital, SX-200 Light, and SX-2000 systems, equipped with the 
appropriate software.

Administrative Mailbox Programming
Digital Link allows system administrators to make programming changes 
over the telephone, using the Administrative Mailbox assigned in Quick 
Setup or the System Options Form. The Administrative Mailbox provides 
secured access to extension maintenance, mailbox maintenance, PBX 
Day/Night service options, and other general programming utilities, such 
as recording prompts, and changing the system time. 

Advanced Menuing
A menu can use all keys (0-9,*, #) for specific and/or multiple functions. 
For example, key "1" can be used for transferring to a department (e.g., 
sales) and also used to transfer to an extension (e.g., extension 100). The 
available options for each key include the following:

•  Call Transfer: transfer direct to specific extension; request  
 an extension; or enter first key of an extension number range.

• Extension Directory

• Mailbox Directory

• Menu

• Play File

• Voice Mail: transfer direct to specific extension; request   
 an extension; or enter first key of an extension number range.

• Hang-up

• Invalid Key 

About 
Digital Link
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Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded to play 17 minutes of outgoing 
information. This information can be linked together and a caller may 
transfer from one outgoing message to another. When a mailbox is  
utilized, this information can be changed offsite.

Auto Day/Night 1/Night 2 Switching
using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Digital Link can be 
programmed to automatically switch the PBX to Day/Night 1/Night 2 
modes any time of day, day of week, and/or specific day of year. Automatic 
switching eliminates the possibility of human error when different call 
processing modes are associated with different time schedules.

Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the hard drive will be de-
fragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can be 
programmed for any time of day or day of week.

 Auto Message Pause 
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset 
telephone will temporarily pause playback of the message. Playback 
will resume once the call is retrieved off hold. It is also possible to pause 
playback by pressing the "8" key while listening to a message. Playback 
will resume after 30 seconds or it can by manually reactivated by  press-
ing any key during the pause cycle. 

Note: Keep in mind the PBX class of service timer will control the hold 
recall timer.

Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is 
forwarded to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extension's 
mailbox is included with the message. The recipient of the message can 
reply quickly by simply pressing the "5" key and recording a response 
on the sender's mailbox.

Auto Time Synchronization
Digital Link reads the time on the integrated digital display and updates 
its internal clock, if necessary. This ensures that the PBX and Digital 
Link share the same time information for important events requiring both  
systems to be synchronized.

About 
Digital Link
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CD-ROM 
Included with your Digital Link system is a Class 1 CD-ROM drive with 
a pre-installed CD-ROM driver. All software upgrades will be formatted 
for CD-ROM. CD-ROM digitalization offers cutting-edge technology to 
provide you with higher data integrity, quick and easy installation, and  
reduced physical storage requirements.  

Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to a busy extension, they can request to be 
placed on hold. The system will inform callers of their position in the 
queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a message. 
Timing parameters between queuing messages are programmable.

Call Screening
users may be notified of who is calling prior to transfer. Callers announce 
their name and the user can then either accept or reject the call. Smart 
Transfer is required for this feature.

Certified, Priority and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification will generate a receipt in the user's 
mailbox when the messages have been retrieved by the intended recipient. 
The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.

Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with 
the exception of Emergency* Messages.

Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.

Channel Control
Digital Link's unique schedule-oriented architecture promotes greater flex-
ibility and administrative control over call processing. DNIC integration 
advances an interactive communication platform between your PBX and 
Digital Link. All digital signal information or display packets sent by your 
PBX are "read," checked against user-definable conditions, and processed 
quickly and efficiently. By dialing proprietary feature access codes and/
or pressing the appropriate softkeys, Digital Link can also "talk" to your 
switch and command scheduled events to occur on cue. For example, 
Digital Link can automatically direct your PBX to change from Night 
mode to Day mode at a certain time each day of the week.

About 
Digital Link
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Class of Service
The Class of Service Form allows for the customization of specific features 
and functionality which then can be assigned as a template for a single or 
group of extensions/mailboxes. 

Class of Service options include selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel 
features, timers, mailbox and  extension maintenance options, forwarding 
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types, 
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator, 
holding, screening, and transfer type.

Cleanup
Cleanup is a Digital Link utility program designed to defragment the 
hard disk drive, sort and organize files and directories, purge old logs 
files, and  purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time 
of day and day of week.

Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and greetings can be recorded and replaced quickly and easily 
through the administrator’s mailbox using a touch-tone telephone or 
through the Digital Link's online and external maintenance programs.As an  
option, VSR can also provide custom prompt, greeting, and on-hold 
information from our recording studio.

DNIC Test
DNIC Test is a utility program designed to display up to four DNIC ports 
simultaneously. This advanced diagnostic tool emulates the Mitel Superset 
430 telephone with all softkey, hardkey, speed call key, DTMF keypad 
functionality, status, testing, and system programming.

Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp, indicating when a message was sent, may be 
played automatically or manually. This feature may be programmed by 
the user through the mailbox or by the administrator.

Definable Primary Operator
Specific extensions may be assigned as the main operator. Callers can ac-
cess primary operators by simply dialing "0." Digital Link also provides 
the option of assigning Personal Operators. (See Personal Operator 
feature description for details.)

About 
Digital Link
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Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension 
and be routed to that specific extension. For example: A caller who is 
trying to reach the company president, and who is subsequently routed 
to voice mail, may dial the executive secretary’s extension  provided by 
the mailbox greeting. This feature may be enabled or disabled through 
Class of Service.

Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution 
list. 

• A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be 
accessed by all mailbox owners who have been granted access via 
class of service.

• A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox 
owner. 

• A Manual list is an impromptu list created by the mailbox owner. 
Manual lists may be saved as a personal lists for future message 
sending. 

Do Not Disturb (DND) Remote Extension Set and Clear
Digital Link can be programmed in the Channel Form to set and clear the 
DND feature on an extension or hunt group, or ACD hunt group of the 
PBX. This feature is PBX-dependent. See Chapter 300: Programming 
Your Mitel PBX, for feature availability.

Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained onsite or remotely. Out-
going information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access 
to voicemail, etc., may be quickly set up and modified when needed. up 
to five prompts can be assigned to each menu; menu construction can be 
up to 99 levels deep. 

Enhanced Notification (Cascading)
users may be notified of messages by programming Digital Link to call  
pager, cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone numbers. 
Each programmed number can be defined with starting and stopping 
times, day(s) of the week, number of dial attempts, and intervals between 
dial attempts. Enhanced notification dials through a list of up-to-ten pro-
grammed numbers until the message has been retrieved or the designated 
number of notification attempts have been exceeded. 

About 
Digital Link
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About 
Digital Link

Extension Conflict Dialing
Digital Link has the ability, similar to the PBX, to allow digit conflict 
dialing. For example, extensions 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 can 
all reside on the same system.

Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing
Extensions and mailboxes may be added or edited by the system admin-
istrator. Flexible maintenance programs allow editing capabilities via 
touch-tone telephone or keyboard entry without interruption of service.

Extension/Mailbox Range Selection
A complete range of extensions sharing common features may be assigned 
quickly by the system administrator, eliminating the need to add exten-
sions one at a time. Existing extensions and mailboxes can be copied and 
used as a template for range programming.

External Priority and Urgent Labeling
External callers can assign priority or urgent status to messages. Mes-
sages with these enhanced status assignments will play prior to any new 
messages in the mailbox.

Fast-Forward/Rewind Message
A mailbox user can fast-forward or rewind through a message by pressing 
the "#" and "*" keys respectively. Message advance and repeat is measured 
by time intervals defined in Class of Service.

Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length
Extension and mailbox numbers can be programmed in variable lengths, 
ranging from two to six digits. Extensions can include numerical digits  
0-9, and asterisks (*); mailboxes can use digits 1-9.

Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension
Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, exten-
sion, menu or external number. Forwarding may be activated on or offsite 
and be pre-programmed to activate at specific times and dates. 

Each extension in Digital Link can be programmed to forward to different 
extensions on the following conditions: Always, No Answer, and Busy. No 
Answer and Busy conditions may have an alternative secondary destina-
tion. Forwarding can be programmed for Smart or Blind Transfers.

This feature is very similar to the Call Rerouting feature in the SX-2000 
and ICP 3300 PBX's.
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Holiday Greetings and Settings
A separate menu and greetings can be pre-programmed by date and trunk 
to provide specific information for designated holidays.

Hospitality Package
A Hospitality package with PMS integration is included with every 
system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the hotel/motel guest. 
Features include automatic messaging, 24-hour access, message waiting 
indication, single-button access, wake-up call activation, remote retrieval 
of messages, password protection, and hotel operator assistance by "0" 
key assignment.

upon check-in (if desired), a welcome message can be placed in the 
guest's mailbox. This message can provide hotel service information as 
well as instructions on using the voicemail system.

Hotel/motel administrator(s) can perform many routine tasks such as set-
ting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting and clearing wake- up 
calls, and leaving messages. 

Immediate Dialing
Immediate Dialing allows key multi-functionality. With Immediate Dial-
ing, you can assign a menu key to route to both a specific destination or 
to  an extension/mailbox number. For example, you can program "1" as a 
single-key option to transfer to extension 105, in addition to the standard 
option of dialing the complete extension number. 

Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve
Digital Link gives a caller attempting to reach an extension that has been 
forwarded to voice mail, the options of leaving a message, trying another 
extension, or paging. If the caller elects to page, Digital Link will place 
the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code, and make a paging 
announcement, such as  “Joe Smith, please dial 5301.” (In this example 
"5" is the remote hold retrieve access code and "301" is the voicemail 
extension number that is holding the call.) Joe Smith can go to any tele-
phone on the system and retrieve the call by dialing the specified code. 
If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller can leave a message or 
try another extension. 

The announcement message can be modified via Class of Service to page 
either the extension number or name; it can also be modified to record 
and announce the caller's name. Loudspeaker Paging also includes the 
option of inserting an "alert tone" or musical chime preceeding the pag-
ing announcement.
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Loudspeaker Play File
This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific 
time. For example, a retail store which closes at 6:00 p.m. can play an 
announcement at 5:45 p.m. asking all customers to bring their purchases 
to the cashier. Many other playfile options are available.

Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed with different characteristics. The follow-
ing is a list of available modes.

• Take Messages - allows the greeting to be played and the caller to  
leave a message. The caller can simply hang up or press any key 
for more options. This is the most common mailbox mode.

• Greeting Only - plays the greeting, and then hangs up. Dual Tone 
Multi-Frequency (DTMF) digits are permitted in this mode. If 
mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller will route to the forward-
ing destination.

• Hotel/Motel - plays a prerecorded greeting indicating the hotel/
motel guest is unavailable. The caller has the option of leaving 
a message or transferring to the hotel operator. The prerecorded 
greeting can be customized to meet the hotel's particular needs. 
(See Hotel/Motel package for additional feature information.)

• Hotel/Motel Admin - provides secured access to hotel/motel 
administrative functions such as setting and resetting guest room 
mailboxes; setting, checking, and printing wakeup calls; and leaving 
messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this mode.

• Q & A - provides survey services via voice or press-key response. 
Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mail-
box. When played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each 
answer is replayed after playing the corresponding question number. 
Forward and rewind features are allowed during playback.  

• RAD (Recorded Announcement Device) - will play the greeting, 
ignore DTMF digits, wait two seconds after greeting ends, and 
then hang up--or if mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller will 
be routed to another destination. 

 RADs are typically (but not necessarily) used in an Automatic Call 
Distribution (ACD) environment to prompt callers of their holding 
queue status or to provide information about the company. A RAD 
on the Mitel PBX works through an ONS (On Premises) analog 
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to 

About 
Digital Link
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be used as specified by Mitel.  

• Service Bureau Mailbox - plays a mailbox greeting, takes a mes-
sage, and then hangs up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode 
is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who 
want restrictive access.

Menu Prompt Recording
Menu prompts can be recorded through a touch-tone telephone either on 
or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a file, 
cassette, or DAT tape. up to five prompts per menu are allowed.

Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
Users can access their mailboxes either internally or remotely and retrieve, 
save, copy or delete messages. Saved messages will be retained for a time 
period specified in Class of Service.

Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting Lamps can be activated on all Mitel PBX’s.  The  Lamp 
can be activated without ringing the telephone. If a Lamp is not installed 
on the specific telephone, the bell will ring at an interval determined by 
the PBX. Refer to Mitel PBX-specific practices for more options regard-
ing the PBX.

Multiple or Single Greetings
users can record single or multiple mailbox greetings. Multiple greetings 
may extend up to ten greetings maximum per mailbox; each greeting may 
be activated as desired. Single or multiple greeting options are determined 
through Class of Service. 

Digital Link also provides a hotel default greeting which informs callers 
that the guest is not available. This greeting can be customized by the 
administrator for a specific property greeting
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On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users can internally or remotely program their own mailbox features 
through touch-tone telephones. Programming capabilities include record-
ing or editing mailbox greetings, changing the mailbox mode, assigning a 
personal operator, and activating or deactivating enhanced notification.

Online Maintenance
Some system maintenance can be administered without the interrup-
tion of service. With online maintenance, you can program extensions, 
mailboxes, classes of service and enhanced notification without shutting 
your system down. Maintenance operations can be performed on site or 
off site via touch-tone telephone or keyboard entry. 

PMS (Property Management System) Integration
Digital Link can integrate to any PMS system that follows the Mitel 
PMS protocol. PMS integration is achieved either directly to an available 
PMS port or indirectly through the connection between the PMS system 
and the Mitel PBX. No additional PMS or PBX hardware or software is  
required for indirect connection. 

Digital Link's’s indirect PMS Integration works by monitoring the data 
transferred between the PMS system and the Mitel PBX. It then uti-
lizes the information obtained to automatically clear messages, pending 
wakeup calls, and message waiting lamps when a guest checks in or out. 
This optional feature is available on the SX-200 Digital, SX-200 Light,   
SX-2000 and ICP systems equipped with PMS integration.

Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a password of fixed or variable length. Pass-
words can be from 3 to 15 digits in length. For organizations that do not 
require password protection on mailboxes, such as hotels/motels, Digital 
Link also provides a password option of NONE.

Personal Operator
Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator rather than  the 
primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller 
can press "0" and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, 
or any extension. For example, a caller transfers to the sales department 
but all sales personnel are busy; the caller can then dial "0" and transfer 
to the sales secretary, not the main operator. Feature access is controlled 
through Class of Service and modified by the mailbox owner.

About 
Digital Link
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Quick Setup
Quick Setup is a powerful programming tool designed to bring your 
system on line with a minimal amount of effort and time. Many of the 
default values and common features are preconfigured, requiring you to 
enter only organization and PBX-specific information.  

Remote Maintenance and Modem
Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be 
performed off site using the modem and CoSessionTM Host maintenance  
software supplied with each Digital Link system. CoSession Remote 
Communications software (optional) is required to access the system 
from a remote computer. 

Remote Telephone Forwarding to Voice Mail
With this feature, mailbox owners can remotely forward their telephones 
to voice mail. This call forwarding option can also be preprogrammed, 
using Scheduled Event, to occur automatically at a specified time or 
date, or “on the fly” from the owner’s mailbox. For people who travel 
extensively and forget to forward their extensions prior to departure, this 
feature is particularly useful in eliminating the noisy ringing of an unan-
swered phone. Remote forwarding is available only on the SX-2000 and 
ICP 3300 systems.

Reports
Digital Link can generate detailed reports on numerous system functions 
and activities. Information can also be exported into a shared text format 
to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.

Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to authorize 
someone else to login into his/her mailbox, retrieve messages, and save 
the messages. No message deletion is allowed.

Scan Messages
Scan Messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a 
specific message.  A user can hear the first five seconds of each message 
by pressing "7 + 1" while listening to the beginning of the first new or 
saved message. Once the desired message has been located, pressing "1" 
will replay the message from the beginning and offer all of the options 
available after the message has been played.
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Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful channel control feature allowing 
Digital Link the ability to dial virtually any digit string at any time or 
date on any specific channel. The ability to dial any digit string as well as 
access all soft and hard keys gives Digital Link the capability to provide 
enhanced functionality through the display. For example, Digital Link can 
activate ACD groups at specific times of day or automatically switch the 
PBX from Day to Night 2 mode on the first of the month at 10:00 a.m. 
for a company meeting. The possibilities are endless.

Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first-time users can set up their mailbox 
quickly and easily by recording a brief greeting, recording their name, 
and entering a password.

Skip Messages
Pressing the "7" key during message retrieval skips to the next saved 
message. Pressing "8" skips over new messages so the user may listen to 
saved messages only.

System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and 
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular 
basis and the disks should be stored in a safe location.

System Platform
Standard systems include a tower case with an industrial grade bus passive 
backplane. Passive backplanes offer higher reliability, increased capac-
ity for higher port configurations, and easy access for system upgrades. 
Digital Link systems also include a SBC CPu card, Compact FLASH 
based system storage, CD-ROM drive, keyboard, Digital Link software, 
modem and CO/Sessions Host TM  remote programming software. 

Hardware is assembled, software installed, and the system is thoroughly 
tested at the VSR manufacturing facility. 

System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a 
password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the 
system and administering the system. 

Transaction Processing
Callers may have single-digit access to extensions, departments, or spe-

About 
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cific greetings in each menu. This feature allows callers to quickly route 
through the system to the appropriate destination.

Transfers - Blind and Smart
Digital Link  supports both Blind and Smart Transfers. Each extension 
can be programmed for the appropriate transfer type. 

Blind Transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to 
voice mail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. The SX-200, 
SX-2000 and ICP systems provide a conditional forwarding status. This 
form of transfer will be used in most cases.

Smart Transfers provide an analysis of call status. By reading the display, 
Digital Link can determine if the called destination answers, is busy, 
does not answer, or if the call may be forwarded to another destination. 
Digital Link can appropriately route the call to the desired destination. 
Smart Transfers are required if call screening is used.

Trunk Routing
Each individual Central Office trunk can be programmed to route sepa-
rately based on time of day, day of week, and/or specific day of year. This 
can be very useful in a shared tenant service, specialized departmental 
routing, or in a multiple company environment. 

Voicemail/Extension Directories
Digital Link allows a caller to dial by name or number to transfer to the 
appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A VSR studio-recorded 
greeting may be utilized or users can re-record and customize the direc-
tory themselves.
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DIGITAL LINk LIMITED SYSTEM WARRANTY
The following warranty applies to the Digital Link hardware system only. The 
Digital Link software has a separate warranty, which is described in the Digital 
Link Software License Agreement below. 

VSR warrants to the original purchaser of the Digital Link call-processing  
system that this product is free from manufacturing defects in material and/or 
workmanship. The period of this warranty is for one year from the original date 
of purchase.

This warranty does not cover damage due to misuse or abuse, ship-
ping, acts of God such as lightning, flood, or earthquake, alteration of the  
product, or loading of any software other than utility software especially  
designed for disk maintenance.

If a defect does occur VSR retains the right to replace or repair its product at 
its discretion. VSR makes no other warranties of any kind either implied or  
expressed, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
use. VSR is not liable for any incidental, accidental, consequential, or punitive 
damages from any breech of warrant or otherwise.

DIGITAL LINk SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREE-
MENT

The following terms of agreement describe the conditions under which VSR 
furnishes the software that comes with its systems. 

Ownership
VSR retains ownership of the Digital Link software. It is licensed to the  
purchaser under the following conditions: 

 You May 
 You may resell the Digital Link system as a unit. The license is trans- 
 ferable to the new purchaser, provided it is re-registered with VSR. 
  (See "Limited  System Warranty.")

 You May Not 

 You may not copy the documentation or software except for backup  
 purposes. You may not distribute, rent, sublicense or lease the soft- 
 ware or documentation, including translating, decompiling, disassem- 
 bling or creating derivative works. You may not reverse-engineer any  
 part of this software. You may not make telecommunication trans- 
 mittal of this software. It is against the law to copy the software on  

System Warranty &  
Agreements
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 any medium except as specifically allowed in the license agreement. 

Termination 
This license and your right to use this software automatically terminate if you fail 
to comply with any provisions of this license agreement. 

Rights
VSR retains all rights not expressly granted. Nothing in this license agreement 
constitutes a waiver of VSR's rights under the U.S. copyright laws or any other 
federal or state law.

Limited Warranty
If you discover physical defects in the media, VSR will replace the media or docu-
mentation at no charge to you, provided that you return the item to be replaced 
with proof of purchase to VSR during the 90-day period following your receipt 
of the Digital Link system.

License Agreement
VSR excludes any and all implied warranties, including warranties of merchant-
ability and fitness for a particular purpose, and limits your remedy to returning 
the software and documentation to VSR for replacement.

Although VSR has tested the software and reviewed the documentation, VSR 
MAkES NO WARRANTY OF REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESSED 
OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THIS SOFTWARE OR DOCuMENTA-
TION, ITS QuALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICuLAR PuRPOSE. AS A RESuLT, THIS SOFTWARE AND 
DOCuMENTATION ARE LICENSED "AS IS" AND YOu, THE LICENSEE, 
ARE ASSuMING THE ENTIRE RISk AS TO ITS QuALITY AND PERFOR-
MANCE. 

IN NO EVENT WILL VSR BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQuENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OuT OF THE 
uSE OR INABILITY TO uSE THE SOFTWARE OR DOCuMENTATION, 
even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In particular, VSR shall have 
no liability for any data stored or processed with this software, including the costs 
of recovering such data.

System Warranty &  
Agreements
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MANuAL 
OVERVIEW

HOW TO uSE THIS MANuAL

This manual has been specifically designed with you in mind. It has been format-
ted for full and easy reference. The general layout of this manual is organized to 
emulate the general installation and integration process. Basic evaluation and as-
sembly is offered first, initial programming and testing is described  next, followed 
by chapters covering more detailed programming and troubleshooting sections. 

Margin Features
Margin space on the outer edges of each page have been designed for your use. 
You can jot down your own personal notations and references next to relevant 
areas in the manual.

Additionally,  important information about potential installation problems, as 
well as interesting application ideas, are highlighted in boxes next to the general 
manual text.  Pay particular attention to these peripheral notes.

References
Occasionally there will be a reference to a subject covered in another chapter,  
the glossary, or another guide. These references will always be notated in italics. 
Look for these references in the text as indicated.

General Terminology*
Administrator is the person at a customer site who is responsible for routine con-
figuration, maintenance and operation of the Digital Link System.

Caller will always mean a person making a call into a Digital Link system.

Digital Link and System refer to the Digital Link call-processing system.

Engineering support refers to a development and/or support engineer at VSR.

Installer is the dealer technician who is responsible for unpacking, preparing 
and installing the Digital Link System, including the initial configuration and  
application design.

Technical support refers to a customer service technician at VSR.

User or Owner will always refer to a logged-in mailbox owner on the installed 
Digital Link system.

*Refer to the Glossary section, located in Appendix B, for terms not defined 
here.
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This chapter provides you 

with general information on 

what is required prior to in-

stalling Digital Link, how to 

assemble your Digital Link 

system, and how to connect 

Digital Link to the PBX.
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Is a site visit required prior to installation?

Yes. It is preferred that you visit the installation site for several reasons: to verify 
PBX configurations; to confirm that the location meets minimum installation 
requirements; and to acquire specific customer information, such as day and 
night menu greetings and options, the number of mailbox and extensions to be 
activated, and a listing of user's names that will be assigned to each mailbox and 
extension.

What is involved in assembly?

If you have set up a personal computer previously, you should have no difficulty 
assembling your Digital Link voice processing system. All required voice cards 
are pre-installed and all the basic software is pre-loaded. 

What is necessary for connection?

To connect Digital Link to your PBX, a 25-pair RJ-21X  male Amphenol con-
nector is required.

If the AC outlet does not have proper grounding, should Digital Link 
still be installed?

No. Improper grounding could cause intermittent problems and ultimately damage 
the unit, resulting in voiding the System Warranty.

Do I need a UPS system? And if so, what kind of UPS should I get?

Yes, VSR highly recommends that you connect your Digital Link system to an 
uninterruptable power supply (UPS) with a built-in line conditioner. A UPS sys-
tem provides noise filtering, automatic voltage regulation, and continuous power 
support (for a certain amount of time) during undervoltages, overvoltages, or 
total power outage. Select a UPS system with a minimum of 300 watt output to 
accommodate the Digital Link system.

How long will it take to assemble the System and connect it to my 
PBX?

Unfortunately, there is no easy answer to this question. The amount of time  
required for computer assembly and PBX connection is dependent upon the num-
ber of ports at your site and your software application. However, to expedite the 
assembly process, VSR has pre-configured all system integration.

YoUR QUeSTIoNS 
ANSWeReD
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eVALUATIoN AND PLANNINg

The first step to installing Digital Link in the work environment is preparation. 
Before you assemble and connect Digital Link to your Mitel PBX system, you 
need to perform some preliminary evaluation tasks to assure that the site location 
fulfills minimum electrical requirements and environmental safeguards. Next, you 
will want to gather information to promote successful integration with the Mitel 
PBX system. To assist you with your preparation, a checklist has been provided 
on page 4 and a Pre-Installation Questionnaire, eZ Form 200, is included in Ap-
pendix A.

electrical Requirements 
The Digital Link system requires 115 Volts AC, 60HZ (standard electrical power 
source), and draws no more power than a typical personal computer.  Make sure 
to connect Digital Link to an isolated ground and at least 15 amp circuit protec-
tion. 

We recommend that you connect your Digital Link system to some form of surge 
suppression which blocks voltage spikes and filters eMI/RFI emissions. To ensure 
that calls are processed in the event of a power failure, connect Digital Link to 
an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) with a minimum 300 watt output over a 
time adequate for the system administrator to take appropriate shutdown action.   
If you are using a multiple-outlet surge suppressor and a UPS, be sure to plug 
the UPS into the wall and the surge suppressor into the UPS.

Ideally, Digital Link should have a separate dedicated circuit, but this is not always 
possible. If not, assure that other equipment does not draw excessive current, 
whether continuous or intermittent. For example, copiers and laser printers can sit 
idle with relatively little drain of current, but when they are in operation, current 
requirements are significant. Production tools and cleaning equipment may also  
require large amounts of current. If the Digital Link system reboots or locks up 
often, power source contention may be a likely source of the problem. 

Basic environmental Requirements
The Digital Link system should be installed in a location with a temperature be-
tween 65°F (18°C) and 100°F (38°C), stable and free from vibration, and secure 
from unauthorized persons whenever possible. The system should not be installed 
in an area where it will be constantly exposed to dust or where there is a lot of 
activity or movement from the outside to the inside. Smoke, or humidity over 
90% (condensing) can damage the system.

The system is typically installed in the same room as the PBX. Some technicians 
prefer to place it on top of the PBX, as long as there is adequate ventilation. An-
other common location is on the system administrator's desk.

According to stud-
ies conducted by the  
National  Power  Labo-
ratory, a typical com-
puter location will 
experience 289 dis-
ruptive or destructive 
power fluctuations 
each year. To pro-
tect your Digital Link  
system, VSR strongly 
recommends that you 
connect the system to 
an uninterruptable 
power supply (UPS) or 
a surge protector.

Important
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Digital Link Pre-Installation Checklist
The following prepatory tasks should be performed prior to assembling and in-
stalling your Digital Link system. A pre-installation questionnaire (Digital Link 
eZ Form 200), located in Appendix A, will guide you in gathering much of the 
information requested below.

	Locate dry and dust-free area at customer site.

	obtain protected power source (highly recommended, not required).

	Have RJ-21X jacks wired close to location of Digital Link  
(eight extensions per connector).

	Determine model and software generic version of the PBX.

	Determine voicemail extension numbers to be used by Digital Link, 
one extension per DNIC port.

	obtain the Digital Link extension hunt group number.

	obtain an oNS extension for the modem, with DID.

	obtain the feature access codes for the PBX.

	obtain the following customer information: 

 • All PBX extension numbers and associated user names.

 • Which extensions will/will not have an assigned mailbox.

 • Which extensions will/will not be included in the system directory.

 • Which mailboxes will/will not be included in the system directory.

 • Which extension should be assigned as the operator.

 • Which mailbox should be designated as the general Mailbox.

 • Which mailbox should be designated as the Administrative Mailbox.

 • All phone and pager numbers to be used for enhanced notification  
 (Refer to eZ Form 208).

Pre-Installation 
Checklist
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PLATFoRM ASSeMBLY
Your Digital Link system is shipped with all internal hardware installed and all 
software loaded per your order.  The only hardware assembly required is the 
connection of computer components and the phone cable. This is not a difficult 
process, but please take a few precautions:

	 	 	Ground yourself properly.

	 	 	Make sure the power is switched oFF.

once you have taken these standard precautions, you may proceed with installing 
your Digital Link system.

	How to assemble Digital Link

1. With the power off, plug the monitor cable into the back of the CPU port 
labeled “Video.”

2. Plug the keyboard connector into the rear of the CPU at the position 
marked “Keyboard.”

3.   The monitor A/C cord can be plugged into the A/C outlets on the back or 
directly to your power source.

4.  Plug the analog/oNS extension/line into the line jack of the internal  
modem.

5. Parallel printers can be plugged into the LPT1 port.

Connecting To Your Mitel PBX System
Your Digital Link system will typically contain one DNIC integration card and one 
digital voice card for each 8 ports.* The DNIC card is digitally linked to the voice 
card via an MVIP (Multi-Vendor Integration Protocol) connector. These connec-
tions are pre-configured by VSR as part of the System's turnkey functionality. 

The DNIC integration card is a VoiceBridge-PC (VB-PC) card, designed and 
manufactured by Voice Technologies group to provide advanced PC-to-PBX 
networking capabilities. The VB-PC card includes an onboard Application- 
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for processing real-time, network protocol  
communication with your Mitel  PBX system. 

To connect Digital Link to your PBX system, utilize a RJ-21X 25-pair male  
Amphenol connector. 

* Voice cards are available in both 8-port and 24-port configurations. So, depend-
ing upon your port configuration and platform choice, the number of voice 
cards may vary. 

 Assembly
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W - BL 26 T 1
BL - W   1 R 1 

W - BR 29 T 2
BR - W 4 R 2

R - O 32 T 3
O - R 7 R 3

R - S 35 T 4
S - R  10 R 4

BK - GN 38 T 5
GN - BK 13 R 5

Y - BL 41 T 6
BL - Y 16 R 6

Y - BR 44 T 7
BR - Y 19 R 7

V - O 47 T 8
O - V 22 R 8

Digital link Port 1

Digital link Port 2

Digital link Port 3

Digital link Port 4

Digital link Port 5

Digital link Port 6

Digital link Port 7

Digital link Port 8

Connecting the PBX DNIC Ports to Digital Link
Review the 66M-150 Block diagram below for voicemail port connection:
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Chapter 300  
Programming   

Your Mitel PBX

This chapter describes the 
minimum phone  sys tem 
hardware and software re-
quirements for installing 
Digital Link, PBX-specific  
features, and all programming 
information needed to prepare 
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Can Digital Link play specific menus to outside callers based on lo-
cal incoming trunks, 800 incoming trunks, and time of day?

Yes. Digital Link's powerful Channel Control feature allows you to program 
the System to respond to various conditions, based on the PBX's incoming 
trunk numbers, configured trunk names, and time of day. 

Will Digital Link work in a networked PBX configurations?

Yes, Digital Link works in most network environments, although additional 
system hardware and PBX programming may be required to accommodate 
the  
customer application. Successful network integration will also depend upon 
the PBX type and software revision.

Why is Digital Link's DNIC integration better than ONS voice mail 
integration?

Digital Link connects directly to DNI ports in your Mitel PBX. This inte-
gration provides several advantages. It promotes a wider range of system 
features not available through most ONS ports, which are typically limited 
by inband signaling. Total  installation time required for basic voicemail 
applications is reduced. Disconnect Supervision is immediate. And,  whereas 
ONS port integration may necessitate the purchasing of additional hardware, 
the overall cost to install a Digital Link system is considerably less in com-
parison.

Your Questions 
Answered
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Programming Your Mitel PBX

The following sections provide hardware, software, and programming informa-
tion for your Mitel PBX. On the next two pages, tables have been provided to 
illustrate    the application of PBX-initiated and Digital Link-initiated Events to 
specific Mitel systems. 

VSR strongly recommends that PBX programming be performed only by Mitel-
certified technicians. After you have finished programming the PBX,  Chapter 400 
will guide you through the necessary steps to program and test Digital Link. 

Digital Link-Initiated 
Event

SX-200 
Digital

SX-200 
Light/ICP 
3100

SX-
2000/
ICP 
3300

Notification ¤ l l

Cleanup ¤ l l

Do Not Disturb ¤ l l

PBX-Initiated Event SX-200 
Digital

SX-200 
Light/ICP 
3100

SX-
2000/
ICP 
3300

Menu ¤ l l

Login to Mailbox ¤ l l

Request Mailbox ¤ l l

 Table Key :       = Yes              = Yes w/Lightware 15 or above             

Programming 
Events
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PBX-Initiated  
Event

SX-200 Digital  
Event Code

SX-200 Light/ICP 
3100 
 Event Code

SX-2000/ICP 3300 
Event Code

Menu TIII Calling TIII Calling Trunk 

Login to Mailbox ~E ~E ~I

Call Forward 
Always

Fwd From ~E 
Always 
~X From ~E Always

Fwd From ~E 
Always 
~X From ~E Always

~X From ~E Always

Programming 
Events

PBX-Initiated Event Codes
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Section 301:  
 Mitel 

SX-2000 &
ICP 3300 

 
 

Digital Link is equipped with 
many powerful features. The 
functionality of these features 
vary slightly with each Mitel 
PBX. Described in this section 
are the hardware and software 
requirements for full-feature 
access. Additionally, this section 
outlines the program settings for 
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MInIMuM Phone SySTeM RequIReMenTS

Before programming your Mitel PBX, verify that you meet the minimum hardware 
and software  requirements.

SX-2000 (VS, S, SG, and Light) and ICP 3300
SX 2000 M-stream or higher and ICP 3300 will integrate with Digital Link. It is rec-
ommended that whenever possible, the latest version of software be installed. 

A DNI line card (Part # MC330) is required in allconfigurations. The DNI line 
card provides 16 ports.

one DnI port is required for each Digital Link port. When connecting the ports to 
Digital Link, use a RJ-21X Amphenol connector. A two foot RJ-21X Amphenol 
female cable is supplied with Digital Link. each Amphenol connection will sup-
ply eight ports to Digital Link. Refer to page 200-5 for the voicemail extension 
layout on a 66 M-150 block.

    

Requirements 
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PRoGRAMMInG MITeL SX-2000/ICP 3300 

Programming the PBX before you install Digital Link is not necessary, but it can 
make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the PBX has been 
programmed, Digital Link’s quick Setup will have your system up and running 
in a minimal amount of time. Pre-programming the PBX can be done remotely, 
which can save you time at the customer site.

Programming the PBX primarily involves Customer Data entry, which is entering 
the register codes in the command fields. You will find Digital Link’s recommended 
register value entries on the following pages.

Only Mitel-certified technicians should attempt to program a Mitel PBX.

Pilot number:   (your choice)   name: Digital Link

hunt Mode: Terminal recommended  Priority:

Group Type: Voicemail *   1st Threshold (%):

RAD 1:      2nd Threshold (%):

RAD 2:      Alert Device:

nIGhT RAD:     Phase Timer:

Member
Directory 
number name

SX-2000/ICP 3300 hunt Group Assignments

* with (N-Stream), Voice with all other Software 
 x = Extension Number of DNIC Port for Digital Link

hunt Group
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SX-2000/ICP 3300 Feature Access Code Assignments

FeATuRe nAMe PRIM. CoDe ALT. CoDe

Account Code

ACD Silent Monitor

ACD Agent Login

ACD Agent Logout

Active Maintenance Port Access

ADL - Call

ADL - Disconnect

ADL - Loopback

Callback - Cancel

Callback - Disconnect

Callback - Cancel Individual

Callback - Setup (one digit only)

Call Forwarding - Busy (external Source)

Call Forwarding - Busy (ext & Int Source)

Call Forwarding - Busy (Internal Source)

Call Forwarding - end Chaining

Feature Access 
Codes 
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SX-2000/ICP 3300 Feature Access Code Assignments 

These fields must contain entries for the corresponding functions to be performed 
by Digital Link. These codes must also be entered in Digital Link’s Phone System 
Form. See Chapter 400, CDE Forms for details.

FeATuRe nAMe PRIM. CoDe ALT. CoDe

DID/3 Protocol Test

Do not Disturb 4

Do not Disturb - Cancel

Do not Disturb - Cancel Remote 4

Do not Disturb - Remote 4

Flexible Answer Point

Flexible Answer Point Cancel All

Force Party Release

hCI Application

hotel/Motel Room Status

hotel/Motel Room Monitor Listen

hotel/Motel Room Wake-up Call from Guest extension

hotel Room Wake-up Call from Guest extension-Cancel

Inactive Maintenance Port Access

Individual Trunk Access

4

Feature Access 
Codes 
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SX-2000/ICP 3300 Class of Service options Assignments

Class of Service Number: 1*

CLASS oF SeRVICe oPTIon nAMe SeLeCT noTeS*

Account Code Verified no 

ACD Silent Monitoring - Accept no

ACD Silent Monitoring - Allowed yes 2

ACD Silent Monitoring - Notification no

AnI/DnIS/ISDn number Delivery Trunk no

Auto Answer Allowed no

Autovan Autopreemption no

Autovon Trunk no

Broker’s Call no

Busy override Security yes

Call Announce Line no

Call Forwarding - Accept yes

Call Forwarding (external Destination) yes 8

Call Forwading (Internal Destination) yes

Class of Service
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*Please see following page for Programming Notes.

SX-2000/ICP 3300 Class of Service options Assignments 

CLASS oF SeRVICe oPTIon nAMe SeLeCT noTeS*

hCI Call Control Allowed no

hCI Monitor Allowed no

hotel Room extension no

hotel Room Monitor Setup Allowed no

hotel Room Monitoring Allowed no

Individual Trunk Access no

Loudspeaker Pager override no

Loudspeaker Pager override Security no

Message Waiting yes

Message Waiting - Audible Tone Notification no

Message Waiting - Deactivate on off-hook yes

Message Waiting - Inquire no

Multiline Set Loop Test yes

Class of Service
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TIMeR oPTIonS/ACCounT CoDe LenGTh VALue noTeS*

Account Code Length (2-12)    2

ANSWER PLUS� - Delay to Message Timer (0-300 s)  20

ANSWER PLUS� - Expected Offhook Timer (0-255 s)  30

ANSWER PLUS� - Message Length Timer (0-120 s)  10

ANSWER PLUS� - System Reroute Timer (0-720 s)    0

Attendant Busy-out Timer (1-1440 mins)  10

Auto Camp-on Recall Timer (0-180 s)  10

Autovon Precedence (0-4)    4

DTMF key ASSIGnMenTS VALue noTeS*

key A

SX-2000/ICP 3300 Class of Service options Assignments 
Class of Service
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SX-2000/ICP 3300 Class of Service options Assignment

 notes

1. Select a distinct Class of Service for Digital Link. Make Class of Service 
for both Day and night the same.

2. Yes allows Digital Link to monitor and record agents to a mailbox for 
training purposes.

3. Yes allows a call to be picked up from hold, when Digital Link announces 
a call on hold over the paging system.

4. Yes allows Digital Link to control the Day/night mode of the SX-2000/
ICP 3300.

5. Yes allows Digital Link to access the paging system and announce a call 
on hold at extension xxx.

6. CAuTIon!! Yes will allow Digital Link to forward or transfer a call to 
an external destination and drop off, leaving a trunk connected solely with 
another trunk.

7.  Must be greater than the Call Forward no Answer time of station users of 
Digital Link.

8. As a precaution to make sure all calls can be answered during times when 
Digital Link is taken off-line, the voice mail port may be call forwarded on 
a no Answer condition to an open extension.

Class of Service
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DnI Circuit Assignment

CABI-
neT

CIR-
CuIT

CARD 
TyPe

     DeVICe TyPe
Channel #1           Channel #2 

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

DnI LIne
SuPeR-
SeT  
430

Multiline Sets 
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DnI Circuit Assignment Multiline Set Assignment

* Prime Directory Numbers are  examples only.

Call 
Ann. #

Prime 
Line 
Type

Inter-
con. #

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

no
SIn-
GLe  
LIne

1

Multiline Sets 
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Multiline Set key Assignment

key number Directory num-
ber Line Type Ring Type

2 8301* Single Line no Ring

3

4

5

6

Prime Directory Number: 7301* Prime Line Type: Single Line

Prime Ring Type: Ring  Cab,Shlf,Slot,Cir.:

Prime Name: Digital Link

* Prime Directory Numbers are  examples only.

Multiline Sets 
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Section 302:    
Mitel  

SX-200 Digital   

Digital Link is equipped with 
many powerful features. The 
functionality of these features 
vary slightly with each Mitel 
PBX. Described in this section 
are the hardware and software 
requirements for full-feature 
access. Additionally, this section 
outlines the program settings for 
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MInIMuM Phone SySTeM RequIReMenTS

Before programming your Mitel PBX, verify that you meet the minimum hardware 
and software  requirements.

SX-200 Digital
Mitel SX-200 Digital Generic 1005 software with revision F17.0.1 or higher 
supports Digital Link voice mail. It is recommended that whenever possible, 
the latest version of software be installed. Refer to Mitel practices for further 
explanation. 

A DNI line card (Part # 9109-012-000-SA) is required in all SX-200 configura-
tions. The DnI line card provides 12 ports.

one DnIC port is required for each Digital Link port. When connecting the ports 
to Digital Link, use a RJ-21X Amphenol connector. A two foot RJ-21X Amphenol 
female cable is supplied with Digital Link. each Amphenol connection will sup-
ply eight ports to Digital Link. Refer to page 200-5 for the voicemail extension 
layout on a 66 M-150 block.

    

Requirements 
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PRoGRAMMInG MITeL SX-200 DIGITAL 

Programming the PBX before you install Digital Link is not necessary, but it can 
make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the PBX has been 
programmed, Digital Link’s quick Setup will have your system up and running 
in a minimal amount of time. Pre-programming the PBX can be done remotely, 
which can save you time at the customer site.

Programming the PBX primarily involves Customer Data entry, which is entering 
the register codes in the command fields. VSR has performed extensive testing 
to determine the best possible PBX settings for tight integration with Digital 
Link. You will find VSR’s recommended register value entries on the following 
pages.

Only Mitel-certified technicians should attempt to program a Mitel PBX.

SX-200 Digital hunt Group Programming and options

[GRP 1:250] [TeRM] [STn/
SeT]

eXT. nuM-
BeR

CIR-
CuIT

CoM-
MenTS

251 2 4 1 Digital 
Link 1

hunt Group
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SX-200 Digital Feature Access Code Assignments

FeATuRe FeATuRe nAMe ACCeSS CoDe

1 Account Code Access

2 Auto-Answer Activation

3 Call Forwarding - All Calls

4 Call Forwarding - Internal only

5 Call Forwarding - external only

6 Call Forwarding - I Am here

7 Call Forwarding - Cancel I Am here

8 Dial Call Pickup

9 Directed Call Pickup

10 Do not Disturb 4

11 extension General Attendant Access 4

12 Paging Access to  Default Zone(s) 4

Feature Access 
Codes 
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SX-200 Digital Feature Access Code Assignments

FeATuRe FeATuRe nAMe ACCeSS CoDe

31 executive Busy override <<Single Digit>>

32 Automatic Wakeup

33 Call Park

34 node ID

35 Maid in Room

36 SuPeRSeT 4 Tel. Room Status Display

37 Direct to ARS

38 uCD Agent Login/Logout

39 Analogue network Accept Caller’s extension

40 SuPeRSeT 4 Tel. Maid in Room Status Display

Feature Access 
Codes 

4 These features should be activated for use with Digital Link.

44  Feature Code required: 1 to Set; 2 to Cancel.
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

Attendant Bell off Disabled 100

Attendant o/G Restriction/Room Status Setup Disabled 101

Attendant Display of System Alarms Disabled 102

Attendant DISA Code Setup Disabled 103

Attendant Flexible night Service Setup Disabled 104

Attendant Guest Room Key Disabled 105

Attendant new Call Tone Disabled 106

Attendant Automatic Call Forward - no Answer Disabled 104

Attendant Audible Lockout Alarm Disabled 108

Attendant Serial Call Disabled 109

Attendant Abbreviated Dial confidential Number Display Disabled 110

Attendant Abbreviated Dial Programming enabled 111

Attendant Station Busy - out Disabled 112

Attendant Call Block Key Disabled 113

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme

STA-

TuS

oPTIon 

#

Alarm Call enabled 202

Broker’s Call Disabled 203

Call Block Applies (Room to Room) Disabled 204

Flash For Waiting Call Disabled 205

Call Forwarding - Busy enabled 206

Call Forwarding - Don’t Answer enabled 207

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

* Program a LDN Key on the Attn. Console and label it “Digital Link.” In Form 
19 Priority Dial 0,  put that LDN number in the Day/NT1/NT2 Column.

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme

STA-

TuS

oPTIon 

#

Message Waiting Setup - Lamp Disabled 232

never a Consultee Disabled 233

never a Forwardee Disabled 234

originate only Disabled 235

outgoing Trunk Callback Disabled 236

outgoing Trunk Camp-on Disabled 237

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

ReSeRVeD Disabled 262

ReSeRVeD Disabled 263

ReSeRVeD Disabled 264

ReSeRVeD Disabled 265

Automatic Callback Disabled 300

Camp-on Disabled 301

Flash-in Conference Disabled 302

Paging Zone 1 Access enabled 303

Paging Zone 2 Access Disabled 304

Paging Zone 3 Access Disabled 305

Paging Zone 4 Access Disabled 306

Paging Zone 5 Access Disabled 307

Paging Zone 6 Access Disabled 308

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming (cont’d)  

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

Account Code, Forced entry - Data Internal Calls Disabled 326

Account Code, Forced entry - Data external Calls Disabled 327

Account Code, Forced entry - Data Long Distance Calls Disabled 328

ReSeRVeD Disabled 329

ReSeRVeD Disabled 330

ReSeRVeD Disabled 331

Contact Monitor Disabled 400

Call Park Disabled 401

Long Loop (off-Premise extensions only) Disabled 402

Trunk Recall Partial Inhibit Disabled 403

Recording Failure to hangup Timer (1-255 Seconds) 10 404

ReSeRVeD Disabled 405

ReSeRVeD Disabled 406

ReSeRVeD Disabled 407

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming (cont’d) 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

SuPeRSeT Tel. - Limited new Call Ring Disabled 611

SuPeRSeT Tel. - headset operation Disabled 612

Display AnI Information only Disabled 613

ReSeRVeD Disabled 614

ReSeRVeD Disabled 615

ACD - Agent Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 650

ACD - Supervisor Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 651

ACD - Senior Supervisor Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 652

ACD - Agent Always Auto-Answer Disabled 653

ReSeRVeD Disabled 654

ReSeRVeD Disabled 655

ReSeRVeD Disabled 656

ReSeRVeD Disabled 657

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

AnI Applies Disabled 800

Incoming Trunk Call Rotary Disabled 801

Limited Wait for Dial Tone Disabled 802

SMDR - Drop Calls < n Digits (0...11, 0=Disable) 0 803

SMDR - Drop Incomplete outgoing Calls Disabled 804

Trunk no Dial Tone Alarm Disabled 805

SMDR - Record Incoming Calls Disabled 806

SMDR - Display Private Speedcall Disabled 807

Special DISA Disabled 808

Standard Ring Applies Disabled 809

DISA During night Service only Disabled 810

AnI/DnIS Trunk Disabled 811

Class of Service
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SX-200 Digital System options Programming

* Enabling this option will allow Digital Link to access another trunk and         
forward your voice mailbox to an outside number. CAUTION SHOULD BE 
USED WITH THIS OPTION!!

SySTeM oPTIonS & TIMeRS STATuS oPTIon #

24 hour Clock Disabled 1

Message Lamp Test enable Disabled 2

Single Paging Amplifier Disabled 3

Message Waiting & Message Register Clear Print Disabled 4

Verified Account codes Disabled 5

Analog networking SMDR Disabled 6

Cancel 24-hour Message Waiting Disabled 7

5-Digit SMDR Disabled 8

Attendant Call Block Disabled 9

System options
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SX-200 Digital System options Programming (cont’d)

SySTeM oPTIonS & TIMeRS STATuS oPTIon #

Data SMDR Indicate Long Calls Disabled 39

Message Register Follows Talker Disabled 40

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Disabled 41

ACD Silent Monitoring Disabled 42

ACD Silent Monitoring Beeps Disabled 43

System options
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Station/Set
Assignments

Station/Superset Assignment

An-
nounCe

AS-
SoC

CoM-
MenTS

2 3 2 1 601 30 1 DL 1 Digital Link 
1

2 3 3 1 602 30 1 DL 2 Digital Link 
2 

  Bay/Slt/Cct:                    Set Type: 430                     extension number:

Key TyPe DIR RInG SeC DSS eXT # TRnK 
# LABeL

01 Prime In/out Immed no no xxx

02 Personal o/G none no

03

04

05

06

Superset Key Assignment

The entries provided in the Station/Superset Assignment table (above) are 
examples only.
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Section 303:    
Mitel  

 SX-200 Light &
ICP3100  

Digital Link is equipped with 
many powerful features. The 
functionality of these features 
vary slightly with each Mitel 
PBX. Described in this section 
are the hardware and software 
requirements for full-feature 
access. Additionally, this section 
outlines the program settings for 
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MInIMuM Phone SySTeM RequIReMenTS

Before programming your Mitel PBX, verify that you meet the minimum hardware 
and software  requirements.

SX-200 Light & ICP 3100
Lightware version 15 and above will integrate with Digital Link. It is recommended 
that whenever possible, the latest version of software be installed. 

A DNI line card (Part # 9109-012-000-SA) is required in all SX-200 configura-
tions. The DnI line card provides 12 ports.

one DnIC port is required for each Digital Link port. When connecting the ports 
to Digital Link, use a RJ-21X Amphenol connector. A two foot RJ-21X Amphenol 
female cable is supplied with Digital Link. each Amphenol connection will sup-
ply eight ports to Digital Link. Refer to page 200-5 for the voicemail extension 
layout on a 66 M-150 block.

    

Requirements 
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PRoGRAMMInG MITeL SX-200L & ICP 3100 

Programming the PBX before you install Digital Link is not necessary, but it can 
make the installation process easier and more convenient. After the PBX has been 
programmed, Digital Link’s quick Setup will have your system up and running 
in a minimal amount of time. Pre-programming the PBX can be done remotely, 
which can save you time at the customer site.

Programming the PBX primarily involves Customer Data entry, which is entering 
the register codes in the command fields. VSR has performed extensive testing 
to determine the best possible PBX settings for tight integration with Digital 
Link. You will find VSR’s recommended register value entries on the following 
pages.

Only Mitel-certified technicians should attempt to program a Mitel PBX.

SX-200L/ICP 3100 hunt Group Programming and options

[GRP 1:250] [TeRM] [STn/
SeT]

eXT. nuM-
BeR

CIR-
CuIT

CoM-
MenTS

251 2 4 1 Digital 
Link 1

hunt Group
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Digital Link SX-200L/ICP 3100  
Feature Access Code Assignments

FeATuRe FeATuRe nAMe ACCeSS CoDe

1 Account Code Access

2 Auto-Answer Activation

3 Call Forwarding - All Calls

4 Call Forwarding - Internal only

5 Call Forwarding - external only

6 Call Forwarding - I Am here

7 Call Forwarding - Cancel I Am here

8 Dial Call Pickup

9 Directed Call Pickup

10 Do not Disturb 4

11 extension General Attendant Access 4

12 Paging Access to  Default Zone(s) 4

Feature Access 
Codes 
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Digital Link SX-200L/ICP 3100  
Feature Access Code Assignments

 4 These features should be activated for use with Digital Link.

44 Feature Code required: 1 to Set; 2 to Cancel.

FeATuRe FeATuRe nAMe ACCeSS CoDe

31 executive Busy override <<Single Digit>>

32 Automatic Wakeup

33 Call Park

34 node ID

35 Maid in Room

36 SuPeRSeT 4 Tel. Room Status Display

37 Direct to ARS

38 uCD Agent Login/Logout

39 Analogue network Accept Caller’s extension

40 SuPeRSeT 4 Tel. Maid in Room Status Display

Feature Access 
Codes 
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

Attendant Bell off Disabled 100

Attendant o/G Restriction/Room Status Setup Disabled 101

Attendant Display of System Alarms Disabled 102

Attendant DISA Code Setup Disabled 103

Attendant Flexible night Service Setup Disabled 104

Attendant Guest Room Key Disabled 105

Attendant new Call Tone Disabled 106

Attendant Automatic Call Forward - no Answer Disabled 104

Attendant Audible Lockout Alarm Disabled 108

Attendant Serial Call Disabled 109

Attendant Abbreviated Dial confidential Number Display Disabled 110

Attendant Abbreviated Dial Programming enabled 111

Attendant Station Busy - out Disabled 112

Attendant Call Block Key Disabled 113

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme

STA-

TuS

oPTIon 

#

Alarm Call enabled 202

Broker’s Call Disabled 203

Call Block Applies (Room to Room) Disabled 204

Flash For Waiting Call Disabled 205

Call Forwarding - Busy enabled 206

Call Forwarding - Don’t Answer enabled 207

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

* Program a LDN Key on the Attn. Console and label it “Digital Link.” In Form 
19 Priority Dial 0,  put that LDN number in the Day/NT1/NT2 Column.

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme

STA-

TuS

oPTIon 

#

Message Waiting Setup - Lamp Disabled 232

never a Consultee Disabled 233

never a Forwardee Disabled 234

originate only Disabled 235

outgoing Trunk Callback Disabled 236

outgoing Trunk Camp-on Disabled 237

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

ReSeRVeD Disabled 262

ReSeRVeD Disabled 263

ReSeRVeD Disabled 264

ReSeRVeD Disabled 265

Automatic Callback Disabled 300

Camp-on Disabled 301

Flash-in Conference Disabled 302

Paging Zone 1 Access enabled 303

Paging Zone 2 Access Disabled 304

Paging Zone 3 Access Disabled 305

Paging Zone 4 Access Disabled 306

Paging Zone 5 Access Disabled 307

Paging Zone 6 Access Disabled 308

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming (cont’d)  

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

Account Code, Forced entry - Data Internal Calls Disabled 326

Account Code, Forced entry - Data external Calls Disabled 327

Account Code, Forced entry - Data Long Distance Calls Disabled 328

ReSeRVeD Disabled 329

ReSeRVeD Disabled 330

ReSeRVeD Disabled 331

Contact Monitor Disabled 400

Call Park Disabled 401

Long Loop (off-Premise extensions only) Disabled 402

Trunk Recall Partial Inhibit Disabled 403

Recording Failure to hangup Timer (1-255 Seconds) 10 404

ReSeRVeD Disabled 405

ReSeRVeD Disabled 406

ReSeRVeD Disabled 407

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming (cont’d) 

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

SuPeRSeT Tel. - Limited new Call Ring Disabled 611

SuPeRSeT Tel. - headset operation Disabled 612

Display AnI Information only Disabled 613

ReSeRVeD Disabled 614

ReSeRVeD Disabled 615

ACD - Agent Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 650

ACD - Supervisor Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 651

ACD - Senior Supervisor Template (0-3; 0=Disable) 0 652

ACD - Agent Always Auto-Answer Disabled 653

ReSeRVeD Disabled 654

ReSeRVeD Disabled 655

ReSeRVeD Disabled 656

ReSeRVeD Disabled 657

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 Class of Service Programming (cont’d)

cLASS of SeRVIce oPtIoN NAme STA-
TuS

oPTIon 
#

AnI Applies Disabled 800

Incoming Trunk Call Rotary Disabled 801

Limited Wait for Dial Tone Disabled 802

SMDR - Drop Calls < n Digits (0...11, 0=Disable) 0 803

SMDR - Drop Incomplete outgoing Calls Disabled 804

Trunk no Dial Tone Alarm Disabled 805

SMDR - Record Incoming Calls Disabled 806

SMDR - Display Private Speedcall Disabled 807

Special DISA Disabled 808

Standard Ring Applies Disabled 809

DISA During night Service only Disabled 810

AnI/DnIS Trunk Disabled 811

Class of Service
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 System options Programming

* Enabling this option will allow Digital Link to access another trunk and         
forward your voice mailbox to an outside number. CAUTION SHOULD BE 
USED WITH THIS OPTION!!

SySTeM oPTIonS & TIMeRS STATuS oPTIon #

24 hour Clock Disabled 1

Message Lamp Test enable Disabled 2

Single Paging Amplifier Disabled 3

Message Waiting & Message Register Clear Print Disabled 4

Verified Account codes Disabled 5

Analog networking SMDR Disabled 6

Cancel 24-hour Message Waiting Disabled 7

5-Digit SMDR Disabled 8

Attendant Call Block Disabled 9

System options
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SX-200L/ICP 3100 System options Programming (cont’d)

SySTeM oPTIonS & TIMeRS STATuS oPTIon #

Data SMDR Indicate Long Calls Disabled 39

Message Register Follows Talker Disabled 40

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Disabled 41

ACD Silent Monitoring Disabled 42

ACD Silent Monitoring Beeps Disabled 43

System options
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Station/Set
Assignments

Station/Superset Assignment

An-
nounCe

AS-
SoC

CoM-
MenTS

2 3 2 1 601 30 1 DL 1 Digital Link 
1

2 3 3 1 602 30 1 DL 2 Digital Link 
2 

  Bay/Slt/Cct:                    Set Type: 430                     extension number:

Key TyPe DIR RInG SeC DSS eXT # TRnK 
# LABeL

01 Prime In/out Immed no no xxx

02 Personal o/G none no

03

04

05

06

Superset Key Assignment

The entries provided in the Station/Superset Assignment table (above) are 
examples only.
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Chapter 400   
Programming   

Digital Link 

This chapter describes how to  
customize the Digital Link sys-
tem  to meet your organization’s 
specific needs. Each section of 
this chapter provides detailed 
descriptions of the CDE Forms, 
which you will use to make any 
additional programming changes 
to the Digital Link application af-
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Your Questions 
Answered

Can I program my system without shutting it down?

Yes. Your Digital Link system provides both external maintenance and online 
maintenance for your programming needs. Online maintenance provides the 
ability to change the system’s programming while Digital Link is in a normal 
operating mode.

What are CDE Forms?

CDE Forms are customer data entry screens that assist you in customizing your 
voice processing system. Digital Link’s CDE Forms are designed to help you 
modify extensions, mailboxes, enhanced notification programs, distribution 
lists, menus, classes of service, channels, phone systems, and general system 
options.

Can I add multiple mailboxes and extensions?

Yes. Through Mailbox and Extension Forms, you can add, modify, or delete a 
range of mailboxes and extensions. Additionally, you may add cloned exten-
sions and mailboxes, a timesaving process which use existing extensions and 
mailboxes as templates.

Can I change my voice menus?

Digital Link contains standard menus and prompts which can be customized 
to meet the organization’s communication needs. Additionally, we offer you 
the option of creating your own voice menus and prompts. Before you begin 
changing or creating menus or prompts, careful planning is recommended. To 
assist you  in designing your overall menu structure, menu content and prompt 
recordings, VSR supplies a standard menu planning form in Appendix A.

VSR also offers a customized service to provide professional quality studio 
recordings. This recording service ensures consistency between custom and 
standard system prompts.

Can Digital Link be programmed remotely?

Yes. If you have CoSessionTM Remote software installed at the calling PC  
terminal, you can perform all programming changes via a remote terminal. 
Contact our sales department at (800)967-4877 for more information about 
CoSession software.
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SYSTEM MAInTEnAnCE PROGRAMS

Digital Link provides both external and online maintenance programs to assist 
you in programming your digital voice processing system. These programs are  
designed to guide you through basic operational procedures quickly and sim-
ply. 

This chapter will discuss general features and operations of the Digital Link 
program environment, and then it will address the specific CDE functions in 
separate sections:

	Modifying Extensions (pages 405-1-1 to 405-1-11): This section  
describes how to add or delete extensions, and how to change functions 
that determine how your extensions work.

	Modifying Mailboxes (pages 405-2-1 to 405-2-12): This section  
describes how to add, delete or reset mailboxes, and how to change 
mailbox features.

	Setting up Enhanced Notification (pages 405-3-1 to 405-3-7): This sec-
tion describes how to define the enhanced notification process through 
organized planning forms. 

	Setting up Distribution Lists (pages 405-4-1 to 405-4-8): This  
section describes how to create and edit lists of mailboxes to which users 
can send messages simultaneously.

	Making Voice Menu Changes (pages 405-5-1 to 405-5-16): This  
section describes how to create and modify voice menus and playfiles.

	Modifying Class of Service (pages 405-6-1 to 405-6-9): This section 
describes how to create or change classes of service. Classes of service 
determine the range of features each mailbox has.

	Channel Control (pages 405-7-1 to 405-7-7): This section describes 
how to change the way Digital Link processes calls. Typical tasks in-
clude routing trunk calls to menus, defining stations for mailbox logins 
or greetings, and scheduling events to occur at a certain time or upon 
certain conditions.

	Modifying Phone System  (pages 405-8-1 to 405-8-5): This section 
describes how to make phone system modifications, such as changing 
the outgoing call dialing code and the PBX feature access codes. 

	Modifying System Options (pages 405-9-1 to 405-9-5: This section 
describes how to change some of the Digital Link system options, such 
as the default settings for mailbox setup and Enhanced notifications.

Once changes have 
been made, you can 
run reports that show 
how your system is set 
up. See Chapter 700: 
Running Reports.

hot tip
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Section 401 
Digital Link 

Features 

This section briefly describes 
each Digital Link feature, 
and provides a cross refer-
ence to the appropriate CDE 
section that addresses how to 
implement that feature on your 
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Digital Link Features
Digital Link offers a vast array of voice-processing features. This sections describes 
currently available features and cross references the appropriate pages in upcoming 
sections that address how to implement these features on your system. 

ACD Hunt Group DND Auto Activate/Deactivate
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, an ACD (Automatic 
Call Distribution) Hunt Group can be placed in and out of Do Not Disturb 
(DND) mode. This allows ACD Groups to be activated and deactivated 
at specifically designated times and dates. This feature is available on 
the SX-200 Digital, SX-200 Light, SX-2000 and ICP systems, equipped 
with the appropriate software. 

See Section 405-7: Channel Control, page 3.

Administrative Mailbox Programming
Digital Link allows system administrators to make programming changes 
over the telephone, using the Administrative Mailbox assigned in Quick 
Setup or the System Options Form. The Administrative Mailbox provides 
secured access to extension maintenance, mailbox maintenance, PBX 
Day/Night service options, and other general programming utilities, such 
as recording prompts, and changing the system time. 

See Section 902: Administrative Maintenance.

Advanced Menuing
A menu can use all keys (0-9,*, #) for specific and/or multiple functions. 
For example, key “1” can be used for transferring to a department (e.g., 
sales) and also used to transfer to an extension (e.g., extension 100). The 
available options for each key include the following (see next page):
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•  Call Transfer: transfer direct to specific extension; request  
 an extension; or enter first key of an extension number range.

• Extension Directory

• Mailbox Directory

• Menu

• Play File

• Voice Mail: transfer direct to specific extension; request   
 an extension; or enter first key of an extension number range.

• Hang-up

• Invalid Key 

See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes, pages 11-12.

Audiotext
Mailbox or Play files may be recorded to play 17 minutes of outgoing 
information. This information can be linked together and a caller may 
transfer from one outgoing message to another. When a mailbox is  
utilized, this information can be changed offsite.

See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes, pages 15-16, and  Sec-
tion 902:Administrative Maintenance, pages 9-10.

Auto Day/Night 1/Night 2 Switching
Using the Scheduled Event feature described below, Digital Link can be 
programmed to automatically switch the PBX to Day/Night 1/Night 2 
modes any time of day, day of week, and/or specific day of year. Automatic 
switching eliminates the possibility of human error when different call 
processing modes are associated with different time schedules.

Auto Disk Optimization
During the designated system clean-up time, the Compact FLASH will 
be defragmented and all files will be properly compressed. Cleanup can 
be programmed for any time of day or day of week.

Auto and Manual Message Pause 
While listening to a message, pressing the Hold key on the Superset 
telephone will temporarily pause playback of the message. Playback 
will resume once the call is retrieved off hold. It is also possible to pause 
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Auto Reply
When an internal extension calls another internal extension that is 
forwarded to voicemail, the name or number of the calling extension’s 
mailbox is included with the message. The recipient of the message can 
reply quickly by simply pressing the “5” key and recording a response 
on the sender’s mailbox.

See Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide, page 8.

Auto Time Synchronization
Digital Link reads the time on the integrated digital display and updates 
its internal clock, if necessary. This ensures that the PBX and Digital 
Link share the same time information for important events requiring both  
systems to be synchronized.

See Chapter 500: Performing System Maintenance, page 9.

CD-ROM 
Included with your Digital Link system is a Class 1 CD-ROM drive with 
a pre-installed CD-ROM driver. All software upgrades will be formatted 
for CD-ROM. CD-ROM digitalization offers cutting-edge technology to 
provide you with higher data integrity, quick and easy installation, and 
reduced physical storage requirements.  

Caller Holding/Queuing
When callers are transferred to a busy extension, they can request to be 
placed on hold. The system will inform callers of their position in the 
queue and allow them to hold, try another extension, or leave a message. 
Timing parameters between queuing messages are programmable.

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, page 5.

Call Screening
Users may be notified of who is calling prior to transfer. Callers announce 
their name and the user can then either accept or reject the call. Smart 
Transfer is required for this feature.

See Section 405-1: Modifying Extensions, page 5.
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Certified, Priority and Private Messages
Messages labeled with Certification will generate a receipt in the user’s 
mailbox when the messages have been retrieved by the intended recipient. 
The time and date of retrieval is included in the message.

Messages labeled with Priority are heard prior to new messages, with 
the exception of Emergency* Messages.

Messages labeled as Private cannot be copied to another mailbox.

See Section 901:Detailed User’s Guide, page 11.

Channel Control
Digital Link’s unique schedule-oriented architecture promotes greater 
flexibility and administrative control over call processing. DNIC integra-
tion advances an interactive communication platform between your PBX 
and Digital Link. All digital signal information or display packets sent 
by your PBX are “read,” checked against user-definable conditions, and 
processed quickly and efficiently. By dialing propriety feature access codes 
and/or pressing the appropriate softkeys, Digital Link can also “talk” to 
your switch and command scheduled events to occur on cue. For example, 
Digital Link can automatically direct your PBX to change from Night 
mode to Day mode at a certain time each day of the week.

See Section 405-7: Channel Control.

Class of Service
The Class of Service Form allows for the customization of specific features 
and functionality which then can be assigned as a template for a single or 
group of extensions/mailboxes. 

Class of Service options include selection of mailbox mode, Hotel/Motel 
features, timers, mailbox and  extension maintenance options, forwarding 
capabilities, notification options, password options, distribution lists types, 
message sending options, loudspeaker paging options, personal operator, 
holding, screening, and transfer type.

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service.

Cleanup
Cleanup is a Digital Link utility program designed to defragment the 
hard disk drive, sort and organize files and directories, purge old logs 
files, and  purge old messages. Cleanup can be programmed at any time 
of day and day of week.

See Chapter 500: Performing System Maintenance, pages 11 and 12.
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Custom Prompt Recording
Prompts and greetings can be recorded and replaced quickly and easily 
through the administrator’s mailbox using a touch-tone telephone or 
through the Digital Link’s online and external maintenance programs .

As an option, VSR can also provide custom prompt, greeting, and on-hold 
information from our recording studio.

See Section 902: Administrative Maintenance, page 9-10, and Section 
405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes, pages 8 to 11.

DNIC Test
DNIC Test is a utility program designed to display up to four DNIC ports 
simultaneously. This advanced diagnostic tool emulates the Mitel Superset  
430 telephone with all softkey, hardkey, speed call key, DTMF keypad 
functionality, system status, and testing.

See Chapter 600: Advanced Testing.

Date and Time Stamping
A date and time stamp, indicating when a message was sent, may be 
played automatically or manually. This feature may be programmed by 
the user through the mailbox or by the administrator.

See Section 901:Detailed User’s Guide, page 32. For administrative pro-
gramming, see Section 405-2: Modifying Mailboxes, page 5, and Section 
405-9: Modifying System Options,page 4. 

Definable Primary Operator
Specific extensions may be assigned as the main operator. Callers can 
access primary operators by simply dialing “0.” Digital Link also pro-
vides the option of assigning Personal Operators. (Refer to the Personal 
Operator feature description for details.)

See Chapter 403: Programming Quick Setup, page 8, and Section 405-9: 
Modifying System Options,page 3. 

Dial Through during Greeting
While listening to a mailbox greeting, a caller may dial another extension 
and be routed to that specific extension. For example: A caller who is 
trying to reach the company president, and who is subsequently routed 
to voice mail, may dial the executive secretary’s extension  provided by 
the mailbox greeting. 

See Section 901:Detailed User’s Guide, page 4.
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Distribution Lists
This feature allows a list of mailboxes to be assigned to a distribution 
list. 

• A System list can include up to 200 mailboxes. This list can be 
accessed by all mailbox owners who have been granted access via 
class of service.

• A Personal list is programmed and accessed only by the mailbox 
owner. 

• A Manual list is an impromptu list created by the mailbox owner. 
Manual lists may be saved as a personal lists for future message 
sending.

See Section 405-4: Setting Up Distribution Lists.

Do Not Disturb (DND) Remote Extension Set and Clear
Digital Link can be programmed in the Channel Form to set and clear the 
DND feature on an extension or hunt group, or ACD hunt group of the 
PBX. This feature is PBX-dependent. 

See Section 405-7: Channel Control, pages 3-4.

Easily Constructed Menu System
Menus can be easily constructed and maintained onsite or remotely. Out-
going information, extension/mailbox directories, call transfers, access 
to voicemail, etc., may be quickly set up and modified when needed. Up 
to five prompts can be assigned to each menu; menu construction can be 
up to 99 levels deep. 

See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes.

Enhanced Notification (Cascading)

Users may be notified of messages by programming Digital Link to call  
pager, cellular telephone, internal, or an external telephone numbers. Each 
programmed number can be defined with starting and stopping times, 
day(s) of the week, number of dial attempts, and intervals between dial at-
tempts. Enhanced notification dials through a list of up-to-ten programmed 
numbers until the message has been retrieved or the designated number 
of notification attempts have been exceeded. 

See Section 405-3: Setting Up Enhanced Notifications.
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Extension Conflict Dialing

Digital Link has the ability, similar to the PBX, to allow digit conflict 
dialing. For example, extensions 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 can 
all reside on the same system.

Extension/Mailbox Creation and Editing

Extensions and mailboxes may be added or edited by the system admin-
istrator. Flexible maintenance programs allow editing capabilities via 
touch-tone telephone or keyboard entry without interruption of service.

See Section 405-1: Modifying Extensions, Section 405-2: Modifying 
Mailboxes, and Section 902: Administrative Maintenance.

Extension/Mailbox Range Selection

A complete range of extensions sharing common features may be assigned 
quickly by the system administrator, eliminating the need to add exten-
sions one at a time. Existing extensions and mailboxes can be copied and 
used as a template for range programming.

See Section 405-1: Modifying Extensions, pages 3 and 6, and Section 
405-2: Modifying Mailboxes, pages 3 and 6.

External Priority Labeling

External callers can assign priority status to messages. Messages with 
these enhanced status assignment will play prior to any new messages 
in the mailbox. These features are enabled through Class of Service by 
the administrator.

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, page 7.
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Fast-Forward/Rewind Message

A mailbox user can fast-forward or rewind through a message by press-
ing the “#” and “*” keys respectively. Message advance and repeat is 
measured by time intervals defined in Class of Service.

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, page 6, and Section 901: 
Detailed User’s Guide, page 9.

Flexible Extension/Mailbox Length

Extension and mailbox numbers can be programmed in variable lengths, 
ranging from two to six digits. Extensions can include numerical digits  
0-9, and asterisks (*); mailboxes can use digits 1-9.

See Section 403: Programming Quick Setup, page 5.

Forwarding: Mailbox & Extension

Users may forward their extension or mailbox to another mailbox, exten-
sion, menu or external number. Forwarding may be activated on or offsite 
and be pre-programmed to activate at specific times and dates. 

Each extension in Digital Link can be programmed to forward to different 
extensions on the following conditions: Always, No Answer, and Busy. No 
Answer and Busy conditions may have an alternative secondary destina-
tion. Forwarding can be programmed for Smart or Blind Transfers.

This feature is very similar to the Call Rerouting feature in the SX-2000 
PBX.

See Section 405-1: Modifying Extensions, pages 5 and 7, and Section 405-
2: Modifying Mailboxes, pages 5 and 8. Also, see Section 901: Detailed 
User’s Guide, pages 35-36.

Holiday Greetings and Settings

A separate menu and greetings can be pre-programmed by date and trunk 
to provide specific information for designated holidays.

See Section 405-7: Channel Control, page 5.

Hospitality Package

A Hospitality package including PMS integration is included with every 
system. Mailboxes are specifically designed for the hotel/motel guest. 
Features include automatic messaging, 24-hour access, message waiting 
indication, single-button access, wake-up call activation, remote retrieval 
of messages, password protection, and hotel operator assistance by “0” 
key assignment.
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Hotel/motel administrator(s) can perform many routine tasks such as set-
ting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting and clearing wake- up 
calls, and leaving messages. 

See Section 903: Hotel/Motel Administration.

Immediate Dialing

Immediate Dialing allows key multi-functionality.With Immediate Dial-
ing, you can assign a menu key to route to both a specific destination or 
to  an extension/mailbox number. For example, you can program “1” as a 
single-key option to transfer to extension 105, in addition to the standard 
option of dialing the complete extension number. 

See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes, page 14.

Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve

Digital Link gives a caller attempting to reach an extension that has been 
forwarded to voice mail, the options of leaving a message, trying another 
extension, or paging. If the caller elects to page, Digital Link will place 
the caller on hold, dial the paging system access code, and make a paging 
announcement, such as  “Joe Smith, please dial 5301.” (In this example 
“5” is the remote hold retrieve access code and “301” is the voicemail 
extension number that is holding the call.) Joe Smith can go to any tele-
phone on the system and retrieve the call by dialing the specified code. 
If Joe Smith does not retrieve the call, the caller can leave a message or 
try another extension. 

The announcement message can be modified via Class of Service to page 
either the extension number or name; it can also be modified to record 
and announce the caller’s name. 

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, pages 3 and 5.

Loudspeaker Play File

This feature will play a voice file over the paging system at a specific 
time. For example, a retail store which closes at 6:00 p.m. can play an 
announcement at 5:45 p.m. asking all customers to bring their purchases 
to the cashier. Many other playfile options are available.

See Section 405-7: Channel Control, pages 4-7.
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Mailbox Modes
A mailbox can be programmed with different characteristics. The follow-
ing is a list of available modes:

• Take Messages - allows the greeting to be played and the caller to  
leave a message. The caller can simply hang up or press any key 
for more options. This is the most common mailbox mode.

• Greeting Only - plays the greeting, and then hangs up. Dual Tone 
Multi-Frequency (DTMF) digits are permitted in this mode. If 
mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller will route to the forward-
ing destination.

• Hotel/Motel - plays a prerecorded greeting indicating the hotel/
motel guest is unavailable. The caller has the option of leaving 
a message or transferring to the hotel operator. The prerecorded 
greeting can be customized to meet the hotel’s particular needs. 
(See Hospitality Package for additional feature information.)

• Hotel/Motel Admin - provides secured access to hotel/motel 
administrative functions such as setting and resetting guest room 
mailboxes; setting, checking, and printing wakeup calls; and leaving 
messages. Multiple administrators may be assigned to this mode.

• Q & A - provides survey services via voice or press-key response. 
Mailboxes may be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mail-
box. When played back, one contiguous message is heard. Each 
answer is replayed after playing the corresponding question number. 
Forward and rewind features are allowed during playback.  

• RAD (Recorded Announcement Device) - will play the greeting, 
ignore DTMF digits, wait two seconds after greeting ends, and 
then hang up--or if mailbox forwarding is defined, the caller will 
be routed to another destination. 

 RADs are typically (but not necessarily) used in an Automatic Call 
Distribution (ACD) environment to prompt callers of their holding 
queue status or to provide information about the company. A RAD 
on the Mitel PBX works through an ONS (On Premises) analog 
connection. Additional hardware is required if ACD RADs are to 
be used as specified by Mitel.  

• Service Bureau Mailbox - plays a mailbox greeting, takes a mes-
sage, and then hangs up. All DTMF digits are ignored. This mode 
is typical for customers who resell mailboxes to end users and who 
want restrictive access.

See Section 405-2: Modifying Mailboxes, pages 4 and 7.
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Menu Prompt Recording
Menu prompts can be recorded through a touch-tone telephone either on 
or off site, or they can be imported from another medium such as a file, 
cassette, or DAT tape. Up to five prompts per menu are allowed.

See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes, pages 8-10, and Section  
902: Administrative Maintenance, pages 9-10.

Message Retrieve, Save, Copy and Delete
Users can access their mailboxes either internally or remotely and retrieve, 
save, copy or delete messages. Saved messages will be retained for a time 
period specified in Class of Service.

See 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, page 6, and Section 901: Detailed 
User’s Guide, pages 8-9.

Message Waiting Lamps/Bells
Message Waiting Lamps can be activated on all Mitel PBX’s.  The  Lamp 
can be activated without ringing the telephone. If a Lamp is not installed 
on the specific telephone, the bell will ring at an interval determined by 
the PBX. Refer to Mitel PBX-specific practices for more options regard-
ing the PBX.

See Section 405-2: Modifying Mailboxes, pages 5 and 7, and Section 
405-6: Modifying Class of Service, page 6.

Multiple or Single Greetings
Users can record single or multiple mailbox greetings. Multiple greetings 
may extend up to ten greetings maximum per mailbox; each greeting may 
be activated as desired. Single or multiple greeting options are determined 
through Class of Service. 

Digital Link also provides a hotel default greeting which informs callers 
that the guest is not available. This greeting can be customized by the 
administrator for a specific property greeting.

See Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide, pages 15-17.
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On/Off Site Mailbox Programming and Recording
Users can internally or remotely program their own mailbox features 
through touch-tone telephones. Programming capabilities include record-
ing or editing mailbox greetings, changing the mailbox mode, assigning a 
personal operator, and activating or deactivating enhanced notification.

See Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide.

Online Maintenance
Some system maintenance can be administered without the interruption of 
service. With online maintenance, you can program extensions, mailboxes, 
classes of service and enhanced notification without shutting your system 
down. Maintenance operations can be performed on site or off site via 
touch-tone telephone or keyboard entry. 

Additional maintenance functions will be available with future releases. 

See Section 402: Your Digital Link Environment, pages 2-4, and Section 
902: Administrative Maintenance.

PMS (Property Management System) Integration
Digital Link can integrate to any PMS system that follows Mitel and 
Richie PMS protocols. PMS integration is achieved either directly to an 
available PMS port or indirectly through the connection between the PMS 
system and the PBX. No additional PMS or PBX hardware or software is  
required for indirect connection. 

Digital Link’s indirect PMS Integration works by monitoring the data trans-
ferred between the PMS system and the Mitel PBX. It then utilizes the in-
formation obtained to automatically clear messages, pending wakeup calls, 
and message waiting lamps when a guest checks in or out. This optional 
feature is available on the SX-200 Digital, SX-200 Light, SX-2000 and  
ICP systems equipped with PMS integration.

See Appendix C: Applications.

Password Protection
Mailboxes may be assigned a password of fixed or variable length. Pass-
words can be from 3 to 15 digits in length.For organizations that do not 
require password protection on mailboxes, such as hotels/motels, Digital 
Link also provides a password option of NONE.

See Section 403: Programming Quick Setup, page 4, and Section 405-6: 
Modifying Class of Service, pages 3 and 6.
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Personal Operator

Each mailbox can be programmed for a personal operator rather than  the 
primary system operator. While listening to a mailbox greeting, the caller 
can press “0” and be transferred to a departmental secretary, assistant, 
or any extension. For example, a caller transfers to the sales department 
but all sales personnel are busy; the caller can then dial “0” and transfer 
to the sales secretary, not the main operator. Feature access is controlled 
through Class of Service and modified by the mailbox owner.

See Section 405-2: Modifying Mailboxes, page 5 and 8, and Section 405-
6: Modifying Class of Service, page 6.

Quick Setup

Quick Setup is a powerful programming tool designed to bring your 
system on line with a minimal amount of effort and time. Many of the  
default values and common features are preconfigured, requiring you to 
enter only organization and PBX-specific information.  

See Section 403: Programming Quick Setup.

Remote Maintenance and Modem

Complete system programming, diagnostics, and maintenance can be 
performed off site using the modem and CoSessionTM Host maintenance  
software supplied with each Digital Link system. CoSession Remote 
Communications software (optional) is required to access the system 
from a remote computer. 

Remote Telephone Forwarding to Voice Mail

With this feature, mailbox owners can remotely forward their telephones 
to voice mail. This call forwarding option can also be preprogrammed, 
using Scheduled Event, to occur automatically at a specified time or 
date, or “on the fly” from the owner’s mailbox. For people who travel 
extensively and forget to forward their extensions prior to departure, 
this feature is particularly useful in eliminating the noisy ringing of an 
unanswered phone. Remote forwarding is available only on the SX-2000 
and ICP 3300 systems.

See Section 405-8: Modifying the Phone System, page 4, and Section 
405-7: Channel Control, page 3.

Reports

Digital Link can generate detailed reports on numerous system functions 
and activities. Information can also be exported into a shared text format 
to allow import capabilities into a peripheral program.

See Chapter 700: Running Reports.
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Restricted Password
A restricted password can be assigned by a mailbox user to authorize 
someone else to login into his/her mailbox, retrieve messages, and save 
the messages. No message deletion is allowed.

See Section 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, pages 4 and 7.

Scan Messages
Scan Messages offers a unique and very efficient way to search for a 
specific message.  A user can hear the first five seconds of each message 
by pressing “7 + 1” while listening to the beginning of the first new or 
saved message. Once the desired message has been located, pressing “1” 
will replay the message from the beginning and offer all of the options 
available after the message has been played.

See Section 901:Detailed User’s Guide, page 9.

Scheduled Event
Scheduled Event is a very powerful channel control feature allowing 
Digital Link the ability to dial virtually any digit string at any time or 
date on any specific channel. The ability to dial any digit string as well as 
access all soft and hard keys gives Digital Link the capability to provide 
enhanced functionality through the display. For example, Digital Link can 
activate ACD groups at specific times of day or automatically switch the 
PBX from Day to Night 2 mode on the first of the month at 10:00 a.m. 
for a company meeting. The possibilities are endless.

See Section 405-7: Channel Control, pages 3-7.

Simplified Mailbox Activation
With the aid of tutorial prompts, first-time users can set up their mailbox 
quickly and easily by recording a brief greeting, recording their name, 
and entering a password.

See Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide, pages 3- 5.

Skip Messages
Pressing the “7” key during message retrieval skips to the next saved 
message. Pressing “8” skips over new messages so the user may listen 
to saved messages only.

See Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide, page 9.
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System Back-Up/Restore
A backup of system information may be archived for future retrieval and 
restored at a later date. Each system should be backed up on a regular 
basis and the disks should be stored in an offsite location.

See Chapter 500: Performing System Maintenance, pages 15-17.

System Platform
Standard systems include a tower case with an industrial grade bus pas-
sive backplane. Passive backplanes offer higher reliability, increased  
capacity for higher port configurations, and easy access for system up-
grades. Digital Link systems also include a SBC CPU, Compact FLASH 
based storage system, CD-ROM drive, keyboard, Digital Link software, 
modem and CO/Sessions Host TM  remote programming software. 

Hardware is assembled, software installed, and the system is thoroughly 
tested at the VSR manufacturing facility. 

System Password Protection
Access to the system maintenance and programming is restricted by a 
password. Separate passwords can be used for remotely accessing the 
system and administering the system. 

See Chapter 500: Performing System Maintenance, page 14.

Transaction Processing
Callers may have single-digit access to extensions, departments, or spe-
cific greetings in each menu. This feature allows callers to quickly route 
through the system to the appropriate destination.

Transfers - Blind and Smart
Digital Link  supports both Blind and Smart Transfers. Each extension 
can be programmed for the appropriate transfer type. 

Blind Transfers rely exclusively on the PBX to route the call back to voice 
mail via call forwarding, if the caller does not answer. Both the SX-200 
and the SX-2000 provide a conditional forwarding status. This form of 
transfer will be used in most cases.

Smart Transfers provide an analysis of call status. By reading the display, 
Digital Link can determine if the called destination answers, is busy, 
does not answer, or if the call may be forwarded to another destination. 
Digital Link can appropriately route the call to the desired destination. 
Smart Transfers are required if call screening is used.
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Trunk Routing
Each individual Central Office trunk can be programmed to route sepa-
rately based on time of day, day week, and/or specific day of year. This 
can be very useful in a shared tenant service, specialized departmental 
routing, or in a multiple company environment. 

See Section 405-7: Channel Control.

Voicemail/Extension Directories
Digital Link allows a caller to dial by name or number to transfer to the 
appropriate extension, mailbox or announcement. A VSR studio-recorded 
greeting may be utilized or users can re-record and customize the direc-
tory themselves.

See 405-6: Modifying Class of Service, pages 5 and 7. 
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Section 402:
Your Digital Link 

Environment

This section  introduces 

you to the Digital Link pro-

gram. It describes the main 

menu screen and standard 

keyboard functions needed 

to navigate through the 

Digital Link environment. 

It also briefly outlines the 

online and external main-

tenance programs.
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Your DIGItaL LInk EnvIronmEnt: ovEr-
vIEw

This section briefly introduces you to the Digital Link environment. It offers a 
general overview of the main menu screen, including the standard elements and 
tools that are displayed on this screen. It also surveys the basic operation of online 
and external maintenance. Finally, it provides quick reference tables that outline 
the steps to access and exit the maintenance screen as well as defining  basic 
screen navigation tools, such as keyboard functions.

DIGItaL LInk maIntEnancE ProGramS

Digital Link provides both external and online maintenance programs to assist 
you in programming your voice processing system. These programs are designed 
to guide you through basic operational procedures quickly and simply. Online 
maintenance allows you to perform administrative functions, such as editing 
extensions and mailboxes or creating new classes of service, while Digital Link 
is in normal operating mode. External maintenance provides a more extensive 
range of system administration capabilities but requires that you shut the system 
down to perform low level functions. 

The following pages will describe each of these programs in more detail, includ-
ing simple instructions to access and exit the online and external maintenance 
screens.

online maintenance
During normal operation, your Digital Link system will display an online screen, 

maintenance 
Programs

Digital Link’s online maintenance screen [Figure 4.1]

Online  system  is  running!   You  may  select  any choice  from  menu  at  any  time.
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The online screen contains four primary elements: the top menu bar, drop-down 
menus, the online status window, and the maintenance status bar on the bot-
tom.

the top menu bar includes the following options:

CDE--contains editing forms to modify Extensions, Mailboxes, Notifica-
tion, System Distribution Lists*, Personal Distribution Lists*, Menus*, 
Classes of Service, Channels*, Phone System*, and System Options*. 
(See appropriate sections in Chapter 405: Customizing Digital Link.)

Recording--allows the system administrator to record menu prompts. 
(See Section 405-5, Making Voice Menu Changes.)

Reports--generates Listing*, Activity*, System*, and Log* reports. (See 
Chapter 700: Running Reports.)

Maintenance--currently permits Integrity programming of passwords; 
additional functions listed (Low Level*, Clean-up*, Quick Setup*, and 
Optimization*) will become available in future releases.  (See Chapter 
500: Performing System Maintenance.)

Quit--allows immediate and delayed exiting out of the Digital Link  
program.

You can navigate quickly across the top menu bar using  hot keys. Hot keys allow 
you to activate simple commands by pressing just one key. Each menu title in the 
top menu bar has a letter (usually the first letter) highlighted. This highlighted 
letter is the hot key that you press to activate the menu command. For example, 
to open the Maintenance menu, press the hot key <M> .

Drop-down menus appear when you open the main menu options listed in the top 
menu bar. these drop-down menus list additional options available under each 
main menu option. You can activate these menu choices by using your 

arrow keys to move up and down the list, and pressing Enter after selecting 
the menu option. Or you can use the hot keys to quickly access these menu op-
tions. For example, you can activate the Integrity option by pressing the <M> 
key (which opens the maintenance menu), and then pressing the <I> key (which 
opens the Integrity submenu).

*Menu items that appear highlighted in grey indicate they are currently inactive. 
These grayed-out menu functions will be made available for online maintenance 
in upcoming releases. Please note that all menu functions are fully employable 

online  
maintenance
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Some drop-down menu options will be followed by asymbol. This symbol in-
dicates that another level of submenus will be displayed when you press Enter 
after selecting the menu option. These submenus offer more detailed  functions. 
To open a submenu, simply highlight the entry with thesymbol; the submenu 
will automatically appear next to the drop-down menu. To exit the submenus or 
drop-down lists, press ESc.
Beneath your top menu bar is the online status display. In the display header,  
the number of active files running, the number of hours available for voice stor-
age, the current software version, the board serial number, and the date/time are 
shown. The rest of the display screen is dedicated to channel status. Every call 
processed by the Digital Link system is logged according to its channel number 
and displayed here in real time.

the function command bar is the ribbon that appears across the bottom of your on-
line screen. The status bar briefly describes what command functions are available 
for the particular maintenance screen in which you are working at the time.

External maintenance
To use Digital Link’s External Maintenance program, you must shut the system 
down and re-enter the program through your DOS prompt.

	How to exit the Digital Link application

1. Use your arrow keys to move across the menu bar and access the Quit 
menu or press the <Q> hot key .

2. A pop-up window will appear asking you to enter your password. Type 
in your password (default is <PASSWORD>) and press Enter.

3. A drop-down menu will be displayed, offering the options of Immediate 
Shutdown or Delayed Shutdown.

 Select Immediate Shutdown if all channels display “Waiting for Call.” 
Otherwise, select Delayed Shutdown and wait for the Digital Link chan-
nels to clear.

External  
maintenance
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Digital Link’s external maintenance screen [Figure 4.2]

3. Type the system password in the Please Enter Password box and press 
Enter.  (Use the default <PASSWORD>, unless another has been 
established.)

4. the Please Enter Password box will disappear. the External mainte-
nance program can now be used.

the External maintenance Environment
Digital Link’s External Maintenance program is easy to navigate. It is designed 
for flexibility: you can access some maintenance functions from different loca-
tions in the program, and often there is more than one way to perform the same 
operation. This flexibility in operation allows you to find the most comfortable 
working method for you.

The main menu in External Maintenance contains three primary elements: the top 
menu bar, the drop-down menus, and the function command bar.

	How to enter the External Maintenance program

1. At the C:\VSR> prompt, type <E> and press Enter.

2. The External Maintenance main  screen will appear, as shown below.

External  
maintenance
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the top menu bar includes the following options:

CDE Form--contains editing functions to modify Extensions, Mailboxes, 
Notification, System Distribution Lists, Personal Distribution Lists, 
Menus, Classes of Service, Channels, Phone System, and System Options. 
(See appropriate sections in Chapter 405: Customizing Digital Link.)

Recording--allows the system administrator to record menu files, 
playfiles, audio text prompts. (See Section 405-5, Making Voice Menu 
Changes.)

Reports--generates Listing, Activity, System, and Log reports. (See 
Chapter 700: Running Reports.)

Maintenance--permits multilevel programming operations, such as Low 
Level, Clean-Up, Quick Setup, Optimization, and Integrity. (See Chapter 
500: Performing System Maintenance.)

Quit--exits the External maintenance program.

You can navigate across the top menu bar using the Left Arrow and  
right arrow keys. The currently selected menu will be highlighted.

Drop-down menus expand the menu options provided in the top menu bar.For 
example, the CDE drop-down menu offers editing forms for Extensions, Mail-
boxes, System Distribution Lists, Personal Distribution Lists, Menus, Classes of 
Service, Channels, Phone Systems, and System Options.

You can activate drop-down menus by highlighting any top menu option  
(except Quit) and pressing Enter or  Down arrow. to move up and 
down the list provided in the drop-down menus, use the Down arrow and 
up arrow keys. To open the drop-down menu option you have selected, 
press Enter. Some drop-down menu options will display another level of 
submenus when activated. For example, many of the Maintenance menu options 
provide submenus which display more detailed maintenance functions. To exit 
the submenus or drop-down menu lists, press ESc. 

the function command bar will appear when operating CDE, Reporting, or 
Maintenance programs. This bar contains instructions for performing common 
commands, usually through pressing function keys. For example, pressing F10 
will activate the Save command. the bottom menu bar is context sensitive and 
may vary as you move into different menu programs.

External  
maintenance
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working in the maintenance Screen Environment
Once you have accessed a maintenance screen, such as Extension Forms, you will 
need to enter certain active data fields to modify their content or enable command 
options. In some fields, you must type numbers or letters. In other fields, you will 
choose from a list of entries. The table on the next page is provided to briefly 
describe the typical keyboard functions that will allow you to navigate quickly 
and efficiently within the maintenance screen environment.

When you have finished making changes, you will need to exit the External 
maintenance program and return to the online mode.

	How to exit the External Maintenance program

1. move to the Quit menu selection using the right or left arrow key and 
press Enter. You may have to exit some menus before you can do 
this.

 
 --or--

 Exit all drop-down menus and press <Q>.

2. At the C:\VSR> prompt, type <V> and press Enter. the Digital Link 
status screen will appear, indicating you have returned to online mode.

External  
maintenance
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The Enter (or Return button, depending on your 
keyboard) is an activating command. If you are  
in a display or list field, press Enter after select-
ing the appropriate entry. This “chooses” or “en-
ters” it. In some fields, pressing Enter activates 
a command to open the record shown.

The Space bar works as a “toggle” switch. It 
works in a binary on/off mode, allowing you to 
enable or disable certain entries or options. You 
can also press the Space bar to  scroll  through a 
list  (indicated by bracketed fields ).

The arrow keys allow you to navigate up, down, 
and across menus, fields, or list entries. For 
example, you can use the down arrow to move 
down or forward through fields. The up arrow 
lets you move up or to backup through fields.

The Page Up and Page Down buttons allow you 
to navigate forward or backward through multi-
paged  screens.

The Home and End keys will let you move to 
the top or bottom field on the screen. These keys 
are context specific and will only function in 
certain screens.

The F1 key activates the online Help screen.

The F2 key activates a search command and 
displays a list of  possible entries.

The F10 key saves all changes and exits the 
screen in which you are working.

The Escape key allows you to exit drop-down 
menus and screens.

Keyboard Functions Table [Figure 4.3]

Keyboard Functions

Enter

Space

Left,Right, 

Up, and Down Arrows

PG uP     PG Dn

HomE EnD

F1

F10

ESc

F2

Keyboard  
Functions
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Digital Link Basics: A Quick Reference
How to Access online MAintenAnce:

1.  Get to the c:\vSr> prompt.

2.  Type <V> and press Enter
3.  The Digital Link status screen will appear, indicating you  
 have entered the online mode.

How to exit online MAintenAnce:

1.  move to the Quit menu using the right or left arrow key, or  
 type <Q>, and press Enter. (You may have to exit any 
submenus before you can get to the main menu selection.)

2.   Type the system password in the Please Enter Password 
box and press Enter.  (Use the default <PASSWORD>  
unless another has been established.)

3.  A drop-down menu will be displayed, offering the options of 
Immediate Shutdown or Delayed Shutdown.

Select Immediate Shutdown if all channels display “Waiting 
for Call.” Otherwise, select Delayed Shutdown and wait for the 
Digital Link channels to clear.

How to Access externAl MAintenAnce:

1.  Get to the c:\vSr> prompt.

2.  Type <E> and press Enter. the External maintenance 
screen will appear.

3.  Type the system password in the Please Enter Password  
 box and press Enter. (Use the default <PASSWORD>, 
unless another has been established.)

4. the Please Enter Password box will disappear. the External  
 maintenance program can now be used.

Basic  
Functions
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Section 403:  
Programming    

Quick Setup

This section will guide 

you through the initial 

programming required 

for Digital Link to perform 

basic call processing 

functions. More detailed 

programming will be 

described in  Section 

405, Customizing Digital 
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Overview of 
Quick Setup

PrOGrammInG QuIck SetuP: OvervIew

the Quick Setup program is designed to help you bring your system online 
quickly with minimal programming. this process takes just a few minutes. after 
it is complete, you can then program specific settings for mailboxes, extensions, 
channel control, classes of service, and other system options in the various system 
cDe Forms, which are discussed in Section 405: Customizing Digital Link.

Quick Setup establishes some basic system defaults for your particular telephone 
system, builds Digital Link's initial extensions and mailboxes, and sets up the  
operator station and general mailbox.  These defaults can be changed as needed 
at any time through the System Options Form (see Section 405-9: Modifying 
System Options).

	Accessing Quick Setup 
1. The first time you turn on your Digital Link system, you will be prompted 

to enter your password at the External Maintenance screen. Enter the 
default password (which is PASSWORD).

2. Once you have entered the correct password, the system will verify 
whether or not Quick Setup has been activated.

 If the Quick Setup has not been executed, the system will automatically 
access the program. A dialogue box will appear on screen welcoming you 
to the Quick Setup program and prompting you to press F10 to run the 
setup process. Press F10 as directed.

 If  Quick Setup has been executed but you would like to reactivate the 
program, you may select it from the drop-down Maintenance menu. 

Quick Setup Command Keys

the following keys, as displayed in the function command bar at the bottom of 
your screen, perform standard functions during the Quick Setup process.

 F2  - Display a list of valid entries

 F9 - Exit installation

 F10  - Save current screen and continue

 enter - return to the previous screen

 Space - Select or deselect a displayed entry

Unless you wish to  
remove all previous 
programming, ONLY  
RUN THE QUICK 
SETUP PROGRAM  
ONCE. Running it 
more than once will 
remove all the pro-
gramming that you 
just completed. 

This program CAN 
NOT  be run online. 

When you are past the 
Build Screen you may 
not go back.

caution
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Quick Setup 
After completing the steps specified in each screen, press F10 to save the in-
formation you have entered and continue on to the next screen. You may quit the 
application at any time by pressing F9; however, you will lose any programming 
changes made prior to exiting.  

Quick Setup: Step by Step
STEP 1: Select Phone System

Press F2 in the Phone System field to display a list of available Mitel PBX 
systems. Digital Link has pre-programmed these configurations for each PBX  
this means that we have built a tone table, programmed the Phone System Form 
and configured advanced integration features.

Depending on your telephone system and application, some additional program-
ming may be required. (See Chapter 300: Programming Your Mitel PBX.) Press 
enter to select your phone system. Select the latest SX2000 entry for ICP3300. 
Select latest SX200L for ICP3100.

          

STEP 2: Select Notification
Mailbox owners often want some form of notification when a message has been 
placed in their mailbox.  Digital Link uses two forms of message notification: 

1. Message Waiting Lamp Notification, in which Digital Link dials the  
appropriate feature access code to activate the extension's message 
lamp.

2. Telephone Notification, in which Digital Link calls the extensions, outside 
numbers, and/or pager.
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Select what form of notification the organization will be using. Use the space bar 
to place the check mark next to the desired setting. 

To fully enable the message notification function, you must program the ap-
propriate feature access codes in the Phone System Form. (See Section 405-8 : 
Modifying the Phone System.)

STEP 3: Define Password Length and Type
the password type can be fIXED, vArIABLE or nOne. If vArIABLE or 
nOne is entered, ignore the Password Length field. If fixed length is used, type 
the digit length, which can be from 3 to 15 digits. Password type and length can 
be   customized and controlled within Class of Service.

STEP 4: Determine the Number of Seconds System Should Ring
Enter the number of seconds Digital Link is to ring the extension during a Smart 
Transfer before determining a "ring no-answer" condition. the acceptable range 
is 4-99 seconds, with a default of 15 seconds.  

Note: If your configuration uses Blind Transfers, the number of times an extension 
will ring before forwarding to Digital Link is determined through phone system 
programming, and this field will not have any effect.

     

Quick Setup 

Important
If variable password 
length is used, a sys-
tem-wide interdigit 
timer must expire be-
fore informing users 
that they are logged 
in to their mailbox. 
This provides a higher 
level of security and 
reduces the  possibility 
of unauthorized access 
to mailboxes.
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STEP 5: Create Range of Extensions
Enter the starting and ending extension numbers to create a range of phone  
extensions. 

      

    

STEP 6: Create Range of Mailboxes
Enter the starting and ending mailbox numbers to create a range of mailboxes. 

In the last field, you will be asked to define the default mailbox mode. Individual 
mailbox modes and settings can be edited later in the Mailbox form. The default 
options are as follows:

•    Take Messages: this option plays a greeting and allows the caller to 
leave a message. the caller can simply hang up or press any key for more 
options. This is the most commonly used mailbox mode.

• Greeting only: with this option, only the greeting is played; no mes-
sages can be left in the mailbox. After listening to the greeting, a caller 
may dial another extension and be routed to that specific extension, or 
dial "0" and return to the operator. If mailbox forwarding is defined, the 
caller will be routed to the forwarding destination.

• Hotel/Motel: This mailbox option is specifically designed for the hotel 
or motel guest. Some of its features include simplified voicemail access 
and  use, and the ability to activate or deactivate wake-up calls.

Quick Setup 

 Hot tip
If you have one or 
more noncontiguous 
ranges of extensions 
or mailboxes (130 -150, 
200 -250 and 610 - 625, 
for example) it will be 
much easier to enter 
only one of these now, 
and finish entering the 
others later than to  
enter the entire range 
(e.g., 130 - 625) and 
then remove all the  
unwanted extensions.
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 Mailbox modes continued on next page

• Hotel Administration: this option allows the hotel administrator to 
perform many routine tasks: such as setting and resetting guestroom 
mailboxes; setting wake-up calls; and leaving messages. Multiple ad-
ministrators may be assigned to this function.

• Question and Answer (Q&A) Mode:  this option allows users to set 
up question lists to interview callers. Mailboxes may be programmed 
to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox. Answers may be via voice or 
touch tone: "0-9" or "1" for "Yes"/"2" for "No." When played back, one 
con-tiguous message is heard. each answer is replayed after playing the  
appropriate question number. Forward and rewind features are allowed 
during playback.

•	 RAD	Mode:  This mailbox mode emulates a recorded announcement 
device (raD),which plays an announcement, and then hangs up. raD 
does not accept messages, and it does not respond to Dual Tone Multi-
Frequency (DTMf). rAD mode would be typified in an Automatic Call 
Distribution (acD) system in  which  callers are periodically informed 
they are in a hold queue and that they will be assisted as soon as pos-
sible.

•	 Service	Bureau:	  This mailbox mode is strictly for taking messages. 
Immediately after the message has been recorded, Digital Link hangs 
up. This mode is typically for customers who resell mailboxes to end 
users and who want restrictive access, or for organizations that provide 
a limited message-taking service.

STEP 7: Remove Unwanted Extensions
Each extension defined in Digital Link should have a corresponding extension on 
the telephone system. use the arrow keys and PG uP and PG Dn keys to 
navigate to the space left of the extension number. When the extension is high-
lighted, press the space bar to mark the extension you wish removed.

Quick Setup 

Important
It  is  strongly rec-
ommended that you  
REMOvE ALL NON-
ExISTENT ExTEN-
SION NUMBERS  to 
ensure optimal system 
performance.
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STEP 8: Remove Unwanted Mailboxes
When you define extension numbers, Digital Link automatically creates a mailbox 
for each extension number. However, some extensions, such as lobby or confer-
ence room phones, may not need mailboxes. remove the mailboxes in the same 
manner as you removed extensions. 

Digital Link will now create the mailboxes and extensions. Press enter when  
prompted that the process is finished.  

From this point on, you can not press the eSc key to go back.

STEP 9: Assign Controlling Extensions and Mailboxes
Digital Link will now ask you to assign several important extensions and mail-
boxes. These include the following: 

•	 Operator	- This is the extension to which Digital Link should transfer 
a call when "0" is pressed. Extension "0" is allowed as a valid entry in 
this field, even if it was not included within the range of extensions pre-
viously created. (If "0" was not included in the extension range, Quick 
Setup will ask you to confirm that you wish to build it. Pressing ewill 
prompt Digital Link to build the new operator extension.) an entry in 
this field is required to complete installation. 

•	 General	Mailbox	- The General Mailbox will be assigned to the Oper-
ator's extension as its user mailbox. It will also be assigned as an exit 
to the Night Menu. (Either can be modified later.)  This is a required 
entry.

•	 Administrator's	Mailbox	- This mailbox is assigned specifically to the 
system administrator and has special programming privileges. It should 

Quick Setup 
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be carefully password-protected. An entry in this field is required.

Enter the assigned extensions in the appropriate fields, and press F10 to  
continue on to the next screen, System Extension numbers.

STEP 10: Enter System Extension Numbers
Enter the appropriate extension for each Digital Link port.

Quick Setup is now complete! when you have made the last entry on the System 
Extension Numbers screen, you will be sent back to Digital Link's main menu 

Quick Setup 

hot tip
Each extension or mail-
box can be assigned a 
Personal Operator in 
Extension and Mailbox 
Forms. If a Personal 
Operator is not assigned, 
Digital Link will transfer 
the call to the system 
operator.
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Previewing 
 tasks

screen.

aDDItIOnaL PrOGrammInG taSkS

There are a few more tasks you will need to perform if you wish to customize 
Digital Link to your specific application:

1. Appending extensions and mailboxes:

 a) Adding additional ranges of extensions (page 405-1-6)  
and mailboxes (page 405-2-6); 

 b) Entering extension names (pgs. 405-1-6 to 405-1-7); 

 c) Copying extensions names to mailboxes (pgs. 405-2-6 to 405-2-7).

2. creating or modifying menus (pgs. 405-5-6 to 405-5-7).

3. recording menu prompts (pgs. 405-5-8 to 405-5-10).

4. Defining work days and holidays and assigning menus to days of  
week and holidays (page 405-7-5).



 Testing  Digital Link 
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Section 404:   
Testing  

Digital Link  

This section will guide you 
through the process of testing 
standard voice system opera-
tions and the status of your 
digital communication ports.
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Initial System 
Tests

DIGITaL LInk SySTemS TeSTInG

These tests should be performed at the Digital Link system to verify that the 
correct codes are sent by the PBX.

	How to test the primary greeting and menu
1. Call the Digital Link hunt group from an extension that resides in the 

Digital Link voicemail system to verify that the system answers and asks 
for the mailbox password associated with that extension.

2. While the call is still connected, call the same number from a second 
telephone to make sure that the voicemail hunt group is hunting prop-
erly.

3. Call Digital Link from an outside line and verify that the correct greeting 
is played. you can refer over to Channel Form to see the event and code 
for each call type.

 How to activate a mailbox
1. Call the Digital Link hunt group. you will be prompted to enter the default 

password (unless you entered [nOne] as the Password Type in Quick 
Setup). 

 If you selected [FIXeD LenGTh PaSSWOrD] in Quick Setup, enter 
a string of "1's," of the password length you chose. For example, if you 
chose a fixed password length of 4 digits, enter "1111."  

 If you selected [VarIaBLe LenGTh PaSSWOrD] in Quick Setup, 
enter fifteen "1's," which is the maximum password length. 

2. The prompts will instruct you to record your name, greeting, and pass-
word. 

3. Before exiting the mailbox, proceed to the next test (described on the 
following page).
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	How to test Message-Waiting lights
1. While still in the newly activated mailbox, send a message to another 

mailbox by pressing 2 at the main User menu. 

2. enter the mailbox number to which you would like the message to be 
sent, and record a test message. 

3. Verify that the message waiting lamp at the extension to which you  
sent the message is lit after the call is complete. 

 (note: The mailbox to which you are sending your test message must have 
an extension associated with it, and you must have lamp notification set 
to On or aLWayS in the System Option Form).

 How to test Call Transferring 
1. Call into the system and dial a valid, unattended extension. according to 

the forwarding time defined in your PBX, the phone should ring a pre-
determined number of times, then prompt you with "extension xxx does 
not answer...." Press 9 to hang up.

2. To test handling of busy calls, place the extension you will be calling in 
a busy condition. If multi-call exists on a key set, all lines will have to be 
busy in order to create the busy condition. Call into Digital Link and test 
a transfer to that extension. Digital Link will prompt you with "extension 
xxx is busy, press...."

3. When using Digital Link as an automated attendant, call into the system 
from an outside line and dial an extension within the phone system. make 
sure that you are transferred to the correct extension. 

4. While logged into a mailbox, try transferring to another extension. at 
the mailbox main User menu, press 6 to transfer elsewhere, then 2 to 
transfer to an extension. Verify that you are connected to the extension 
you dialed.

now that you have your system running online and have completed these initial 
tests, you are ready to make more specific modifications for your application. 
Chapter 400: Customizing Digital Link will guide you through more detailed 
programming tasks.

Initial System Tests
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Section 405:
Customizing    
Digital Link

This section guides you through 
customizing the Digital Link 
program to meet your specific 
organizational needs. Detailed 
descriptions of CDE Forms 
are provided to modify exten-
sions, mailboxes, enhanced 
notification, distribution lists, 
voice menus, class of service, 
channel control, phone system, 
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Section 405-1   
Modifying 

 Extensions

This section provides a detailed 
description of Digital Link's 
CDE Extension Forms, which 
allow you to add and delete 
extensions, or change the Per-
sonal Operator, Class of Ser-
vice, Call Holding, Screening 
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Modifying ExtEnsions: sEction ovErviEw
The telephone extensions you previously created in Quick Setup were defined by 
certain ranges and default parameters that you may want to change. In this section  
we will focus on editing your system extensions. First, we will introduce you to the 
Extension Form screen and briefly describe each field as it is displayed. Next, we 
will provide step-by-step instructions to assist you in adding, deleting, or modify-
ing any extension, or any programming option used to define that extension.

	How to access the Extension Form screen
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select cdE from the top menu 

bar and press Enter.

2. Select Extension forms from the drop-down list and press Enter. 

3. In the Select Record dialog box, select the extension record(s) that you 
want to modify.

Select Record dialog box [Figure 4.1.1]
 

 There are several ways to enter extension records, depending upon your 
choice of selections. You may select one record, several individual  re-
cords, a range of records, or all listed records:

   To select one record, use the Up Arrow and Down Arrow 
keys to scroll through the list provided, highlight the record, and press 
Enter. 

   --or--

   You can type the number of the extension or the name of  the  
  extension owner. As you type, the extension number will appear  
  next to the > mark, located at the bottom of the dialog box.

Accessing the Ex-
tension Form
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The Extension Form screen allows you to add, clone, or delete the extension 
records created during Quick Setup. It also allows you to modify any  operating 
characteristics of these extensions, such as call holding, forwarding, or screening. 
Before  making any changes to extensions, review the field and default information 
described in Extension Form Fields (pages 405-1-4 and 405-1-5). 

Digital Link Extension Form screen [Figure 4.1.2]

		 	To select several individual  records, use the Up Arrow and 
Down Arrow keys to scroll through  the list provided, highlight 
the records, and press Space.  A checkmark will appear next to the 
records you selected. Press Enter. To deselect a record, press Space 
while the record is highlighted. 

		 	To quickly select a range of records, hold the Shift key down 
while  simultaneously scrolling through the records using the Up 
Arrow, Down Arrow, Page Up, Page Down  keys. A 
checkmark will appear next to the records. Press Enter. To deselect a 
record,  press  Space while the record is highlighted.

		 	To select all records, press F9. To deselect all records, press  
Shift and F9 simultaneously. Press Enter.

The Extension Form screen will open, showing the record for the first  
selected extension.

ThE ExTENSIoN FoRm ScREEN: FIELD bY 
FIELD

AccESSINg 
ThE ExTEN-
SIoN FoRm
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Extension Form Fields
ExtEnsion

Each record's extension number will automatically appear in the Extension field when you 
access the record.

NOTE: All Pbx extensions or hunt groups should have a corresponding extension, mailbox, 
or channel extension on the Digital Link system.

namE

You may enter, delete, or change the name of the extension owner in the name field. This 
name will be added to the Distribution List database (see Section 405-4, Setting Up Dis-
tribution Lists). It will also be included in the extension directory, if permitted by class of 
Service. The default format is <Last name, first name>. 

mailbox

The Mailbox field specifies the mailbox number assigned to the extension. mailboxes are 
used to record and store messages when the extension does not answer or is busy. Quick 
Setup defaults the mailbox to the same number as the extension. 

PErsonal oPErator

The Personal operator field specifies the extension that callers will be transferred to when 
they dial "0", usually when the extension they are dialing is busy or there is no answer. The 
personal operator could be a person who is more qualified to handle callers' problems than 
the main operator. There is no system default for the Personal operator field.

Class of sErviCE

The class of service field governs the level of user privileges, operational settings, or system 
defaults. The class of Service template contains a combination of parameter settings which 
allows you to assign the same services to multiple users. Quick Setup defaults the Class 
of Service to "1". To review the series of  services defined by this default, refer to  Section 
405-6, Modifying Class of Service.

Holding

The Holding field is enabled and disabled by toggling on or off. Your system has been 
set to default to an Enabled mode. In this mode, Digital Link places callers on hold if the 
extension they dialed is busy. callers are then given the option of remaining on hold, leav-
ing a message in the extension owner's mailbox, paging the extension owner (if permitted 
by class of Service), transferring to an operator, or hanging up. holding is not available 
when forwarding is active.

NOTE: The holding interval, or the length of time callers will wait before being reminded 
that they are on hold, is determined in the Class of Service Form.

sCrEEning

call screening is a special feature whereby the caller's name is  requested and recorded, the 
caller placed on hold, the intended recipient dialed and informed of the caller's name, and 
the call then being accepted or rejected. 

 (continued on next page )

Extension 
Fields 
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(continued from previous page)

sCrEEning 
If the call is rejected, the system reports back to the caller that the extension did not answer 
and offers other options. The screening field defaults to a Disabled mode. The toggle options 
are DISAbLE and ENAbLE. 

Screening is only available if the extension is set to Smart Transfer and is not available when 
forwarding is active. Call screening is dependent upon Class of Service.

forwarding

The Forwarding table, located on the bottom of the Extension screen, sets up the mode by 
which calls are forwarded from this extension. 
Under the forwarding column header, Digital Link provides five forwarding modes or 
conditions:
 · Always: Forwards whenever a call rings the extension.
 · 1st Alternate Busy: Forwards when the extension is busy. 
 · 2nd Alternate Busy: Forwards when the 1st Alternate busy extension   
  is busy or does not answer (if 1st Alternate busy is defined as a Smart Transfer).
 · 1st Alternate ring no Answer: Forwards when the extension does not   
  answer.
 · 2nd Alternate ring no Answer: Forwards when the 1st Alternate Ring   
  No Answer extension is busy or does not answer (if 1st Alternate Ring No   
  Answer is defined as a Smart Transfer).

In the type column, one of two forwarding types for each of the above modes will be dis-
played:
	 •	 Direct: Transfers directly to the extension, mailbox, or outside number   
  without playing any options.
	 •	 After	Options: Plays options to the caller before transferring.
In the forward to column, the system will automatically default to NoNE. other available 
forwarding options include the following:
	 •	 None:	No forwarding will occur.
	 •	 Smart	Extension:	Digital Link will forward using Smart Transfer, regardless of 
the    Class of Service settings assigned to the forward-to extension. 
	 •	 Blind	Extension:	Digital Link will forward using blind Transfer, regardless of the  
  Class of Service settings assigned to the forward-to extension. 
	 •	 Mailbox: The extension will be forwarded to a mailbox. 
	 •	 Menu: The extension will be forwarded to a menu. 
	 •	 External	(Telephone	Number):	The extension will be forwarded to an   
  external telephone number. 
In the number column, you must enter the extension, mailbox, menu, or external number to 
which you are forwarding. Forwarding numbers may be up to 19 digits in length, and can in-
clude the * character. The external telephone number may contain both * and # characters.
There is no system default for the Number field.

Extension Form Fields
Extension 

Fields 
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mAkINg chANgES To ExTENSIoNS

With Digital Link's flexible programming forms, you can edit one extension or a 
range of extensions at a time. A range can extend up to 1000 extensions (but note 
that the maximum number of extensions for the entire system is also 1000). Ad-
ditionally, when you add new extensions, you can use the default settings or clone 
existing extensions. Cloning allows you to use an existing record as a template, 
saving you time and reducing chances of error.

The following directions will guide you through the editing process step by 
step.

	How to add extensions
1. If the Extension Form screen is not currently displayed on your screen, 

open the cdE menu displayed in the Digital Link main menu screen, 
select Extension forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Select Record screen will appear. You may now create a new extension 
or a entire range of extensions using the defaults programmed in Quick 
Setup or by simply cloning an existing record.

 • To create extensions using default settings, press F4. 

 • To clone an existing extension, select the record from which   
 the new extensions will be cloned, or type its number. Then   
 simultaneously press Shift+ F4.

 The Add Extension screen will appear.

3. In the Extension field, type in the NEW extension number. choose a 
number that has not already been assigned.

 If you are creating multiple extensions, type in the beginning extension 
number in the range you wish to add. In the to Extension field, type in 
the last extension number of the range.

4. In the name field,

 • type in the name of the new extension owner. If the new extension has 
been cloned, the owner's name of the original record will automatically 
appear in the name field. Unless the new extension will be assigned 
to the same owner, type a new name in this field.

Adding  
Extensions  
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 • type unassigned in the name field if cloning multiple extensions. All 
the extensions in the new range will have this name until they are 
assigned owners. You can add personal names later to the extensions 
by using the Pg UP or Pg DN keys to progress quickly 
through the cloned records.

 • leave the name field blank if adding a range of extensions. You can 
add personal names later to the extensions by using the PG UP 
or Pg DNkeys to progress quickly through the range of  re-
cords.

5. If you want to assign a mailbox to an extension, type in the number of 
the mailbox in the Mailbox field. Typically, it is the same number as the 
extension.

 To assign multiple mailboxes, type in the beginning number of the mail-
boxes to which the extensions are to be linked. If the mailbox number is 
the same as the extension number, the system will automatically insert 
the entire range of numbers as defined in the Extension fields.

6. If you wish to assign a personal operator, enter the designated extension 
number in the Personal operator field or press F2 to display a list of  
selectable entries.

7. Assign a class of service and apply it to your extension. Pressing F2 will 
display list of available classes of service from which you may select. To 
add a class of service, use the class of Service Form. (See Section 405-6, 
Modifying Class of Service.)

 Class of service changes will only pertain to the extension; they will not 
affect the associated mailbox.

8. In the Holding field, choose Enabled or Disabled by toggling the 

Space bar. 

9. In the screening field, choose Enabled or Disabled by toggling the  
Space bar.  

10. Define the appropriate forwarding types, options and numbers in the 
forwarding table located at the bottom of the form.

Adding  
Extensions 
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11. When you have finished entering information, press F10 to save and 
exit.

 If you are adding multiple extensions, the system will prompt you to 
choose an Add range method:

 • Choose skip over Existing Extensions to leave existing  
 extensions intact. 

 • Choose overwrite Existing Extensions to substitute  
 extensions in the new range for existing extensions.

 

Note: If you specified nonexisting mailboxes in the Mailbox field, the 
system will ask you if want to link the extension's mailbox to existing 
mailboxes or create the nonexisting mailboxes. Press Enter after 
selecting the appropriate option.

12. The Select Record screen will reappear. You can either exit the screen if 
you are finished or continue editing. For example, if you added multiple 
extensions, you can page through the records and assign individual user 
names or any other customized functions.

 How to delete extensions
1. If the Extension Form screen is not currently displayed on your screen, 

open the cdE menu displayed in the Digital Link main menu screen, 
select Extension forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Select Record screen will appear.

 • If you wish to delete one extensions, highlight or type in the extension 
number you want to remove.

 • If you wish to delete multiple extensions, you can quickly select a 
range of records by holding the Shift key down while simultane-
ously scrolling through the records using the Down Arrow or 
Pg DN key. You can go back and use the space bar to deselect the 
any records you wish to retain  within the range you have marked.

3. Press F5 to delete the record(s) you have selected.

 Important
Extensions may be  
referenced by other  
extensions, mailboxes, 
or menus (via call for-
warding or key assign-
ments). After you delete 
a range of extensions, 
make sure you either 
delete their assigned 
mailboxes or remove 
the lamp extension 
number for the mail-
boxes using the CDE 
Mailbox Form. (See 
Section 405-2, Modify-
ing Mailboxes.)

Important
You may delete Ex-
tension "0" but if 
Extension "0" was 
defined as your op-
erator, remember to 
change it in the CDE 
System Options Form. 
(See Section 405-9, 
Modifying System 
Options.)

Deleting  
Extensions 
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4. If you are deleting one extension, the system will prompt you to confirm 
the deletion by pressing "yes."

 If you are deleting multiple extensions, the system will ask you to select 
deletion method:

• Choose current record to only delete the record that was highlighted 
when you pressed F5.

•	Choose Marked records to delete all the records you selected.

• Choose Marked	Records	with	Verify to check each record before it 
is deleted.

5. Press Enter after selecting the appropriate deletion method. The records 
will be deleted.

Modifying Extension Fields
Once you have created a range of extensions, either through Quick Setup or  
through Extension Form, you can re-enter the individual records and customize 
specific options. If you are modifying multiple records, use the PG UP or 
Pg DN keys to scroll through the individual extension forms. Before making 
changes, review field descriptions and default information in the Extension Form 
Fields table on page 405-1-4.

	How to edit the Personal Operator field
1. Open the Extension form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down Arrow keys, move to the Personal 
operator field. Enter the number of the extension to be assigned as the 
personal operator's extension. You may also view and select from a list 
of available extensions by pressing F2.

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10. 

	How to edit the Class of Service field
1. Open the Extension form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down Arrow keys, move to the class 
of service field. Enter the appropriate class of service code or select an 
existing class of service code from the display list by pressing F2. 

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

Changes made to the 
Class of Service field 
will only pertain to 
the extension; they 
will not affect the  
associated mailbox.

Important

Editing 
Extension Fields 
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	How to edit the Call Holding field
1. Open the Extension form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Arrow UP or  DN keys, move to the Holding field. 
Press the  Space bar to toggle on ("enabled") or off ("disabled").

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to edit the Call Screening field
1. Open the Extension form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Arrow UP or  DN keys, move to the screening field. 
Press the  Space bar to toggle on ("enabled") or off ("disabled").

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to edit the Call Forwarding table
1. Open the Extension Form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Arrow UP or  DN keys, move to the forwarding 
table, located on the bottom of the Extension screen. 

3. In the type field, press the Space bar to toggle one of two options:  
DIREcT or AFTER oPTIoNS.

4. In the forward to field, enter the appropriate forwarding option. Press 
F2 to display a list of available options.

5. When forwarding to any option, except FoRWARD To NoNE, you must 
enter a number for either the mailbox, menu, or external number in the 
number field.

6. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

Editing 
Extension Fields
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Using virtual Extensions
A virtual extension (also known as phantom or logical line extension) is an exten-
sion that is not actually connected to a telephone set but is created in Extension 
Form for forwarding purposes. The purpose of the virtual extension is to allow 
callers to reach a mailbox or menu by dialing an extension number. 

A virtual extension could be used, for example, when an employee does not 
work on the premises and is only assigned a mailbox. callers would still dial 
an extension number to reach the employee, but they would be forwarded to the 
employee's mailbox where they could leave a message.

A virtual extension could also be used for customer service, in which the exten-
sion dialed is forwarded to a menu offering service-related options.

	How to create a virtual extension
1. Following the directions on page 405-1-6, add the virtual extension in 

the Extension Form screen.

2. Set the appropriate forwarding option and number in the forwarding 
table, as instructed in "how to edit the call Forwarding table" on the 
previous page. See the Extension Form Fields table on pages 405-1-4 
and 405-1-5 for a brief description of fields and field defaults.

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10. 

Creating 
Virtual 

 Extensions 
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Section 405-2   
Modifying 
 Mailboxes

This section provides a 
detailed description of CDE 
Mailbox Forms, which al-
low you to add or delete 
mailboxes, change the  
mailbox owner, mode,  pass-
word, class of service, lamp 
extension, personal operator 
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MoDIFyInG MaILboxES: SECTIon ovEr-
vIEw
when you created extension numbers in Quick Setup, Digital Link automatically 
created a mailbox for each extension. Mailboxes are developed separately from 
extensions so that they may be used independently. 

This section will focus on editing mailboxes. First, we will introduce you to the 
Mailbox Form screen and briefly describe each field as it is displayed. Next, we 
will provide step-by-step instructions to assist you in adding, deleting, or modify-
ing any mailbox, or any programming option used to define that mailbox.

	How to access the Mailbox Form screen
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Mailbox Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter. 

3. In the Select record dialog that appears, select the mailbox record(s) that 
you want to modify. 

 

 

 
       Select record dialog box [Figure 4.2.1]

 There are several ways to enter mailbox records, depending upon your 
choice of selections. you may select one record, several individual  re-
cords, a range of records, or all listed records:

   To select one record, use the arrow UP or  Dn key 
to scroll through the list provided, highlight the record, and press En-
ter. 

   --or--

   you can type the number of the extension or the name of  the  
  mailbox owner. as you type, the extension number will appear  
  next to the > mark, located at the bottom of the dialog box.

accessing the  
Mailbox Form
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The Mailbox Form screen allows you to add, clone, or delete the mailbox records 
created during Quick Setup. It also allows you to reset the passwords, or modify 
any  operating characteristics of these mailboxes, such as message and forwarding 
modes, time and date stamping, lamp extensions, and personal operator options. 
Before you consider making any changes to mailboxes, review the field and default 
information described in Mailbox Form Fields (page 405-2-4 and 405-2-5). 

Digital Link Mailbox Form screen [Figure 4.2.2]

		 	To select several individual  records, use the arrow UP or  
Dn keys to scroll through  the list provided, highlight the records, 
and press Space.  a checkmark will appear next to the records you  
selected. Press Enter. To deselect a record, press Space the   
record is highlighted. 

		 	To quickly select a range of records, hold the Shift key down 
while  simultaneously scrolling through the records using the arrow 
UP or  Dn, PG Dn, PG UP keys. a checkmark will appear 
next to the records. Press Enter. To deselect a record,  press  Space 
while the record is highlighted.

		 	To select all records, press F9. To deselect all records, press  
Shift and F9 simultaneously. Press Enter.

The Mailbox Form screen will open, showing the record for the first  
selected mailbox.

ThE MaILbox ForM SCrEEn: FIELD by 

accessing the 
Mailbox Form 
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Mailbox Form Fields
Mailbox

Each record's mailbox number will automatically appear in the Mailbox field when 
you access the record.

NaMe

In the Name field, you may enter, delete, or change the name of the mailbox owner. 
This name will be added to the Distribution List database.  It will also be included in 
the extension directory, if permitted by Class of Service. The default format is <Last 
name, First name>. 

Password

The Password field is typically used to reset a password at the request of mailbox 
owners who have forgotten their password. (Passwords are established by users during  
mailbox activation. They cannot be altered by the system administrator.)

The system password default is "1111." The number of ones in the default password is 
equal to the password size determined in Quick Setup. Password type and length can 
be modified in the Class of Service Form.  

Class of serviCe

The Class of Service field governs the level of user privileges, operational settings, or 
system defaults. The Class of Service template contains a combination of parameter 
settings which allows you to assign the same services to multiple users. Quick Setup 
defaults the Class of Service to "1". To review the series of  services defined by this 
default, refer to Section 405-6, Modifying Class of Service.

Mode

a large selection of mailbox modes are available on the display list:

· Take Messages: This is the default operating mode. a greeting is   
 played  and the caller's message is recorded. The caller can simply hang  
 up or press any key for more options.
· Play Greeting Only: This mode plays nonrepeating messages. after  
the   greeting is played, Digital Link will hang up unless forwarding is  
 defined.
· Q & A Mode: This mode is for creating and playing a list of questions 
to   which callers can respond via voice or touch tone.
· RAD Mode: In this mode, the mailbox emulates a recorded announce- 
 ment device (raD), which plays a greeting and then hangs up. It does  
 not accept messages, and it does not respond to touch-tones.
· Service Bureau Mode: In this mode, the mailbox plays a greeting,  
 accepts one message, and immediately hangs up. It does not  respond  to  
 touch-tones.
· Hotel/Motel Mode: This mode is specifically designed for mailboxes  
 used by hotel or motel guests.  It has limited access; message retrieval  
 and wake-up calls are available.
· Hotel Admin. Mode: This mode is specifically designed for mailboxes  
 used by hotel or motel administrators to reset mailboxes and wakeup 
calls.

To assign any mailbox mode other than the default, you must change the Class of  
Service assignment. 

      

Mailbox Fields
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   (Continued from previous page)

status

you can enable or disable the mailbox by toggling the Status field to ACTIVE or  
InaCTIvE. The system default is aCTIvE. an Inactive mailbox status is recommended 
for any mailboxes that are not immediately assigned to prevent unauthorized use.

tiMe staMP

Two options are available in the Time Stamp field: AUTO and ManUaL. If aUTo is 
selected, Digital Link will announce the time and date of each message automatically 
after it plays. If ManUaL is selected, the user can still manually request a Time and 
Date announcement after any message has played by pressing "6." The Time Stamp 
defaults to ManUaL.

New user

whenever a new mailbox is created or reset, the New User field is automatically enabled. 
once enabled, the user can only enter the mailbox  through the activation process. activa-
tion establishes a new password, greeting, and recorded name. as soon as the mailbox 
is activated, the status reverts to disabled.

laMP exteNsioN

In the Lamp Extension field, you can assign or change the message-waiting lamp exten-
sion, which lights up to notify the mailbox owner of new messages.  Lamp notification 
can also be affected by the class of service assigned to the mailbox. There is no system 
default for the Lamp Extension field. A selectable list of extensions is available for 
viewing.

PersoNal oPerator

 The Personal Operator field specifies the extension that callers will be transferred 
to when they dial "0" during a greeting.  There is no system default for the Personal 
Operator field. A selectable list of extensions is available for viewing.

forwardiNg

when the mailbox is forwarded, the caller is transferred directly to one of the follow-
ing:

 + a mailbox, where messages can be left when, for example,   
  the mailbox owner is out of the office. 

 + an extension, to which the caller is transferred  when the   
  mailbox owner is not available.

 + a menu, which allows the caller to be directed by voice    
  prompts to other extensions, menus, or mailboxes.

 + an external  number, where, for example, the mailbox owner   
  can be reached offsite or an answering service is available.

The Forwarding field default is set to NONE. 

Fields marked by an asterisk (*) indicate that selectable display lists are available for 
viewing.

Mailbox Form Fields

Mailbox Fields
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MakInG ChanGES To MaILboxES

Through Mailbox Form, you can edit one mailbox or a range of mailboxes at 
a time. a range can extend up to 1000 mailboxes (but note that the maximum 
number of mailboxes for the entire system is also 1000). additionally, when you 
add new mailboxes, you can use the default settings or clone existing mailboxes. 
Cloning allows you to use an existing record as a template, saving you time and 
reducing chances of error.

a mailbox does not have to be the same number as the extension; it may simply 
be referred by the extension (through the Extension Form Forwarding table). If 
there is no extension, the mailbox may be accessed directly through the Channel 
or Menu Setup. (See Sections 405-7 and 405-5).

The following directions will guide you through the mailbox editing process. 

	How to add mailboxes
1. If the Mailbox Form screen is not currently displayed on your screen, 

open the CDE menu displayed in the Digital Link main menu screen, 
select Mailbox Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Select record screen will appear. you may now create a new mailbox 
or a entire range of mailboxes using the defaults programmed in Quick 
Setup or by simply cloning an existing record.

 • To create mailboxes using default settings, press F4. 

 • To clone an existing mailbox, select the record from which   
 the new mailbox(es) will be cloned, or type its number. Then  
  simultaneously press Shift+ F4.

 The add Mailbox screen will appear.

3. In the Mailbox field, type in a NEW mailbox number. Choose a number 
that has not already been assigned.

 If you are creating multiple mailboxes, type in the beginning mailbox 
number in the range you wish to add. In the To Mailbox field, type in 
the last mailbox number of the range.

4. In the Name field,

 • type in the name of the new mailbox owner. If the new mailbox 
has been cloned, the owner's name of the original record will auto-
matically appear in the Name field. Unless the new mailbox will be  
assigned to the same owner, type a new name in this field.

 • type unassigned in the Name field if cloning multiple mailboxes. All 

adding 
Mailboxes
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the mailboxes in the new range will have this name until they are 
assigned owners. you can add personal names later to the mailboxes 
by using the PG Dn or PG UP keys to progress quickly 
through the cloned records.

 • leave the Name field blank if adding a range of mailboxes. You can 
add personal names later to the mailboxes by using the PG Dn 
or PG UPkeys to progress quickly through the range of  re-
cords.

5.  assign a class of service and apply it to your mailbox(es). Pressing F2 
will display list of available classes of service from which you may select. 
To add a class of service, use the Class of Service Form. (See Section 
405-6, Modifying Class of Service Form.)

6. In the Mode field, you can press F2 view the display list of available 
mailbox modes or you can toggle the Space bar to individually view 
each selectable entry.

7. Toggle the Space bar to activate or deactivate the Status field.

 If some mailboxes will not be assigned immediately, you may wish to 
select an inactive status; the status can be reverted to active once the 
mailboxes are assigned to users. This will prevent unauthorized use of 
the mailboxes, which can build up messages on your system and reduce 
your disk space. It can also prevent unwanted toll charges from mailbox 
forwarding. 

8. you can assign either manual or automatic time/date announcements in 
the Time Stamp field. Use the Space bar to toggle to the appropriate 
option.

9. verify the New User field is enabled. If it is not, activate it by toggling 
the Space bar. 

10. If you are assigning a mailbox to an extension equipped with a notifica-
tion lamp, type that extension number in the Lamp Extension field.

 If you are assigning a range of mailboxes to extensions with notification 
lamps, enter the beginning number of the extensions to which the mail-
boxes are to be linked. Typically, this is the same number as the number 
of the first mailbox in the range. When you save and exit later, the exten-
sions will be inserted in numerical order beginning with this number.

hot TIP
You can assign mul-
tiple mailboxes to one 
owner. One mailbox 
might be for general 
mailbox use, while  
another might include 
a special greeting or a 
message that targets 
certain callers, such 
as vendors .

adding 
Mailboxes
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11. If you wish to assign a personal operator, enter the designated extension 
number in the Personal Operator field or press F2 to display a list of  
selectable entries.

12. Define call forwarding options and numbers in the Forwarding fields. 
The forwarding option can be reset by the mailbox owner, so define as 
many forwarding numbers (Mailbox, Extension, Menu, and External) as 
possible to avoid additional maintenance. 

13. When you have finished entering information, press F10 to save and 
exit.

 If you are adding multiple mailboxes, the system will prompt you to 
choose an Add Range method:

 • Choose Skip over Existing Mailboxes to leave existing mailboxes  
 intact. 

 • Choose Overwrite Existing Mailboxes to substitute the new  
 range for existing mailboxes.

 14. The Select record screen will reappear. you can either exit the screen if 
you are finished or continue editing. For example, if you added multiple 
mailboxes, you can page through the records and assign individual user 
names or any other customized functions.

	How to delete mailboxes
1. If the Mailbox Form screen is not currently displayed on your screen, 

open the CDE menu displayed in the Digital Link main menu screen, 
select Mailbox Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Select record screen will appear.

 • If you wish to delete one mailbox, highlight or type in the mailbox 
number you want to remove.

 • If you wish to delete multiple mailboxes, you can quickly select a 
range of records by holding the  Shift key down while simultane-
ously scrolling through the records using the Down arrow or 
PG Dn key. you can go back and use the space bar to deselect the 
any records you wish to retain  within the range you have marked.

3. Press F5to delete the record(s) you have selected.

4. If you are deleting one mailbox, the system will prompt you to confirm 

Important!

Any mailbox you  
delete may be ref-
erenced by an ex-
tens ion ,  another 
mailbox, a menu, or  
distribution lists. 
When you delete a 
mailbox, these refer-
ences must also be  
removed to ensure  
optimal call forward-
ing functionality.

Deleting 
Mailboxes
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the deletion by pressing "yes."

 If you are deleting multiple mailboxes, the system will ask you to select 
a deletion method:

• Choose Current Record to only delete the record that was highlighted 
when you pressed F5.

•	Choose Marked Records to delete all the records you selected.

• Choose Marked Records with Verify to check each record before 
it is deleted.

5. Press Enter after selecting the appropriate deletion method. The re-
cords will be deleted.

Modifying Mailbox Fields
once you have created a range of mailboxes, either through Quick Setup 
or  through Mailbox Form, you can re-enter the individual records to reas-
sign ownership or to customize specific options. If you are modifying mul-
tiple records, use the Up and Down arrows, PG Dn, 
or PG UP keys to scroll through the individual mailbox forms.  
Before making changes, review field descriptions and default information in the 
Mailbox Form Fields table on pages 405-2-4 and 405-2-5.

	How to change a mailbox owner
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows, move to the Name field. 
Type a new name in the field, according to its use by the directory.

3. In the Password field, 

  • press F7to reset the password 

   --or--

  • press Shift+ F7to reset the mailbox. resetting the mail 
 box reverts the Password, New User, and Fowarding fields to the  
 original default settings and removes all greetings and mes-  
 sages.

4. verify the New User field is enabled. If it is not, activate it by toggling 
the Space bar. 

5. Press F6 to copy the new mailbox owner's name to the associated ex-

hot tip

You can look up the 
forwarding refer-
ences to any mail-
box using the List-
ing Reports function, 
which are described 
in Chapter 700: Run-
ning Reports.

Editing 
Mailbox Fields
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tension. Digital Link will verify with the message "name Copied."

6. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10. 

	How to reset the Password field
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the extension you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Pass-
word field. Press F7 to reset the password to the default. Default is a 
fixed string of ones equal to the password size parameters defined in Class 
of Service Form.

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

4.  after the password has been reset, the mailbox owner must log in and 
enter the password--or a new password--again.

	How to disable or enable passwords
1. open the Class of Service Form under the CDE menu.

2.  Enter the appropriate class of service in the Class field. (The mailbox 
class of service must be the same as the associated extension's class.)

3. Press PG Dn to open the second page of Class of Service Form.

4. In the Password Type field, toggle to nonE using the Space bar.

5.  before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to edit the Class of Service field
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Class 
of Service field. Enter the appropriate class of service code or select an 
existing class of service code from the display list by pressing F2. 

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to edit the Mailbox Mode field
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Mode 
field. Enter the appropriate mailbox mode or select a mode from the 
display list by pressing F2.   

Some organizations 
may request that the 
password requirement 
be disabled. This is  
not generally recom-
mended because i t 
eliminates  security  
for the mailbox owner. 
Disabling the password 
is useful, however, in 
situations where users 
change often, such as 
in hotels and motels.

Editing 
Mailbox Fields

important
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3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

note: If you attempt to enter an mode unassigned in that record's class of 
service, the system will not allow you to save the record. See Section 405-6, 
Modifying Class of Service.

	How to disable the mailbox 
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Status 
field.  Toggle the Space bar to activate or deactivate the mailbox.

 If some mailboxes will not be assigned immediately, you may wish to 
select an inactive status; the status can be reverted to active once the 
mailboxes are assigned to users. This will prevent unauthorized use of 
the mailboxes, which can build up messages on your system and reduce 
your disk space. It can also prevent unwanted toll charges from mailbox 
forwarding.  

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to change the time and date announcement
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Time 
Stamp field. you can assign either manual or automatic time/date an-
nouncements in the Time Stamp field. Use the Space bar to toggle 
to the appropriate option.

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to enable the New User field
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the New 
User field. Toggle the Space bar to enable the mailbox. 

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

hot tip
Users can also change 
the Time and Date 
 Announcement fea-
ture directly through 
their mailbox Main 
User Menu. See the 
Digital Link User's 
Guide for additional 

hot tip
The New User field is 
automatically enabled 
whenever a mailbox 
is  created or reset (for 
example, in prepara-
tion for a new user). 
If the wrong user acti-
vates the mailbox after 
it has been reset, the 
new User field may 
be re-enabled to allow 
the correct owner to 
activate it.

Editing 
Mailbox Fields

important
The ability to provide 
lamp notification is de-
termined by your PBX 
system and, of course, 
whether the telephone 
sets  are physical ly 
equipped with notifica-
tion lamps. 
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	How to assign lamp extensions
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Lamp 
Extension field. Type in the number of the extension equipped with a 
notification lamp or select a n extension number from the display list by 
pressing F2.   

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

 How to assign a personal operator
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the Personal 
Operator field. Enter the number of the extension to be assigned as the 
personal operator's extension. you may also view and select from a list 
of available extensions by pressing F2.

3. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

	How to change mailbox forwarding
1. open the Mailbox Form record for the mailbox you wish to edit.

2. Using the Up and Down arrows keys, move to the For-
warding fields. you can press F2 to view the display list of available 
forwarding options or you can toggle the Space bar to individually 
view each selectable entry. Choose the appropriate forwarding option and 
press Enter. 

3. Unless you have defined the forwarding option as NoNe, enter the ap-
propriate numbers next to the fields labeled Extension, Mailbox, Menu, 
and External. 

4. before exiting, save all changes by pressing F10.

Note: The forwarding option can be reset by the mailbox owner, so define 
as many Extension, Mailbox and Menu number fields as possible to avoid 
additional maintenance. access to these forwarding options is controlled by 
Class of Service.

 

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

hot tip
The personal operator 
selection can also be 
modified by the mailbox 
owner. Access to this 
feature is controlled 
through Class of Ser-
vice.  For more infor-
mation, refer to Section 
405-6, Modifying Class 
of Service.

Editing 
Mailbox Fields

Voice mail system hack-
ers have accessed mail-
boxes and changed  
forwarding numbers to 
long-distance numbers, 
made calls, and created 
excessive charges. If  
users have access to the 
external  forwarding 
option, make sure that 
your telephone system is 
properly restricted.

CaUTIon
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Section 405-3 
Setting Up  
Enhanced  

Notifications 

This section offers a detailed  
description of CDE Notification 
Forms, which allow you to set up 
an enhanced message notifica-
tion system through the use of 
careful planning and organized 
process forms. Digital Link also 
provides an easy-to-follow plan-
ning sheet in Appendix A: EZ 
Form 205, Enhanced  Notification 
Planning.
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SEttING Up ENhaNcED NotIfIcatIoNS: ovEr-
vIEw
after you have finished creating user extensions and associated mailboxes, you 
can employ Digital Link's Enhanced Notification program. Enhanced Notification 
will automatically dial extensions, pagers, or external numbers to inform users that 
there is  a message in their mailbox. this notification process is especially useful 
for users who travel between locations during the day, or when many users must 
be notified on a priority basis.  In this section, we will describe Enhanced Noti-
fication in more detail, and provide instructions to set up the notification process 
for each user.

ENhaNcED NotIfIcatIoN form

Enhanced Notification is a sophisticated notification process where Digital Link 
circulates through an extensive series of extension, pager, and external numbers 
to inform users that they have a mailbox message. Each number in this series can 
be defined with starting and stopping times, day(s) of the week, number of dial at-
tempts, and intervals between attempts.  for example, you can set up a notification 
process for on-call technicians to be paged after five o'clock on weekday evenings 
only. You can program a search list that includes up to ten different notification 
numbers that will be dialed depending upon the message priority type, and Digital 
Link will dial and redial all active numbers at pre-set intervals.

programming Enhanced Notification simply consists of creating a list of telephone 
numbers and notification characteristics. Each telephone entry is identified by a 
number (1 through 10) and can be enabled or disabled separately. this permits a 
current, all-inclusive search list which can be customized quickly and easily to 
correspond to the locations where users would most likely be found at any time. 

Notification occurs in the numerical order of enabled entries. when a user  
receives a new message, Digital Link attempts to notify him/her at the first enabled 
entry number. If there is no answer at the first entry number, Digital Link will 
continue circulating down the list of enabled entries, dialing each entry number 
for the specified number of tries and at the interval set by the administrator or the 
mailbox user. 

If an extension or external telephone is answered, a recorded voice will announce: 
"this is the message center calling for [name of person]. please enter the pass-
word."  

to notify a pager, Digital Link transmits the mailbox number to the pager.

about  
Enhanced 
Notification
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USING ENhaNcED NotIfIcatIoN pLaNNING form

the first and most important step in programming Enhanced Notification is plan-
ning. Begin by making several copies of the Digital Link EZ Form 205, Enhanced 
Notification planning sheet, located in appendix a. Your Digital Link User's Guide 
also includes an enhanced notification planning form similar to the EZ form 205. 
these forms imitate the Notification form screen (shown below) and outline all 
the information you will need to prepare for programming and maintenance.

refer to Notification form fields table on the following pages to guide you 
in filling out the planning form(s) according to the required field information. 
when you have finished organizing each user's notification list, you can be-
gin programming the Notification form. Specific instructions are provided in  
"Setting Up Enhanced Notification."

Digital Link's Notification form [figure 4.3]

Using the  
planning form
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* future Enhancement

Notification 
fields

Notification fields
Entry numbEr

these numbers represent the order in which Digital Link will notify each entry in the list. 

On/Off

this toggle field allows you to activate or deactivate each entry separately. Entries that are 
deactivated or turned "off" will not be notified.

mEssagE typE

this field designates when an enabled entry should be dialed:
 • Upon receipt of aLL messages (field default value); 
 • Upon receipt of NEw messages only; 
 • Upon receipt of prIorItY messages only;
 • Upon receipt of EmErGENcY* messages only.

start  timE

Digital Link automatically defaults the Start Time field to aNY, which allows 24-hour no-
tification. If you wish to designate a specific starting time, enter the appropriate information 
according to military time ( a 24-hour clock). 

End timE

The End Time field defaults to NoNE, which allows 24-hour notification when the cor-
responding Start Time field is set to aNY. If you wish to designate a specific ending time, 
enter the appropriate information according to military time (a 24-hour clock).

day Of thE WEEk

this field specifies the day or days of the week during which notification will occur. the 
default value is aLL. other acceptable values include m, t, w, th, f, S, SU, or any com-
bination thereof, separated by commas.

WhErE

this field defines where Digital Link is dialing. the  field default is EXtEN (extension). 
other acceptable values are EXtErN (external number) and paGEr.

numbEr

Enter up to 19 digits of the telephone number to be dialed in the Number field. for pagers 
that require dialing two numbers (e.g., a telephone number and a pIN number), the telephone 
number is entered here. (the second number is entered in the PIN# field.)

pausEs (2 fiElds)
after entering the pager telephone number, Digital Link pauses to receive a confirmation 
tone, then enters the pager pIN number. after the pIN number is entered, Digital Link pauses 
again to connect to the pager before entering the mailbox code. Each pause interval is two 
seconds in length. 

Enter the number of pause intervals in the Pause fields before the PIN # field and the After 
Dial field. for example, if you enter "5" in both pause fields, Digital Link will pause ten 
seconds before entering the pager pIN number and pause ten seconds before entering the 
mailbox code.

Continued 
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Notification fields
Notification fields

pagEr pin numbEr

for pagers that require a second number or a pIN number after dialing the telephone number, 
enter the number in this field. Up to seven digits may be entered.

aftEr dial

after dialing the outgoing number, the system will automatically enter the mailbox number. 
to only send the mailbox number, leave the After Dial field blank. 

to enter additional messaging information following the mailbox number, use the after 
dial codes listed below. 

to display the mailbox number on the pager, you must first enter "m" for the mailbox 
number. Next, you must enter the message type (t), and then specify Emergency mes-
sage count (E), priority message count (p), or New message count (N). the Digital Link 
system will automatically enter a "#" symbol at the end of the after-dial code to signify 
that the page is finished.

After-Dial Codes:
 m = mailbox number
 * = dash (-) or space
 t = message type 
    1 =  Emergency (future enhancement feature)
    2 = priority
    3 =  New
 E = Emergency message count (future enhancement)
 p = priority message count
 N = New message count

Examples:

after Dial code pager Display meaning
         t * N     3-2 Your mailbox has two New messages
     m * t * N  100-3-2 mailbox 100 has two New messages
     m * t * p 100-2-1 mailbox 100 has one priority message

triEs

this field specifies the number of times Digital should dial the extension, pager, or external 
number before continuing on to the next enabled entry. the system default is three tries. 
a try is simply ringing a number, whether or not it was answered.

Note: for numbers where the user is less likely to be located, it is recommended to reduce 
the number of tries for that entry. this will reduce any excess ringing that may disturb 
others at that location. 

Wait

The Wait field defines the interval Digital Link should wait before trying to dial the 
number again. the system default is three minutes. the allowable wait range is from 1 
to 99 minutes.
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Setting Up Enhanced Notification
after filling out Enhanced Notification forms for your user mailboxes, you are 
ready to set up the Enhanced Notification.

	 How	to	program	Enhanced	Notification

1. If the Notification form screen is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the cDE menu displayed in the Digital Link main menu screen, select 
Notification form from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. Enter the mailbox number in the Mailbox field. a selectable list of mailbox 
numbers is available for viewing by pressing f2.

3. to activate the enhanced notification process, move to the Notification 
field and choose whether the mailbox user should be informed oN Each 
mESSaGE or only oN thE fIrSt mESSaGE. the system default for 
this field is oN thE fIrSt mESSaGE.

4. In the List Attempts field, enter the number of times you want Digital 
Link to circulate through the entire notification list in attempting to reach 
the user. the system default is three list attempts.

Note: If you have activated enhanced notification to occur oN Each mES-
SaGE, the notification process will cease when all messages are either 
deleted or saved.

5. move to the List Interval field and enter the number of minutes Digital 
Link should wait between each list attempt. the system default is 15 min-
utes.

6. Next to each Entry Number field, enter the information you have prepared 
using the Enhanced Notification planning form for each mailbox user. 

7. Identify which number entries should be enabled at this time and toggle 
the On/Off field appropriately. the user or system administrator can up-
date this function through mailbox maintenance, online maintenance, or 
external maintenance to keep the notification list current.

8. press f10 to save all changes and exit the Notification form screen.

When organizing the 
user notification list, it 
is recommended that 
Priority (or Emergency 
when it becomes avail-
able in future software 
releases) message types 
be entered in Entry 
Number 1 field.

programming   the 
Notification form

hot tip
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Section 405-5 
Making Voice 

Menu Changes  
 

This section addresses how 
to create or modify playfiles, 
prompts, and voice menus  
using Digital Link's Menu 
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About Voice Menus: Section Overview
You can create new voice menus and prompts to meet your specific communica-
tion needs, or modify existing ones. This section describes the steps to create 
and modify your menus and prompts.

Your Digital Link system contains both standard and system voice prompts. 
Standard menus and prompts can be modified, and the prompts can also be used 
in new menus you create. System prompts are reserved for structured system 
menus: they cannot be modified, nor should these prompts be incorporated in 
any newly created menus. Prompts 50, 205, and 6000 are considered system 
prompts; however, they are exceptions in that they may be modified (with the 
recommendation that VSR technical guidance is sought prior to any changes to 
these prompts). See page 4 for more information about modifying prompts.

Any menu can be called from any other menu, creating a tree of menus and sub-
menus. The menu at the trunk of the tree, or the menu which is assigned to play 
when the channel/port is answered, is called the main menu.To go to submenus, 
you simply press their assigned key(s). To go to the previous menu, press the 
pound (#) key. (Within the Digital Link system, the pound key, by default, is 
used to back up or go to the previous menu. You can, however, assign any key 
within the menus. It is best to assign the pound key to go to the previous menu, 
as it is consistent with the rest of the system).

Voice Menus in a multiple-level application [Figure 4.5.1]

About Voice 
Menus

Main Voice Menu
Assigned to one or more 
channels, e.g., Channel 2 
at 8:00 a.m. 

Submenus
Assigned to main menu

Playfiles or Submenus
Assigned to submenus

Thank you for 
calling our 
company.

Press "1" for 
sales.

Press "2" for 
service.

Press "0" for 
the operator.


 




Press "1" for 
service on prod-
uct A.
Press "2" for 
service on prod-
uct B.
Press "3" to 
reach our prod-
uct hotline.




Press "1" to 
order a product
Press "2" for 
product infor-
mation.
Press "0" to 
transfer to an 
assistant.
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Menu Planning Form

Before you begin to create or modify voice menus, careful planning is required. 
Otherwise, they may not function as you expect. To assist with your planning, 
VSR has supplied three forms (located in Appendix A). : 

 Digital Link EZ Form 201, Menu Flow Chart.  This form lets you plan 
the flow of voice menus. The Menu Flow Chart provides space to record 
the channel and the time at which the main voice menu will appear, and 
the keys that must be pressed to reach submenus. To fill out this form 
you will need to select a name for each menu that you plan. When you 
create the menus later, Digital Link will automatically assign each menu 
a number. Record this number on the Menu Flow Chart for later refer-
ence.

 Digital Link EZ Form 202, Menu Planner.  The Menu Planner lets you  
format  the contents of each menu in detail. The form corresponds to the 
three primary areas of the Menu Form: Prompts, Key Assignments, and 
Exit Commands. If your menu will include a playfile, list it on the form 
in the Prompts section. Use a separate sheet of paper for detailed planning 
of the playfile. (Because playfiles can be quite long, it is not practical to 
provide a form for planning them.)

 Digital Link EZ Form 203, Menu Prompt Recording Sheet.  This  
form is designed to log all menu prompt recordings. It lists some Digital 
Link system prompts, and provides additional space to add the prompts 
you record.

Theses planning forms not only help you prepare your menu changes, once filled 
out, they provide valuable records which you can use the next time you make 
changes. Whenever you modify menus or prompts, remember to mark the changes 
on the forms. This will keep your records up to date.

 

Menu Planning 
Form
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Standard Prompts

Listed below are the standard prompts that are included with every Digital Link 
system. You may use them in new voice menus that you create, or you may 
re-record them to fit your organization's needs. See "Creating or Modifying 
Voice Menus" in this chapter. 

The prompts are listed according to the menus in which they appear.

NIGHT MENU

Prompt  Script Text

M S G C -
TR1
M S -
G C T R 2 

M S -
G C T R 3 

M S G C -
TR4
M S G C -
TR5
205.1st

Thank you for calling our company.
If you know your party's extension, you may dial it now; 
otherwise please stay on the line and an operator will be 
with you momentarily.
For our corporate directory, press "7"; to leave a message,  
press "8".
Press "0" to transfer to the operator, "9" to hang up,
or star key to repeat these instructions.

Thank you for calling our company. Our office hours are from 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
If you know your party's extension, you may dial it now; oth-
erwise
For our corporate directory, press "7"; to leave a message, 
press "8".
If you remain on the line, you will be transferred to our general 
mailbox. Leave a message, and when the operator comes on 
duty the next working day your message will be directed to the 
appropriate person.
Press "9" to hang up, or the star key to repeat these instruc-

N G T -
M E N U 1 

N G T -
M E N U 2 

N G T -
MENU3

N G T -
M E N U 4 
 

MESSAGE CENTER MENU
Welcome to our message center.
If you know your party's mailbox number, please enter it now; 
otherwise press "6" for our mailbox directory.
If you would like to transfer to an extension and know the number, 
press "7"; otherwise press "8" for our extension directory.
Press "0" to go to the operator, "9" to hang up
or the star key to repeat these instructions.
Using the keypad, enter up to eight letters of the person's last 
name. For "Q" press "7", for"Z" press "9". Press "1" when you 
have finished.
Welcome to our hotel. We appreciate your business. If there is 
anything we can do to make your stay more comfortable, please 
do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you.

DAYMENU1
DAYMENU2 
 

DAYMENU3
 
DAYMENU4
DAYMENU5

DAY MENU

Standard Prompts
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Creating or Modifying Menus

You can create totally new voice menus or copy existing menus and custom-
ize specific prompts to meet your organization's needs. Prompts are usually  
recorded from within the CDE Menu Form but they also can be recorded  
directly from the Recording maintenance menu (located on the Digital Link 
main menu screen).Additionally, they can be recorded from the administrative 
mailbox. The following directions will guide you through the recording and 
menu-building process.  

	How to access Menu Form

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select Menu Form from the drop-down list and press Enter.

3. A Menu Form screen will appear. 

 • To begin a new menu, press F4. 

  In the upper left-hand corner of the Menu Form screen, the Mode  
 field will display ADD. 

  Digital Link will automatically assign a number which will appear  
 in the Menu field.

  Type the name of the menu in the Description field. Use the name  
 that you specified on the Digital Link EZ Form 202 (Menu Plan 
 ner). Press Enter.

 • To select an existing menu for modifying, enter the name of the  
 menu in the Description field and press Enter. 

  --or--

  press F2 to display a selectable list of menus. Press Enter af 
 ter highlighting the desired menu.

hot tip
When creating a com-
plex, multilevel system 
of menus, create all 
submenus (beginning 
with the lowest level) 
before creating the main 
menus. This will make 
key assignments (which 
is described on page 
405-5-11)  easier.

Accessing the 
Menu Form
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Creating a Voice Menu

1.  Record Prompts
Record individual short 
statements (prompts).

2.  Form Menu
Collate prompts to 
form a menu.

3.  Assign Keys
Program keys to 
respond to prompts 
in menu.






Press "1" for sales.

Press "2" for ser-

Press "0" to transfer 
to the operator.

Thank you for 
c a l l i n g  o u r 
company.

Press "1" for 
sales.

Press "2" for 
service.

Press "0" to 
transfer to the 
operator.

Thank you for calling 
our company.

Access in Access in Access in

	Editor/Menu Form
	Recording menu
	Administrative  
 Mailbox

	Editor/Menu Form 
 (Alt + F2)

	Editor/Menu Form

4.  Assign Exit Functions
Define what action needs to occur 
if there is no response or invalid 
response to menu.

5.  Assign the Menu
Put the menu to work by 
assigning it to another 
menu or to channels.

Access in

	Editor/Menu Form

123
456
789
*0#

Transfers to ext. 321 
(service extension)

Transfers 
to ext.123 
(sales ex-
tension)

Transfers to ext. 101 
(primary operator)

Access in

	Editor/Menu Form

	Channel Form

	Mailbox Form

	Extension Form

Creating Voice 
Menus
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Modifying a Voice Menu

1.  Change Prompts
Re-record any existing 
prompts or record new 
prompts.

Access in

	Editor/Menu Form

Transfers to ext. 101 
(primary operator)

Prompts Studio Screen
	Editor/Menu Form
	Recording menu
	Administrative  
 Mailbox

Access in

	Editor/Menu Form 
 (Alt + F2)

Access in

	Editor/Menu Form

Thank you for 
c a l l i n g  o u r 
company.

Press "1" for 
sales.

Press "3" for 
service.

Press "0" to 
transfer to the 
operator.

Or, press "9" to 
hang up.

2.  Change Menu
Add new prompts to 
menu. (Re-recorded 
prompts require no 
menu changes.)

Press "3" for ser-
Press "2" for ser-

Re-recorded Prompt

Or, press "9" to hang up.
New Prompt

4.  Change Exit Functions
(Only if necessary)

Define what action needs to occur 
if there is no response or invalid 
response to menu.

Access in

3.  Re-assign Keys
Re-program keys and 
commands according 
to changes in menu 
prompts 

Transfers 
to ext. 321 
( s e r v i c e 
e x t e n -

Hangs 
Up

Transfers 
to ext. 123 
(sales ext.)

123
456
789
*0#

5.   Re-assign the Menu
(Only if necessary)

Put the menu to work by reassign-
ing it to another menu, channel, 
mailbox or extension.

	Editor/Menu Form

	Channel Form

	Mailbox Form

	Extension Form

Access in

Modifying Voice 
Menus

Transfers to ext. 321
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Recording Prompts to Form a Voice Menu
Digital Link allows you to create individually recorded statements, or prompts, 
and collate them into a cohesive menu format with one simple process.

	How to record prompts and form menus

1. Access the Menu Form screen (see page 5 for instructions).

2. Once you have selected a new or existing menu, press ALT and F2 
simultaneously to shift to the EDIT mode.

3. The Choose Prompt Order pop-up box will appear, as shown below. 

 • If you are creating a new menu, all prompt fields will be blank. 

 • If you are modifying an existing menu, prompts will be displayed 
 by the order in which they will be played.

 4. Highlight the appropriate prompt field and designate a new prompt or 
insert an existing prompt:

 • To designate a new prompt, type the name of the prompt in the  
 highlighted field. DO NOT PRESS Enter.

 • To insert an existing prompt, which you may then re-record, press  
 F2 to display a list of selectable prompts. Choose the desired  
 prompt and press Enter. 

The Choose Prompt Order pop-up box as it appears in the Menu Form screen
[Figure 4.5.2]

Recording 
Prompts
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5. Press F3 to enter the Prompt Studio.

Prompt Studio pop-up box [Figure 4.5.3]

6. In the Prompt Studio box, complete the following fields:

 Prompt Filename:

 • For new prompts, type the new name or number of the prompt  
 you   wish to record.

 • For existing prompts, if the name does not automatically appear  
 in the Filename field, type in the appropriate filename. You may  
 view a list of selectable prompts by pressing F2.  

 Channel to use:  This is the channel through which the recording will be 
made. Usually this field does not need to be changed. If it is necessary, 
however, you can select a channel by pressing Space.

 Before you continue, you may want to review the recording options shown 
in Step 9.

7. Press F10 to continue (or ESC to exit the Prompt Studio if you don't 
want to record now).

 If you are creating a new prompt, Digital Link will ask you to confirm 
that you wish to create a new prompt. Choose "Yes" and press Enter.

8. The Current Status box will pop up.

important
Prompts 50, 205, and 
6000 are reserved sys-
tem prompts. Use these 
prompts only if you in-
tend to change them. 
Refer to Digital Link 
EZ Form 203 in Ap-
pendix A.

Current Status  pop-up box [Figure 4.5.4]

Recording Prompts
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 The Current Status box provides information regarding the prompt file:

 • The Function field reports the status of the recording process. 

 • The Trim Length field shows the length of time that can be re-
moved   from the beginning or end of the recording. The default 
trim length is   0.1 seconds.

 • The File Length field displays the size of the prompt file. If you 
trim   the beginning or end of a recording, the prompt file size 
will be trun-  cated accordingly.

9.  Using your telephone, dial the Digital Link extension assigned to the 
selected channel.

10. Over the phone, Digital Link will prompt you with the following op-
tions:

  Press "1" to play [an existing prompt]. 

  Press "2" to record. 

  Press "3" to append.  An appended recording is added to the  
 end of the current recording.

 To eliminate an excessive pause before or after a recorded prompt, 
the   following trim options are also provided:

  Press "4" to trim front.  This option allows you to trim a set  
 amount of time (trim length) from the beginning of the prompt. 

  Press "5" to trim end. This option allows you to trim a set  
 amount  of time (trim length) from the end of the prompt.

  Press "6" to change trim length. The trim length can be modi- 
 fied by increments of one tenth of a second. The set trim length  
 is shown in the Trim Length field within the Current Status 
box.

 Digital Link also offers options to erase any changes you have made, or 
to save your prompt changes before exiting:

  Press "7" to restore to original. This option allows you to  
 revert back to the original prompt, erasing any changes you have  
 made.

  Press "9" to save and exit. When you are finished, press "9" to  
 save the prompt and exit. 

11. When you have finished recording, exit the Prompt Studio by pressing 
^.

Recording 
Prompts
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Recording Prompts From the Recording Menu
If  you are recording or re-recording a single prompt or playfile, you can access 
the recording function directly from Digital Link's main menu screen:

1. At the Digital Link main menu, open the Recording menu. 

2. Press Enter at Menu Prompts. The Prompt Studio screen will  
appear.

3. Follow instructions on the previous pages, beginning with Step 5.

Assigning Keys to Voice Menus
The area in the Menu Form labeled Telephone Key Assignments is designed 
to assist you in assigning menu commands to touchtone keys. 

Menu Form Telephone Key Assignments area [Figure 4.5.5]

Any of ten commands can be assigned to touchtone keys "0" through "9". 
To maintain system consistency, we recommend that the "9" key always be  
assigned the hangup command or remain unused, the "#" key be set to return 
to the previous menu, and the "*" key be set to replay the prompts. Prior to  
assigning any key commands, refer to the Command Descriptions table  
provided on page 405-5-12.

	How to assign commands to keys

1. Move to the Command field associated with the key you wish to  
assign.  

2. Press Enter or F2 to reveal the Choose Command Type box. 

3. Highlight the appropriate command and press Enter .  Some key 
commands may require that you choose additional command options. 
See the Command Descriptions table on page 12.

4. Assign the Invalid Key command to all keys that the menu does not use. 
This must be done or your menu will not operate properly.

5. Repeat Steps 1-3 for each key that will be assigned a function.

important
For a menu to function 
properly, there must be 
a precise coordination 
of voice prompts and 
key assignments. Every 
choice specified in a 
prompt must have the 
correct corresponding 
key assignment.

Assigning Keys
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Call Transfer
 This command transfers the caller to an extension when the associated key is pressed. Three  
 transfer options are available:

 Direct: Transfers to an extension you specify.

 Request: Digital Link asks the caller to enter an extension number, to which the caller  
 is then transferred.

 Firstkey: Allows the caller to enter an extension directly without being prompted. The 
first   key pressed by the caller is recognized as the first digit of an extension number. After 
the   rest of the digits are entered, the call is transferred. The keys you designate for First-
key   transfer  will be the same as the initial digits of your range or ranges of extension 
numbers.   For example, "3" would serve as the Firstkey for extensions 3,30-39, 300-399,  and 
3000-  3999.   If your extensions range from 300 and 500, you would designate keys 3,  
  4, and 5 as Firstkeys.

Extension Directory

 This command transfers the caller to the Extension Directory, where callers can look up the  
 extension number of the party they wish to contact. The caller is prompted through the direc- 
 tory search.

Hangup
  This command causes Digital Link to play a default good-bye message and disconnect the 

caller. The "9" key is used throughout the Digital Link system as hangup. It is therefore a 
good idea to continue to use it for this purpose to maintain consistency.

Invalid Key
This command causes Digital Link to play the prompt "Invalid Key" when the associated 
key is pressed. All keys that are not assigned a command must be assigned the Invalid Key 
function. (This command is not applicable to menu Exit Commands.)

Mailbox Directory
This command transfers the caller to the Mailbox Directory, where callers can look up 
the mailbox number of the party they wish to contact. The caller is prompted through the 
directory search.

Menu
This command transfers the caller to a voice menu (which then becomes a submenu of the 
current menu). The caller can return to any preceding menu by pressing the "#" key.

Play File
This command plays a series of prompts used to make an announcement or provide infor-
mation. When this command is chosen, you are directed through choosing and/or recording 
prompts exactly as for recording prompts for menus. While the playfile is playing, all the 
menu options are available. When a playfile has finished playing, it replays the menu to 
which it is assigned. 

Voice Mail
This command operates identically to the Call Transfer command described above. This 
transfers the caller to a mailbox when the associated key is pressed. Call transfer has three 
options to choose from: Direct, Request, Firstkey. (See option descriptions in the Call 
Transfer command.)

Replay at
This command can be assigned to any key which, when pressed, will repeat the menu 
prompts. This is useful when you want the caller to repeat the instructions, but not play 
the introductory prompts. The "*" key is normally assigned to this function throughout 
the system.

Previous Menu
This command returns you to the previous menu. The "#" key, by default, is assigned to 

Command Descriptions

Command  
Descriptions
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Assigning Exit Functions
After you have assigned key commands, you need to designate exit functions. 
Exit Functions define the actions Digital Link should take when a caller either 
does not respond to the menu, or repeatedly presses invalid keys. Assigning the 
exit functions completes the menu. 

Use the bottom portion of the Menu Form to assign exit functions. The exit 
function uses the same commands as for assigning keys. Refer to the Command 
Description table on the previous page.

 How to assign exit functions to your menu

1. Move to the Maximum Replays Without Response field. Enter the 
number of times you wish the menu to replay if there is no response.

2. Move to the COMMAND - When Replays are Exceeded field. Choose 
which action Digital Link is to take when the menu has replayed the 
maximum number of times.

 Press Enter or F2 to reveal selectable entries in the Choose Command 
Type screen. Highlight the appropriate command and press Enter.  
Some key commands may require that you choose additional command 
options. See the Command Descriptions table.

3. Move to the Maximum Invalid Key Attempts field. If the default number 
is not acceptable, enter the number of times that a caller may press an 
invalid key before the menu terminates.

4. Move to  the COMMAND - When Invalid Attempts Exceeded field. 
Choose the action you wish Digital Link to take when the maximum 
number of invalid key attempts have been made.

 Press Enter or F2 to reveal selectable entries in the Choose Command 
Type screen. Highlight the appropriate command and press Enter.  
Some key commands may require that you choose additional command 
options. See the Command Descriptions table.

Menu Form Exit Functions area [Figure 4.5.6]

Assigning Exit 
Functions
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5. Move to the Immediate Dialing Field. Immediate Dialing allows callers 
to immediately dial an extension or a mailbox with keys that are also used 
to perform other functions. For instance, if the "4" key is assigned to go 
to the extension directory, and the extensions are in the 400 series, then 
you may dial either a "4" or a 400 series extension if Immediate Dial is 
set to the extension. 

 Immediate Dialing can also be set to a mailbox for the same purpose, or 
it can be set to NONE. Press the spacebar to toggle between these op-
tions. (The caller, however, can still dial an extension if the key assigned 
is Call Transfer Firstkey. For more information, refer to the Command 
Descriptions table.)

6. When you are finished, press F10 to save your changes and exit the 
edit mode of the Menu Form. 

7. To exit the Menu Form, press ESC

Assigning the Menu
Once a voice menu has been created, it may need to be assigned. Assigning the 
menu puts it to work. You may assign the menu to other menus, one or more 
channels, a mailbox, or an extension.

Assigning a Menu to a Menu
You can enable callers to transfer to a voice menu by pressing a key while 
another voice menu is playing. This is done through the Menu Form record 
of the other menu. To assign a menu to another menu, you simply designate a 
key assignment.

	How to assign a menu to another menu

1. In the Description field of the Menu Form record, enter the name of the 
menu to which this menu will be assigned. Press Enter. 

  -or-

 press F2 to display a selectable list of menus. Press Enter again  
after choosing the desired menu.

 The menu record will appear.

Assigning a Menu
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2. In the Telephone Key Assignments area, move to the Command field 
for the key that will  transfer the caller to this menu when pressed.

 Press Enter or F2 to reveal selectable entries in the Choose Com-
mand Type box. Highlight the appropriate command and press Enter.  
Some key commands may require that you choose additional command 
options. See the Command Descriptions table.  

3. When you are finished, press F10 to save your changes and exit the 
edit mode of the Menu Form. 

4. To exit the Menu Form, press ESC

Assigning a Menu to One or More Channels
A voice menu may be designed to greet outside callers. To do this, it must be 
assigned to one or more of Digital Link's channels during specific times of the 
day, or on specific days. 

To assign a menu to a channel, refer to the heading "How to add channel events" 
in  Section  405-7: Channel Control (page 405-7-5).

Assigning a Menu to a Mailbox or Extension 
Sometimes it is desirable to forward a mailbox or an extension to a voice 
menu. To assign a menu to a mailbox, refer to the instructions entitled "How 
to edit the Mailbox Mode field" in Section 405-2, Modifying Mailboxes (page 
405-2-10).   To assign a menu to an extension, refer to the instructions entitled 
"How to edit the Call Forwarding table" in  Section 405-1, Modifying Exten-
sions (page 405-1-10).

Creating or Modifying Playfiles

Playfiles are voice recordings used for making announcements or providing 
information. For example, a playfile could provide information about new 
products. Like voice menus, playfiles consist of one or more prompts that play 
in sequence. These playfiles can be linked together to play an outgoing mes-
sage of over 80 minutes in length. After the prompts have played, the caller 
is returned to the menu from which the playfile was accessed. Unlike  menus, 
playfiles contain no key assignments or exit commands. However, all the menu 
options are available while the playfile is playing.

Setting up a play file involves planning and recording prompts in the proper 
sequence. Recording can be done through the CDE Menu Form or through the 
Prompt Studio in the Recording menu.

Assigning a Menu
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Planning Playfiles
Write out the exact wording of the prompts that the playfile will include.  This 
should be done while  planning the voice menu that will play the playfile. 

NOTE: Because playfiles can be quite long, it is impractical for VSR to 
provide a form for recording  the prompts in a playfile. 

Playfile prompts can be as long as allowed by  the system settings. The default 
maximum length is 120 seconds, but it can be increased to as much as 999 
seconds using the System Settings Form. In addition, the length of prompts 
can be increased by appending the recording. This is a useful technique for 
extremely long playfiles, because the maximum number of prompts allowed 
in any playfile is five.

Recording Playfiles
Record the playfile from within the voice menu to which it is being assigned. 
Follow the procedures described in  "Assigning Keys to Voice Menus" (page 
405-5-11).  Also, refer to the Playfile command in the Command Descriptions 
table (page 405-5-12).

Playfiles
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Section 405-4 
Setting Up  

Distribution Lists 

This section addresses how 
to create and modify system 
and personal distribution 
lists using Digital Link's 
Distribution Forms.
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SeTTInG Up DISTrIbUTIon LISTS: overvIew
Digital Link provides two Distribution List Forms that allow you to create a roster 
of mailboxes to which a voicemail message may be sent simultaneously. These 
rosters are similar to memo distribution lists for office use.

There are three types of distribution lists:

• System lists, which are set up and maintained by the system admin-
istrator. They are available to all users in the system, unless access is  
restricted by their class of service. Up to 200 mailboxes in your Digital 
Link system can be assigned to the system distribution list.

• Personal lists, which are specified by individual users but are set up and 
maintained by the system administrator. They are available only to the 
users who specified the lists. Each mailbox can have up to 99 personal 
distribution lists, although the class of service default is set at five.

• Manual lists, which are created by individual users while they are prepar-
ing to send a message. These impromptu lists are discarded after they are 
used once. Up to five mailboxes can be included in each manual distribu-
tion list. 

Digital Link offers the Distribution List Form for both system lists and personal 
lists. These forms are maintained separately for organizational purposes but are 
similar in format. To avoid unnecessary redundancy, this section will address both 
forms together. In the following pages, we will provide detailed instructions for 
building and modifying these lists.

About  
Distribution Lists
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System Distribution List Form [Figure 4.4.1]

personal Distribution List Form [Figure 4.4.2]

Distribution Forms: System and personal
Distribution Forms
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Creating Distribution Lists
both system and personal distribution lists require that you assign a number 
and descriptive name to them for easy identification and access. We suggest that 
your list names reflect the use of the list or the nature of the group which the list 
covers. when creating a new distribution list, make sure you assign an unused 
number or name to the new list. 

You can create a new distribution list from scratch or by copying an existing list 
and modifying it.

	How to build a new system or personal distribution list

1. From the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu 
and choose the appropriate Distribution Form: System Distribution Form 
or personal Distribution Form).

2. The screen will be in the LoCATe mode.

	 • The System Distribution List screen will have its List field  
 highlighted.

	 • The Personal Distribution List screen will have its Mailbox field  
 highlighted.

3. Personal Distribution List Only . . . 

 In the Mailbox field, enter the number of the mailbox for which the dis-
tribution list is being created and press enter. or press F2 to obtain 
a list of mailboxes and select from the list; then  press  enter.

4. In the List field, type the predetermined number you wish to assign the 
new list. be sure to use a number that is currently not in use.  You can view 
existing distribution lists by pressing F2. Do noT press enter.

5. press F4 to enter the ADD mode. 

6. Move to the Description field and type the name you wish to give the 
new distribution list (a name that indicates the nature of the group is 
recommended). press enter.  This is a required field; a name must 
be entered before you can proceed.

Creating Lists
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7. The field for the first mailbox in the distribution list will be highlighted. 
Type the number of the first mailbox you want on the new list and press 
enter; or press F2 to view a list of selectable entries.

 The next Mailbox field will be highlighted. If the first mailbox has 
a person's name assigned, the name will appear beside the mailbox  
number.

8. Continue the preceding two steps until the distribution list is  
complete.

 If more than twenty mailboxes are to be assigned to any list, press pG 
Dn to advance to an empty page and continue entering mailboxes.

9. After entering all information, press F10 save the record.

 The screen will revert to the LoCATe mode. You may now either exit 
or set up another distribution list.

10.  To exit the Distribution List Form, press eSC 

	How to create a new distribution list by copying 

 1. From the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu 
and choose the appropriate Distribution Form: System Distribution Form 
or personal Distribution Form.

2. The screen will be in the LoCATe mode.

	 • The System Distribution List screen will have its List field  
 highlighted.

	 • The Personal Distribution List screen will have its Mailbox   
field  highlighted.

3. Personal Distribution List Only . . .

 In the Mailbox field, enter the number of the mailbox for which the dis-
tribution list is being created and press enter. or press F2 to obtain 
a list of mailboxes and select from the list; then  press  enter. 

 The List field will become highlighted.

Creating Lists

Because Personal 
Distribution Lists are 
specifically designed 
to be programmed 
and accessed only by 
the mailbox user, they 
CANNOT be copied 
to a System Distribu-
tion List.

important
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4. In the List field, enter the number of the list to be copied or press F2 
to obtain a list of distribution lists and select from the list; then  press 
enter.

 The record for that list will appear.

5. press F6. A Copy Distribution box will appear, as displayed below.

Copy Distribution pop-up box as it appears in the personal Distribution List Form 
[Figure 4.4.3]

 

 a.) enter a currently unused number for the new list in the NEW  
  List Number field and press enter .

 b.) enter a name for the new list in the NEW List Description field.

6. press F10 to copy the existing list and return to the Distribution List 
Form screen.

7. Move through the mailbox fields and make changes to form the new list:

 • To replace items in the list, highlight its number and type the  
  new mailbox number over it.

 • To delete a mailbox from the list, highlight its number and   
 press F5.

 • To insert a mailbox number into the list, highlight the mailbox  
  that will immediately follow the inserted mailbox. pressF4. 

Creating Lists
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  A new field will be inserted and highlighted. Enter the new mailbox  
 number; then press enter.

8. When finished making changes, press F10 to save the record for this 
new distribution list.

 The screen will revert to the LoCATe mode. 

 You may now either select a different list or exit the Distribution List 
screen.

 9. To exit the Distribution List Form, press eSC

editing Distribution Lists
After distribution lists have been created, you may modify them in order to keep 
up with personnel or organizational changes.

	How to modify a distribution list

1. From the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu 
and choose the appropriate Distribution Form: System Distribution Form 
or personal Distribution Form.

2. The screen will be in the LoCATe mode.

	 • The System Distribution List screen will have its List field  
 highlighted.

	 • The Personal Distribution List screen will have its Mailbox field  
 highlighted. 

3. In the List field, enter the name of the list to be edited or press F2 to 
view a list of selectable entries. press enter after you have selected 
the list.

 The record for that list will appear.

4. Move through the mailbox fields and make changes:

 • To replace items in the list, highlight its number and type the  
  new mailbox number over it.

editing Lists
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 • To delete a mailbox from the list, highlight its number and   
 press F5.

 • To insert a mailbox number into the list, highlight the mailbox  
  that will immediately follow the inserted mailbox. F4. 

  A new field will be inserted and highlighted. Enter the new mailbox  
 number; then press enter.

5. When finished making changes, press F10 to save the record for this 
new distribution list. The screen will revert to the LoCATe mode. 

 You may now either select a different list or exit the Distribution List 
screen.

 6. To exit the Distribution List Form, press eSC
 

editing Lists
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Section 405-6  
Modifying Class  

of Service  
 

This section provides detailed in-
structions on how to create, delete, 
or modify classes of services using 
Digital Link's Class of Service Form 
and  EZ Planning Form 207, located 
in Appendix A.
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MoDIFyInG CLASS oF SErvICE: ovErvIEw

A class of service is a series of service settings, restrictions, or defaults applied 
to either an extension or a mailbox. Each new Digital Link system comes config-
ured with one general class of service to which all mailboxes belong. In addition 
to using this default class of service, you can add new classes or customize the 
existing default class. 

In this section we will introduce you to the Class of Service Form screen and briefly 
describe each field as it is displayed. Next we will provide step-by-step instructions 
to assist you in adding, modifying, or deleting a class of service.

PLAnnInG CLASSES oF SErvICE

To help you plan for new classes of service, we have included Digital Link EZ 
Planning Form 207 in Appendix A. Make a copy for each class you will be creat-
ing, and fill it in according to your needs. Consult  the Classes of Service Fields 
table on the following pages, for guidance.

CLASS oF SErvICE ForM

The Class of Service Form works as a template, allowing you to define the param-
eters of a common mailbox configuration and then assign it to multiple mailboxes. 
For example, you could assign twenty "generic" mailboxes one class of service 
that allows 30 messages with a maximum message length of 120 seconds, and you 
could assign ten "privileged" mailboxes a class of service that allows 999 messages 
with a maximum message length of 999 seconds. Through the Class of Service 
Form, you can assign service parameters to a maximum number of mailboxes with 
a minimum amount of time and effort.

The following directions will guide you through the configuration process step 
by step. Before making any changes, review the field and default information  
described in the Class of Service Fields table (pages 405-6-5 to 405-6-7).

	How to access the Class of Service Form

1. From the Digital Link main menu, select CDE in the top menu bar.

2. Select Class of Service Forms from the drop-down list and press En-
ter.

3. The Class of Service Form will appear on screen in the LoCATE mode, 
which indicates it is waiting for you to create a new class of service or 
specify an existing class of service to modify.

About  
Class of Service
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• To identify an existing class of service, type the appropriate number 
in the Class field, or press F2 to display a list of selectable entries. 
After you have entered the class of service, the Mode field will au-
tomatically change to EDIT.

• To create a new class of service, press F4. The Mode field will 
automatically change to ADD.

The Class of Service Form consists of three pages (as shown). The first page per-
tains to extension services only. The remaining two pages contain mailbox services. 
To scroll through these pages, use your PG UP or PG Dn keys.

Class of Service Form screen, page 1 [Figure 4.6.1]

Class of Service Form screen, page 2 [Figure 4.6.2]

 Class of  
Service Forms 
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Class of Service Form screen, page 3 [Figure 4.6.3]

	How to create a new class of service

1. If the Class of Service Form is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select Class 
of Service Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Class of Service Form will appear on screen in the LoCATE mode. 
Press F4 to change to ADD mode.

3. Enter an unassigned number in the Class field. The allowable range is 
between 1 and 999.

4. Enter an unassigned name or description in the Description field.

5. All fields in the new Class of Service record will display default values. 
Move to the fields and make the changes required to define the new class. 
(refer to the Class of Service Fields Table on the following pages.)

6. When you have finished entering information, press F10 to save the 
record for this new class.

 The Class of Service Form will revert to  the LoCATE mode. 

 noTE: If you have made changes and press ESC to exit, Digital Link 
will prompt you to save changes.   

7. Press ESC to return to the Main Menu.

Creating new 
Classes of  
Service
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Class of Service Fields

 

 Class of  
Service Fields 

Page 1: extension 
Directory

The Directory field governs whether an extension will be part of the Digital Link extension directory, 
which helps callers locate the extension of the person they are calling.  The default is yES. The options 
are yES/no.

extension Maintenance  
The Extension Maintenance field allows mailbox owners to change extension settings from within their 
mailbox. The default is yES. The options are yES/no.

ForwarDing Maintenance

The Forwarding Maintenance field allows mailbox owners to forward their extension from within their 
mailbox. The default is yES. The options are yES/no. 

HolDing

The Holding field lets mailbox users enable or disable their holding setting from within their mailbox. 
with Holding enabled, callers can hold and wait for a busy extension to become available. The default 
is yES. The options are yES/no.

HolDing interval

The Holding Interval field designates the length of time callers will wait in a holding queue before Digital 
Link attempts to call the busy extension again. Default is 30 seconds; allowable range is 1-180.

Personal oPerator  
when the extension is busy, callers can press "0" and  be transferred to the personal operator extension 
specified in the Extension Form. The default is YES. The options are YES/NO.

screening 
When enabled, the caller's name will be requested prior to connection, allowing the user to identify who 
is calling. The default is no; the options are yES/no.

transFer tyPe

Digital Link provides two methods of transferring calls to extensions:
	 •	 Forced	Blind: Dials the extension and releases the call to the PBX. This is the default.

 •	 Smart	Transfer:	Monitors the call's progress for "busy" or "no answer" conditions   
 and releases the call only on a "connect."

louD sPeaker Paging

If a user can not be reached at his/her extension, the caller is offered the option of paging. Digital Link 
will play a prompt over the Loudspeaker, announcing a code for call retrieval from any phone.
 •	Attempts - This is the number of attempts Digital Link will make to reach the called   
  party at their extension before playing alternate options to the caller. The default is 2;   
  the allowable range is 1-99.
 • Holding Interval - This is the amount of time between paging attempts. The default is   
  30 seconds;  the allowable range is 1-180 seconds.
 • On Busy - This option directs Digital Link to page the called party  when the extension   
  is busy.  The default is no;  the options are yES/no.
 • On No Answer - This option directs Digital Link to page the called party when there is   
  no answer at the extension. The default is yES;  the options are yES/no.
 • Call	Holding	Announce	By -This option directs Digital Link to page the called party   
  by name or mailbox number. The default is nUMBEr.
 • Screened Announce -When enabled, callers will be requested to announce their name   
  when paging, allowing the user to identify who is calling prior to retrieval. The default is   
  no; the options are yES/no.
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Class of Service Fields (cont'd)
Page 2:  Mailboxes

Mailbox MoDes

 Enabled and disabled fields define the selection of voicemail modes available to mailbox owners 
through their mailbox. The mailbox modes are explained fully in the Mailbox Form section of this 
chapter, as well as in the Feature Descriptions in Section 401.  Take Message field defaults to YES, 
all other fields will default to NO.

PassworD tyPe  
The password type determines  password length. Available options are FIXED, vArIABLE or nonE. 
VARIABLE passwords can vary in length  up to the maximum number of digits defined in the Password 
Length field during Quick Setup. FIXED passwords must be the exact number defined in the Password 
Length field. The NONE option applies when no password function is assigned.

PassworD lengtH

The password length defines the maximum number of digits allowed in creating a vArIABLE password 
or the exact number of digits of a FIXED password. Available range is 3-15 digits.

Distribution lists 
Distribution lists are a set of mailbox numbers configured to receive the same message. Three types 
of  lists are available: SySTEM, PErSonAL, or  BoTH. SySTEM lists are available to all  users. 
PERSONAL lists are customized to the individual user's needs and have limited accessibility. The field 
default is BoTH, which makes both types of lists available to the mailbox owner. 
Personal lists 
This field determines the maximum number of personal distribution lists a user may have at one time. 
The default is 5; allowable range is 1-99.

notiFy tyPe 
This field designates how users are notified of messages in the mailbox. Options are lighting message 
waiting LAMPS, ringing the extension PHonE, BoTH, or nonE. Default is BoTH.

greeting tyPe 
The Greeting Type field determines whether a  SINGLE greeting or MULTIPLE greetings may be 
recorded for mailbox use. The field default is MULTIPLE, allowing a maximum amount of ten saved 
greetings.

Max greeting lengtH   
This field defines the maximum time a mailbox greeting may extend. Default is 999 seconds; the al-
lowable range is 20-999 seconds. Please note that lengthy greetings expend not only the caller's time 
but a large amount disk storage space. Limiting mailbox greeting length is recommended. 

Max Msg count (MaxiMuM Message count)
This field defines the maximum number of messages that may be stored in the mailbox. The system 
default setting is 30 messages, and the range is 10-999 messages. Limiting message counts is recom-
mended to avoid excessive storage, which expends a large amount of disk space and can constrain 
system performance. 

Max Msg lengtH (MaxiMuM Message  lengtH)  
This field defines the maximum recording time allowed for each message. Appended messages are 
limited to maximum message length as well. The field default is 120 seconds; the allowable range is 
20-999 seconds.

Max Message retention (MaxiMuM Message  retention) 
This field defines the maximum number of days a message can be stored before it is automatically 
deleted by the cleanup process. The field default is 30 days; the allowable range is 1-365. 

rw/FF  (rewinD/Fast ForwarD)
This field determines the amount of time, measured in tenths of a second, that messages will rewind or 
fast-forward when appropriate keys  are pressed.  The field default is 30;  allowable range is 1-120.
treat # as 
This field provides two options in assigning the # key command: rETUrn and ByPASS. The  
rETUrn option allows the caller to return to the previous menu; ByPASS  allows the caller to skip 
the mailbox greeting and proceed directly to recording a message. The default is rETUrn.

Page 3: Mailbox Permissions

Class of  
Service Fields
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Class of Service Fields
PerMissions

Mailbox permissions are simply the users' rights to access or edit certain mailbox features. All  permis-
sions fields display YES/NO values to enable or disable these rights. For more detailed feature descrip-
tions, refer to Section 405-2, Modifying Mailboxes.

• senD Messages - Allows the user to send messages from the mailbox.  If disabled, user rights 
will still include message retrieval and maintenance. The default is yES.

• external Priority - Allows outside callers to identify their message as priority level, which 
overrides the notification order of all new messages except Emergency types. The default is 
no.

• external notiFy - Allows a mailbox user to activate or deactivate Enhanced Notification, 
which attempts to reach the user at numerous locations via pager or outside numbers. The default 
is yES.  

 Some pager systems charge for each page or each page over a set amount. Disable permission to 
prevent unnecessary long distance calls or excess pager charges.

 • Priority Messages - Allows users calling from within their mailbox to identify their messages 
as priority level, which will put it ahead of all other messages, except for emergency messages. 
The default is yES.

• certiFieD Messages - Allows users calling from within their mailbox to request time and date 
certification of message retrieval. The default is YES.

• Private Messages - Allows users calling from within their mailbox to identify their message 
as private, meaning that it cannot be copied to another mailbox. The default is yES.

• save alloweD - Allows a mailbox user to store messages in separate saved files. If disabled, 
all messages are treated as active or new until deleted. The default is yES.

•	 RestRicted	PasswoRd	 - Allows a mailbox owner to extend limited access rights to their 
mailbox by assigning a separate password to another user. A restricted password permits  
another  user to retrieve and save messages only.  no message deletion is allowed. The default 
is no.

 • auto-rePly -when an internal extension, not logged into a mailbox, calls another internal 
extension that is forwarded to voice mail, the name or number of the calling extension is  
included with the message.  If this feature is enabled, message recipients will be reconnected 
automatically to the sender's mailbox when they press the (5) key. The default is no.

• Mbx Directory - The Mailbox Directory option governs whether the mailbox owner's name 
will be included in or excluded from the Digital Link mailbox directory. This directory  provides 
callers with a selectable list of user mailboxes in which to leave messages. The default is yES.

 • Mailbox Maintenance - Allows access and editing privileges to the mailbox maintenance 
feature. The default is yES.

• ForwarDing Maintenance - Allows mailbox owners to activate or deactivate call forwarding; 
to designate whether the call is forwarded  to a menu, mailbox, extension, or outside number; 
and to add, delete, or change any of the assigned forwarding numbers. Forwarding to an external 
number can be restricted under a separate permission. The default is yES.

• external ForwarDing - Allows mailbox owners to forward their mailbox to an outside number. 
If disabled, users may still be awarded permission to forward to other numbers internal to the 
system but denied external forwarding access. The default is no. 

• wakeuP calls - Allows hotel/motel guests the option of setting or cancelling voicemail -ac-
tivated wakeup calls.  If disabled,  the guest will not be provided with the wakeup call feature.  
The default is yES.

 Class of  
Service Fields 

Toll fraud is possible 
with External Forward-
ing! It is important that 
mailboxes be restricted 
from forwarding to out-
side numbers which are 
long distance, espe-
cially outside the coun-
try. Hackers have been 
known to gain access 
to mailboxes and for-
ward them temporarily 
to outside numbers to 
make costly long dis-
tance calls. Make sure 
you have a plan to deal 
with this. Your PBX is 
the best place to start.

caution
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	How to add a class of service by copying and modifying

1. If the Class of Service Form is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select Class 
of Service Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Class of Service Form will appear on screen in the LoCATE mode. 

3. Enter the number of the Class of Service record to be copied in the Class 
field. Or press F2to view a selectable list of classes. 

 The record for the class you specified will appear in the EDIT mode.

4. Press F6 to copy the record . 

5. A Copy to New Class of Service box will pop up. Fill in both fields:

 • Enter an unassigned number in the New Class of Service field.

 • Enter an unassigned name or description in the New Description  
 field.

6. Press F10 to continue.

 If you entered a number previously assigned to another class of service, 
Digital Link will prompt you that the class of service record already exists. 
Press Enter to exit the prompt box and type in a new number.

7. The Class of Service record you copied will still be displayed on the screen. 
Press F10 again to change to LoCATE mode.

8. Type in the number of the new class of service in the Class field and press 
Enter. The record for the new class will appear in the EDIT mode.

9. All fields in the new Class of Service record will display the values as-
signed in the record you copied. Move to the fields and make the changes 
required to define the new class. (Refer to the Class of Service Fields table 
for field definitions.)

10. Press F10 to save your changes. The status mode will revert to Lo-
CATE.

11. Press ESC to exit the Class of Service Form.

 

Copying Class of 
Service
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	How to modify a class of service

1. If the Class of Service Form is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select Class 
of Service Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Class of Service Form will appear on screen in the LoCATE 
mode. 

3. Enter the number of the Class of Service record that you want to modify 
in the Class field. Or press F2 to view a selectable list of classes. Press 
Enter.

 The record for the class you specified will appear in the EDIT mode.

4. Move to the field(s) you want to edit and make the required changes.

5. When you are finished, press F10 to save your changes. The Class of 
Service Form will revert to the LoCATE mode.

6.  Press ESC to exit the Class of Service Form.

	How to delete a class of service

1. If the Class of Service Form is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select Class 
of Service Forms from the drop-down list and press Enter.

2. The Class of Service Form will appear on screen in the LoCATE mode. 
Press F5 to change the Mode field to DELETE.

3. Type the number of the Class of Service to be deleted in the Class field. 
or press F2 to view a selectable list of classes. Press Enter.

4. A prompt box will appear as Digital Link verifies that you want to delete 
this class of service. Use the Down Arrow key to select "yes" 
and press Enter.

5. When you are finished deleting classes, press ESC twice to exit the 
Class of Service Form.

Editing Class of 
Service  

hot tip

Before deleting a class of 
service, it's a good idea 
to  run a Mailbox List-
ing report (described in 
Chapter	700:	Running	
Reports). This will give 
you a list of the mail-
boxes and their classes. 
After deleting a class, 
the mailboxes belonging 
to that class should be 
assigned to a different 
class.
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Section 405-7  
Channel  
Control  

 

This section describes Digi-
tal Link’s Channel Assign-
ment Form and provides 
instructions on how to add, 
delete, or modify channel 
events.
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ChAnneL ConTroL: overvIew
Digital Link systems have eight or more channels that may be programmed to 
handle incoming calls independently. Channel control is the term used to describe 
the process by which Digital Link manages these incoming calls through multiple 
channels at various time settings.

The Digital Link Channel Form is designed to assist you in programming events,  
time settings, and channels for optimal channel control. This section will discuss 
channel control and planning, then it will introduce you to the Channel Form screen 
and guide you through the configuration process in easy-to-follow steps.

ChAnneL ConTroL 
Using Digital Link’s Channel Form, you can program certain call-processing 
operations or events to occur on multiple channels. These events are triggered 
by a) specific display packets sent from the PBX;  b) scheduled time and date 
settings; or c) a combination of both. For example, a specific menu could play 
(the programmed event) when the event code (display packet) for a trunk call is  
received by Digital Link during standard office hours (a scheduled time set-
ting).

PBX-Initiated Events
PBX-initiated events occur when your Mitel PBX generates an event code  
(display packet) which triggers Digital Link to perform a specific operation. The 
following operations are standard PBX-initiated events:

	Menu: Digital Link will play a specified menu according to the display 
packet sent by the PBX.

	Login to Mailbox: Digital Link receives the extension number from the 
PBX and prompts users to enter their password to login to the mailbox.

	Request Mailbox: when Digital Link receives a call from the attendant 
console or from an extension without an associated mailbox (e.g., lunch-
room or conference room extension), it requests a mailbox number.

	Call Forward All: Digital Link receives a forwarded call from the PBX 
extension, routes it to the mailbox, and plays the mailbox greeting.

	Call Forward Busy: Digital Link receives a forwarded call from the 
PBX extension and offers the caller several options: hold*, page*, leave 
a message, transfer to another extension, or transfer to an operator*. 

	Call Forward No Answer: Digital Link receives a forwarded call from 
the PBX extension and offers the caller several options: page*, leave a 
message, transfer to another extension, or transfer to an operator*. 

*  These options depend upon both PBX and Digital Link extension settings 
as well as Class of Service assignments.

About Channel Con-
trol
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In addition to these standard PBX-initiated events, the following events may be 
programmed for network PBXs or custom applications:

	Get Mailbox: when a user calls in from a network PBX to retrieve mes-
sages from his/her mailbox, Digital Link requests a login password.

	Direct to Mailbox: when Digital Link receives a call, it routes it  
directly to a specified mailbox.

	Direct to Extension: when Digital Link receives a call, it routes it  
directly to a specified extension. 

Digital Link-Initiated Events
Digital Link-initiated events include system cleanup, enhanced notification, and 
certain Mitel-specific operations that you can program to occur according to a 
specified schedule. These scheduled events are typically activated via proprietary 
feature access codes and the PBX class of service. 

NOTE: Feature access codes are programmed in the Phone System Form and 
cannot be changed in the Channel Form. 

	Notification: Digital Link will run notification on selected channels during 
specified times. The type of notification (Lamp, Phone, Both, or None) 
is determined during Quick Setup or in CDe Class of Service. Assigning 
selected channels avoids the possibility of tying up the system during high 
traffic hours.

	Cleanup: when programmed, Digital Link will run a cleanup program 
at a certain time. This cleanup program purges old messages and logs, 
activates a new log for the day, and runs a disk compression utility. 

	Do Not Disturb - Set Remote: Digital Link will set the specified exten-
sion to Do not Disturb (DnD) mode, in which the system will not ring 
the extension for incoming calls. This feature is especially useful for users 
who want their phones automatically set to DnD at a certain time each 
day.

	Do Not Disturb - Cancel Remote: Digital Link removes the extension 
from  Do not Disturb mode.

	PBX Day Service: The Mitel PBX is set to Day Mode. You may want 
to set the PBX to Day mode at a different time each day. 

	PBX Night 1 Service: The Mitel PBX is set to Night 1 mode.

	PBX Night 2 Service: The Mitel PBX is set to Night 2 mode. 

About Channel Con-
trol 
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	Loud Speaker Playfile: Digital Link will play a user-specified voice 
prompt file over the paging system at a designated time.

	Call Forwarding I Am Here: Digital Link forwards an extension to an-
other extension. This function is useful for certain users who want to  set 
their phones to forwarding at a particular time of day, or day of week.

	Cancel Call Forwarding Follow Me Remote: Digital Link removes the 
extension from forwarding mode.

	Remote Clear All Features: Based on a scheduled time, Digital Link 
will clear all features assigned to a specific phone, such as call holding 
and  forwarding.

	Recorded Announcement Device (RAD): In Automatic Call Distribu-
tion (ACD) environments, Digital Link will play a user-recorded mailbox 
greeting across analog channels. Because RAD channels  in ACD envi-
ronments must be analog, not digital, this feature is hardware dependent. 
Mailboxes must be specified. 

Channel Control Planning Sheet
Prior to modifying the default settings in Digital Link’s Channel Form, care-
ful planning is recommended. otherwise, incoming calls may not be processed 
effectively. To assist with your planning, vSr has supplied a Channel Control 
Planning Sheet, EZ Form 208, located in Appendix A. This planning sheet not 
only helps you schedule channel events, it also provides a programming record 
which you can use the next time you make changes.

Planning Scheduled Events
In preparing to program your channel events, you first need to sketch out a typical 
work week schedule. This schedule would contain standard events that you want 
to occur on a daily or weekly basis, such as Day Menus, Noon/Day Menus, Night 
Menus, Weekend/Night Menus, Cleanup, Notification, Loudspeaker Playfiles (if 
applicable), and Call Forwarding I Am Here (if applicable). For example, the  
schedule shown on the next page shows how a typical organization might plan 
events for a Monday through Friday work week.

Planning 
Channel events
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Planning  
Channel events 

 Event Days/Date Time Channel Event Code

 Menu-DAY MTWTHF 08:00 1-8 TRUNK ~I

 Menu-NOON MTWTHF 12:00 1-8 TRUNK ~I

 Menu-DAY MTWTHF 13:00 1-8 TRUNK ~I

 Menu-NIGHT MTWTHF 17:00 1-8 TRUNK ~I

 Menu-NIGHT SSU ALL 1-8 TRUNK ~I

 Cleanup ALL 02:30 1-8

 Notification ALL ALL 6-8

Example of Planning Weekly Scheduled Events [Figure 4.7.1]

The example above demonstrates how important it is to carefully plan out all sched-
uled channel events. In this typical example, specific menus have been scheduled 
to play on all channels, from Monday through Sunday, with a specially recorded 
menu to play during noontime. (NOTE: Menus can be assigned in CDE Channel 
Forms, but they first must be created through CDE Menu Forms. See Section 
405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes.)  System Cleanup has been scheduled to 
occur every morning at 2:30, when traffic is lowest. And although  Notification  
has been scheduled to operate continuously, it has been limited to the last three 
channels, to avoid tying up ports during busy hours. 

Depending upon the organization’s needs, additional events may be scheduled. 
For example, if departmental meetings are routinely held, Call Forwarding I Am 
Here can be assigned to place the extensions of attending  members in forward-
ing mode at a certain time on a particular day. Similarly, extensions can be set to 
Do  Not Disturb mode for users who request that their phones are not rung while 
they are interviewing, preparing for a meeting, or holding a scheduled meeting in 
their office. Other businesses, such as retail shops or libraries, may request that a 
loudspeaker announcement of impending closing time be played over the paging 
system at a certain time every day. These Loudspeaker Playfiles and other options 
can also be scheduled in the Channel Forms.

After defining the standard workday schedule, you might also consider adding 
special events, such as holiday menus. These menus are created similar to standard 
menus by recording and assembling appropriate prompts into a special holiday 
menu and then assigning key commands. (See Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu 
Changes.) once the holiday menu has been constructed, you can program it in the 
Channel Form to play on certain dates throughout the year, as appropriate.

Programming Digital Link-initiated events, as well as PBX-initiated events, will 
be described with step-by-step instructions on the following pages.
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Programming Channel Control
The Digital Link Channel Form is designed to offer you maximum flexibility 
and control in programming events, time and date settings for call processing. To  
reduce the amount of time required for installation, VSR has pre-programmed 
the Channel Form with Mitel PBX configurations suitable for your telephone 
system..

Channel Form screen preconfigured for the Mitel SX-2000 [Figure 4.7.2]

In addition to using the preconfigured defaults displayed in the Channel Form, 
you can add, delete, or modify channels events. You can also reschedule events 
to occur at different dates and times, or assign events to a range of  channels.  
Before making any modifications to a channel event, review the Channel Code 
Table on  page 9 for code translation and formatting information. 

	How to add channel events
1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 

bar.

2.  Select Channel Forms from the drop-down list and press enter. The  
Channel Assignment Form will appear in the eDIT mode.

3.  The first entry will be highlighted. Press F4 to insert a blank field.  

4. Press F2  to view a list of channel events that may be added. Use the 
arrow or Page Up/Page Down keys to navigate through the list and 
highlight your selection. After selecting the appropriate event from the 
list, press enter.

5.  Depending upon the event you are adding, another selection box may pop 

Adding 
Channel events
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up on screen, asking you to further define the parameters of the opera-
tion by selecting a specific menu, extension, or prompt order from the 
list displayed. Use the arrow keys to move up or down the list, highlight 
your selection, and press enter. 

 

The Choose Operation pop-up box generated by pressing <F2> [Figure 4.7.3]

An example of a pop-up selection box that might appear when adding a new event 
[Figure 4.7.4]

6. Press enter again to move to the Days/Date field.

 enter the calendar date or day(s) of the week that you want the event to 
occur.  (Refer to page 9 for formatting and examples.) Press enter.  
  

7. In the Time field, enter when you want the event to start, using military 

Adding 
Channel events
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time (24-hour clock) format. For example, if you want the Night Menu 
to begin at 5 p.m., you would enter 1700 (Digital Link will automatically 
insert the separating colon). 

8. Assign a single channel or a range of channels in the Channel field. 

9. Depending upon the type of event, as well as the PBX system, the infor-
mation in the Event Code field will vary:

 • For PBX-initiated events, the event code represents the display 
packet   code received from the Mitel PBX when a call is directed 
to Digital   Link. This code will vary according to the specific PBX 
system.     (See examples of PBX-initiated event codes on page 4 
of Chapter   300: Programming Your Mitel PBX.)  Using upper case 
letters,   enter the appropriate information in the Event Code 
field. 

 • For most Digital Link-initiated events, the Event Code field will  
 remain blank, unless an extension number is required to be select-
ed   for the operation. As these events are primarily dependent 
upon the   feature access codes programmed in the Phone System 
Form, no   Event Code  is required to be entered. 

9.  When you are finished, press F10 to save all changes and exit the 
screen.

	How to delete channel events
1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 

bar.

2.  Select Channel Form from the drop-down list and press enter. The 
Channel Assignment Form will appear in the eDIT mode.

3.  The first entry will be highlighted. Using the arrow keys, move to the 
entry you want to delete and press F5.  

4.  When you are finished, press F10 to save all changes and exit.

Adding/Deleting 
Channel events
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Valid Entry Formatting
 The following formats are considered valid for entries in specified fields:

 Days/Date fielD

  • for specific dates, enter MM/DD/YY (e.g., 08/05/96)
  • for days of the week, enter M, T ,W, TH, F
  • for all weekdays, enter  MTWTHF or WK
  • for weekends, enter SSU or WE

  • for all seven days of the week, enter ALL 

 time fielD 
 Use the 24-hour clock or military time format. For example, 3:00 p.m. would be  
 entered as 1500.

 Channel fielD   
 Single channel format is either N or NN (e.g., 1 or 01); multiple channel format 
is   either N-N or NN-NN (e.g., 1-8 or 01-08). ALL indicates all channels.

Valid Channel Codes
 The following characters have specific meanings in Digital Link’s channel   
 event fields:

  T The position of a trunk digit

  E The position of a calling party’s extension digit

  I Ignore this position. Anything can appear  in this position.

  ~ Refers to digits or characters of variable length; for example:

   ~I means ignore from this point on;

   ~E means that the system reads any extension that follows;

   ~X means the system should ignore any characters in this position

  — Indicates a range of digits, usually extension or trunk numbers;  
   e.g., ~E289 — ~E295 refers to a range of extensions from 289 to 295. 

 

 

Channel Codes
Channel Codes & entries
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editing  
Channel events 

	How to modify channel events
1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 

bar.

2.  Select Channel Form from the drop-down list and press enter.    
The Channel Assignment Form will appear in the eDIT mode.

3.  The first entry will be highlighted. Using the arrow keys, move to the 
entry you want to modify. Press the Tab key to move laterally across 
fields, or Tab + Shift to back up.

4.  When you are finished, press F10 to save all changes and exit the 
screen.
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Section 405-8 
Modifying the  
Phone System  

 
 

This section offers a brief de-
scription of Digital Link’s Phone  
System Form and provides step-
by-step instructions on how to 
change the phone system you  
assigned in Quick Setup. It also 
describes how to modify out-
going dialing prefixes and 
PBX Feature Access codes.
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MoDIFyInG The Phone SySTeM: overvIew

Using Digital Link’s Phone System Form, you can change the PBX system 
you assigned in Quick Setup. You can also set the dialing prefixes required for 
outgoing calls and define the feature access codes available for your specific 
Mitel PBX. 

In this section, we will briefly review the Phone System Form and provide 
instructions on programming the interface parameters required for your Mitel 
phone system.

note: Add “e” for extension to end of string for Msg wait Set and Cancel

The Phone System Form screen [Figure 4.8.1]

	How to access the Phone System Form screen

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select Phone System Form from the drop-down list and press en-
ter.

3.  The Phone System options screen will appear in the eDIT mode. The 
name of your phone system (defined in Quick Setup) should be displayed 
in the upper left-hand corner of the screen.

About Phone 
System options
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ChAnGInG The Phone SySTeM

Digital Link has pre-programmed Mitel telephone system configurations to 
 reduce the amount of programming required for installation. Once you identify 
your specific phone system in Quick Setup, Digital Link will automatically build 
a tone table, program phone system defaults, and if necessary, create masks and 
functions for digital integration. If, however, you need to change the phone system 
you assigned in Quick Setup, simply follow the steps outlined below:

	How to change the phone system

1.  If the Phone System options Form is not currently displayed on your 
screen, open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select 
Phone System Form from the drop-down list and press enter.

2. The Phone System options screen will appear in the eDIT mode and the 
Phone System field will be highlighted. 

3.  In the highlighted field, enter the new phone system or press F2 to view 
a selectable list of Mitel phone systems.

 The System Name field in the top left corner will automatically display 
the name of your system according to the Phone System entry. 

4.  When you are finished making phone system changes, press F10 to 
save all changes and exit the Phone System options screen.

5. Quit the Digital Link maintenance program and reboot your system.

Dialing Prefixes
Depending on how your telephone system functions, you may need to enter a 
dialing prefix, such as dialing “9” before all outgoing calls. The following three 
fields are located directly below the phone system field. You may enter all required 
prefixes in these fields:

	Local Call - the prefix that must be dialed before all outgoing local 
calls; the default value is “9.”

	Long Distance - the prefix that must be dialed before all outgoing 
long distance calls; the default value is “9.”

	After Dialing - the number that must be added to the end of the 
outgoing telephone number; the default is none.

Changing the 
Phone System 

Changing the phone  
system will remove all 
Feature Access codes 
that  have been pro-
grammed in the Phone 
System Options Form.

caution
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ChAnGInG FeATUre ACCeSS CoDeS

Feature Access codes allow Digital Link to utilize certain Mitel features. These 
Feature Access codes are defined by the PBX system, so each Mitel system will 
have its own unique set of codes. Listed below are sample Feature Access codes 
which are installer programmable.  Additional access codes will be added with 
future enhancements. For additional information on feature access codes, see 
your PBX administrator.

 SX-200 Digital/SX-200 litE/iCP

  Description Code

 Call hold retrieve-remote *53

 Message wait Set *81

 Message wait Cancel *82

 Loudspeaker Paging *50

 

 SX 2000/iCP

  Description Code

 Call hold retrieve-remote  *13

 Call Forward I Am here *45

 Cancel Call Forward FM *93

 Do not Disturb-remote *34

 Do not Disturb-Cancel *33

 Message waiting Set *81

 Message waiting Cancel *82

 PBX Day Service *510

 PBX night 1 Service *511

 PBX night 2 Service *512

 Remote Clear All Features *90

 Loudspeaker Paging *321

Changing 
Feature Access 
Codes
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	How to change Feature access Codes

1.  If the Phone System options Form is not currently displayed on your 
screen, open the CDE menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select 
Phone System Form from the drop-down list and press enter.

 The Phone System options screen will appear in the eDIT mode.

2. Using the arrow keys, move to the code field that you want to modify and 
type in new code.

4.  When you are finished making code changes, press F10 to save all 
changes and exit the screen.

Changing  
Feature Access 

Codes
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Section 405-9 
Modifying 

System Options 
 
 

This section describes the 
general operational settings 
and default modes in Digital 
Link. You can modify  both 
system-wide settings and  ini-
tial default settings using the 
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MODIfYInG SYSTeM OpTIOnS: OvervIew

You can view or change default settings that apply to the general operation of 
Digital Link through the System Options form. This editing form displays an ar-
ray of operational settings which can be customized to meet your organization’s 
telecommunication needs. In this section, we will describe Digital Link’s system  
option settings and provide instructions to modify these settings quickly and 
simply.

	How to access the System Option form

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select System Option Form from the drop-down list and press en-
ter. 

3.	 The	System	Option	Form	will	appear	in	the	EDIT	mode	and	the	first	field	
will be highlighted.

	 Before	making	any	modifications,	review	the	System	Option	Fields	Table	
on	the	next	two	pages	for	definitions	and	defaults.

Digital Link’s System Options Form [Figure 4.9.1]

About  
System Options
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Delay Before Paging analysis

when there is a delay between dialing a pager number and receiving an audible signal, you can program 
Digital Link to pause a designated amount of time (measured in milliseconds) before initiating the paging 
analysis process. The default is “0” and the range is 0ms to 32000ms.

faX Dial string

This	field	allows	you	to	specify	the	telephone	or	extension	number	to	which	Digital	Link	should	transfer	
fax calls. The range is 0-20 characters; format permits commas, numeric digits 0-9, * and # symbols.

faX tone Detection setting

This	field	enables	Digital	Link	to	detect	fax	tones	on	incoming	calls	and	transfer	them	to	a	fax	extension	
or telephone number. The default is Off; the options are On/Off.

general MailBoX

The General Mailbox is typically assigned to the Operator extension as its user mailbox. It also can be 
assigned	to	collect	messages	at	night	or	whenever	a	mailbox	cannot	be	identified	by	Digital	Link	because	
it is invalid or has been deleted. Default is determined in Quick Setup. A selectable list of mailboxes is 
available for viewing.

logging

The	Logging	field	specifies	in	what	format	various	operational	reports	will	be	generated.	These	reports	
include	error	logs	and	phone	traffic	logs.	Options	are	text	FILE,	display	SCREEN,	BOTH,	or	NONE.	
The default is BOTH.

logging retention (Days)
This	field	allows	you	to	specify	the	number	of	days	which	logging	files	will	be	retained	on	disk	before	
being automatically deleted by Digital Link’s cleanup program. The default is  30 days and the range 
is 0-99.

oPerator eXtension

The	Operator	Extension	field	is	used	to	define	the	extension	number	to	which	Digital	Link	will	transfer	
outside callers when they dial “0.” Default is determined in Quick Setup. A selectable list of mailboxes 
is available for viewing.

MaXiMuM invaliD atteMPts 
This	field	allows	you	to	designate	the	maximum	number	of	times	a	caller	can	press	an	invalid	key	before	
being	disconnected.	This	setting	is	system	wide	and	does	not	affect	the	Invalid	Attempts	defined	within	
menus. Default is “3” and the range is 0-9.

MaXiMuM Plays

The	Maximum	Plays	field	sets	the	maximum	times	a	system	prompt	plays	before	the	system	disconnects.	
Default is “2” and the range is 1-9.

Menu ProMPt MaXiMuM length

This	field	allows	you	to	increase	or	reduce	the	variable	length	of	menu	prompts.	Default	is	120	seconds	
and the range is 60-999. 

MiniMuM Message length

This	field	determines	the	minimum	length	a	message	may	extend	and	still	be	saved.	If		callers	attempt	
to record a message shorter than the time allotted here, a prompt will inform them: “Your message was 
too short.”  The default is 3 seconds, and the range is 2-10.

seconDs Before no answer

This	field	defines	the	length	of	time	an	extension	will	ring	before	Digital	Link	determines	that	there	is	
no answer. The default is 15 seconds, and the range is 4-99.

System Option fields

(Continued)

 System Option fields 

important
If you change the 
number in Operator 
Extension, the key  
assignment function 
of “0” in all associated 
voice menus must also 
be changed. Refer to  
Section 405-5, Making 
Voice Menu Changes. 
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aDMinistrator

The	Administrator	field	refers	to	the	mailbox	used	to	access	system	maintenance	functions.	Default	is	
defined	in	Quick	Setup.	A	selectable	list	of	mailboxes	is	available	for	viewing.

PMS ACK/NAK
When	the	Property	Management	System	(PMS)	Acknowledge/Not	Acknowledge	field	is	enabled,	Digital	
Link will emulate a pMS interface through which the pMS can communicate indirectly with the pBX. 
The default is Off; options are On/ Off.

(D) eXtension class of service

This	field	defines	the	default	Class	of	Service	for	new	extensions.	Default	is1;		the	range	is	1-999.	

(D) MailBoX class of service

This	field	defines	the	default	Class	of	Service	for	new	mailboxes.	Default	is1;		the	range	is	1-999.

(D) Date/tiMe

The	Date/Time	field	defines	whether	new	mailboxes	will	have	automatic	or	manual	date	and	time	stamps	
on incoming messages. This system-wide option can be changed by individual mailbox owners. The 
default	is	MANUAL;	options	are	AUTOMATIC	or	MANUAL.

(s) DistriBution lists

This	field	allows	you	 to	determine	whether	 system-wide	access	 to	distribution	 lists	 should	 include	
SYSTeM lists, perSOnAL lists, BOTH, or nOne. The default is BOTH.

(s) Message notification

When	activated,	this	field	enables	system-wide	Enhanced	Notification.	The	default	is	ON;	options	are	
On/Off.

(s) Message waiting laMPs

Message waiting Indicators (MwI) or lamps can be set in one of the following options:

	 • Always - Digital Link will always dial the MwI activation code, enabling the pBX   
  to illuminate the extension’s message waiting lamp.

	 •	 On -	Digital	Link	will	dial	the	MWI	code	on	the	first	new message only, enabling   
  the pBX to illuminate the extension’s message waiting lamp.

	 •		 Off - Digital Link will not dial the MwI code, under any circumstances.

(D) notification atteMPts

This	field	allows	you	to	define	the	default	number	of	enhanced	notification	attempts.		The	default	is	3	
attempts, and the range is 1-99.

(D) notification Delay (Min)
The	Notification	Delay	field	allows	you	to	define	the	default	number	of	minutes	between		enhanced	
notification	attempts.	The	default	is	10	minutes,	and	the	range	is	1-99	minutes.

(s) eXternal forwarDing

This	field	allows	all	mailboxes	or	extensions	in	the	system	to	be	forwarded	to	an	outside	number.	The	
default is Off; options are On/Off.

(D) MailBoX MoDe

This	field	allows	you	to	assign	a	default	mode	to	all	new	mailboxes.	The	default	is	TAKE	MESSAGES.	
A selectable list of mailbox modes is available for viewing.

 

System Option fields

Items preceded by (D) are 
initial default settings which 
apply to all newly added 
or created mailboxes and 
extensions. These default 
settings can be changed 
through Class of Service or 
through individual mail-
boxes and extensions.

Items preceded by (S) refer to 
sytem-wide functions which 
override all settings defined 
at individual extensions and 
mailboxes.

		(Continued	from	previous	page)System Option 
fields

To prevent toll fraud, 
it is recommended that 
the External Forward-
ing field is set to OFF. 
If you wish to set this to 
ON, consider restrict-
ing the telephone lines 
to prevent unwanted 
calls to the outside.

important
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	How to modify system options

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select CDE from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select System Option Form from the drop-down list and press enter. 
The System Option form will appear in the eDIT mode. 

3. Navigate	 to	 the	fields	 you	want	 to	modify	 by	using	 the	Up and 
Down arrow keys. 

	 All	fields	preceded	by	an	asterisk	 (*)	will	 display	a	 list	 of	 selectable	
entries when you press f2.

	 Refer	to	the	System	Option	Fields	Table	on	preceding	pages	for	field	and	
default information.

4.		 When	you	are	finished,	press	f10 to save all changes and exit the 

editing  
System Options  
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Chapter 500  
Performing  

System  
Maintenance 

 
 

This section describes general  
system maintenance and util-
ity programs provided with 
Digital Link. These adminis-
trative programs include Low 
Level maintenance, Clean Up, 
Quick Setup, Optimization and 
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Your Questions An-
swered

Should a backup of Digital Link files be performed in case of file cor-
ruption or data loss?

Absolutely. It is recommended that you schedule routine system backups on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Perform backups whenever you add, delete, or 
modify channels, mailboxes, extensions, and/or menus. The frequency of these 
programming changes should determine how often you want to schedule your 
system backups. 

Can I run Quick Setup more than once?

You can re-activate Quick Setup in Digital Link’s external maintenance program. 
However, running Quick Setup again will delete all current data files and 
system programming.
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AbOUT MAInTenAnCe & UTILITY PrOGrAMS

Digital Link contains several powerful and flexible tools to help you perform  
general system maintenance and utility functions. These program tools are dis-
played under Digital Link’s maintenance menu: Low Level, Clean-Up, Quick 
Setup, Optimization, and Integrity. 

 Low Level--allows you to change global and channel parameters,  
 assign voicemail extensions to channels, modify VbPC board  
  configurations, and set system time and date.

 Clean-up--deletes expired transaction log files, removes expired 
mail  box messages, and rebuilds message control files.

 Quick Setup--allows you to re-run the Quick Setup program.

 Optimization--enhances system speed and performance by   
 defragmenting hard disk files.

 Integrity--allows you to change system maintenance password,  
 reserialize  the system during upgrades, back up or restore Digital  
 Link files, and format floppy disks. 

 

Digital Link’s Maintenance Menu Screen [Figure 5.1]

About  
Maintenance  

Programs    
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Low Level Maintenance
Low level maintenance pertains to nonapplication-specific operations, such as 
setting voice card channel parameters, changing voicemail extension assignments, 
and synchronizing the system date and time. 

Global and Channel Parameters
The Global and Channel Parameter Form governs the settings used by  the voice 
card for each channel. Default parameter values have been preconfigured for 
Mitel PbX installations in the Quick Setup program and therefore require little 
or no administration. Do not change any of the default settings unless  directed 
to do so by VSR technical support.

	How to access Global and Channel Parameters

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Low Level from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Global and Channel Parameters from the submenu and press 
enter. The Global and Channel Parameter Form screen will appear.

 

Global and Channel Parameters Form  [Figure 5.2]

Low Level: 
Global/Channel Pa-
rameters 

Many of the global and 
channel parameters 
defined in this form 
are highly technical, 
and even small chang-
es in assigned values 
can dramatically af-
fect operations of both 
the phone system and 
Digital Link.

DO NOT CHANGE 
THESE SETTINGS 
WITHOUT DIRECT 
ASSISTANCE FROM 
VSR TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT.

caution
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The following table provides a description of all voice board parameters and the 
default values assigned to each setting. Units of measurement for each value are 
defined in the Global and Channel Parameters Form. Total parameter values equal 
the number of the setting multiplied by the units displayed. For example, a param-
eter expressed in units of 10 milliseconds (10 msec) with a setting of 200 equals 
2000 milliseconds.

Parameter DescriPtion           Value 

Flash Character Dial string hook flash character     &

Flash Duration Duration of ON HOOK state during flash   50

Pause Duration Dial string pause duration 200

Pulse break Duration of break interval during pulse dial     6

Pulse Make Interval Duration of make interval during pulse dial     4

Pulse Delay Interval between pulse digits 100

DTMF Delay Interval between DTMF digits during tone dialing     5

Off Delay Delay before posting OFFHOOK event   50

Minimum ring Minimum value duration of inbound ring On      3

Minimum Off Minimum valid duration of inbound ring OFF     5

ring reset Maximum no ring signal before rInGS function is reset   80

Minimum Silence Minimum duration of silence for sound-to-silence event     4

DTMF on Duration Duration of DTMF tone when dialing     6

Minimum Pulse On Minimum duration On for valid loop pulse digit     2

Minimum Pulse Off Minimum duration OFF for valid loop pulse digit     2

Min. Digit Separation Minimum separation OFF for valid loop pulse digit   25

Loop Current Off Minimum duration of loop current off to generate event 20     0

recall Delay Ground delay for recall (3-wire phone systems)     0

Maximum Pulse On Maximum valid duration On for pulse digit   60

DTMF Detection Time Minimum duration On to detect DTMF during Play functions     3

DTMF edge VP driver detects DTMF on leading/trailing edge of DTMF digit        Default

DTMF Delay Minimum duration On to detect DTMF during non-Play functions        2

Silence Delay Threshold before silence is discarded during record functions        0

rings for no Answer no. of rInGbACK cycles before posting PCPM analysis complete          4

Call Progress Delay Interval before beginning PCPM analysis after dialing digit string      25

Absence Timeout Interval without signal before posting PCPM analysis complete  4000  

Global and Channel Parameter Table  [Figure 5.3a]
(continued on next page)

Low Level: 
Global/Channel  

Parameters 
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  Parameter DescriPtion        Value 

Loop Cur. Valid Delay Delay after dialing digit string before loop current drop is answer   10

Loop Cur. Wait Delay Delay after loop current drop before posting PCPM analysis complete      10

VOX Optimize Settings 1=Optimize signal; 2=Optimize voice; 3=Create PCPM table entries         2

Continuous Timeout Duration of continuous signal before posting PCPM analysis complete    650

AbOVe1OFF Variance Percent variance allowed during 1st OFF period above previous OFF       13

beLOW1OFF Variance Percent variance allowed during 1st OFF period below previous OFF       13

AbOVe2OFF Variance Percent variance allowed during 2nd OFF period above previous OFF       13

beLOW2OFF Variance Percent variance allowed during 2nd OFF period below previous OFF         13

AbOVeOn Variance Percent variance allowed during an On period above previous On        13

beLOWOn Variance Percent variance allowed during an On period below previous On        13

Busy Off Maximum 1 Maximum first OFF for a double busy cadence        90

Busy Off Maximum 2 Maximum second OFF period for a double busy cadence        90

Busy On Maximum 1 Maximum allowable ON period for a double busy cadence        90

busy Cycles number of busy cycles before posting PCPM call analysis complete         2

Glitch Duration Minimum signal duration for valid PCPM signal detections       15

Spike Duration Minimum non-signal duration for valid PCPM signal detection       19

Ring Off Maximum 1 Maximum OFF for a double ring       90

ring Off Minimum 2 Minimum 2nd OFF period for rInGbACK call progress tone     225

Voice Analysis Flag enables/Disables voice analysis detection as terminating PCPM             Disable

Channel Flash Duration On-hook duration during hook flash caused by “F” character        0

Ring On Maximum  Minimum necessary ON period for short ring cadence        90

ring Off Maximum A Maximum allowable OFF period for long ring cadence      700

ring Off Maximum b Maximum allowable OFF period for short ring cadence      530

Start On Cycle Call progression cycle for PCPM driver in cadence mode        1

busy On Maximum Maximum allowable On for single busy cadence        78

busy Off Maximum Maximum allowable OFF for single busy cadence        58

Max Answer Analysis Maximum allowable duration of  analysis after answer detection    1000

Silence to Answer Duration of silence before VP driver posts event 10 (-1=Disabled)         -1

PVC Glitch Minimum signal duration for PVC detection of valid call tone          3

Voice Analysis Length Maximum voice duration before VP driver terminates PCPM          4

PVC Spike Minimum non-signal duration for PVC detection of valid call tone          2

 

   

  

Global and Channel Parameter Table  [Figure 5.3b]
(continued from previous page)

Low Level: 
Global/Channel  
Parameters
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Voice Mail Extension
The Voice Mail extension Form allows you to change the extensions you  
assigned to DnIC ports during Quick Setup.

	How to modify voice mail extensions

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Low Level from the drop-down list and press enter A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Voice Mail Extensions from the submenu and press enter. The 
Voice Mail extensions screen will appear in the eDIT mode.

4. Move to the Channel field you wish to modify, 

  •  if assigning a voicemail extension to the channel, type in the  
  extension number, and press enter.

  •  if dedicating the channel to RAD mode, leave the field blank.  
  Digital Link will automatically assign any undefined ports to 
rAD.

  • if taking the channel out of service, or if you are not using the  
  channel, type <UNUSED> and press enter.

5. Press F10 to save your changes and exit the screen. 

Voice Mail extension screen in Low Level Maintenance [Figure 5.4]

 Low Level: 
Voicemail 
 extension 
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PBX Network Board Configuration
The PBX Network Board Configuration screen is an online editor for making 
changes to the pre-programmed configurations of the VBPC (DNIC integration) 
card(s). These changes can be made only under the direction of a VSr technical 
support representative, who will guide you in the correct entries to be made in this 
menu. Attempting to make changes to any fields in this menu without VSR 
assistance will likely render your system inoperable.

PBX Network Board Configuration screen in Low Level Maintenance [Figure 5.5]

Low Level: 
PbX network 
board
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	How to change the system time

1.  If the System Time dialogue box is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the Maintenance menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select 
Low Level from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu will 
be displayed.

3. Select Set System Time from the submenu and press enter. A small 
dialogue box will pop up.

4. enter the current time using four digits in a 24-hour clock format. For 
example, type <0000> to enter midnight.

5. Press F10 to save the new system time.

System Time dialogue box in Low Level Maintenance screen [Figure 5.6]

Low Level: 
System Time & 

Date

Setting System Time and Date
Correct time and date settings are essential to optimal system performance, such 
as running scheduled events promptly and stamping time/date accurately on mail-
box messages. Although VSR has programmed the current date and time (Pacific 
Standard Time) on your Digital Link system,  we recommend that you verify 
these settings and correct them if necessary. Additionally, if your Mitel PbX has 
not been configured to adjust for daylight savings time, you will need to modify 
the time setting on a biannual basis. Digital Link is configured to automatically 
synchronize the system time setting with your PBX, if they are set within five to 
ten minutes of each other.
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System Date dialogue box in Low Level Maintenance screen [Figure 5.7]

Low Level:  
System Time &  
Date

	How to change the system date

1.  If the System Date dialogue box is not currently displayed on your screen, 
open the Maintenance menu in the Digital Link main menu screen, select 
Low Level from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu will 
be displayed.

3. Select Set System Date from the submenu and press enter. A small 
dialogue box will pop up.

4. enter the current date using six digits in month/day/year format. For 
example, type <100996> to enter  October 9, 1996.

5. Press F10 to save the new system date.
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Clean-Up Program
The purpose of Clean-Up is to remove expired messages, delete out-dated log 
files and rebuild message control files, if necessary. Digital Link’s Clean-Up  
program saves hard disk space by eliminating old and unnecessary files. Typically, 
Clean-Up is automatically run at the time specified in the CDE Channel Forms.  
The disk Optimization program (see next section) also runs during automatic 
Clean-Up; however, it does not run during manual Clean-Up. running time for 
the Clean-Up program will vary depending on the amount of traffic on the Digi-
tal Link system and the amount of time that has transpired between scheduled 
clean-ups.

Clean-Up Utilities

	Purge Transaction Logs: Transaction logs record information about 
every call. They are saved for the number of days specified in the CDE  
System Options Form. Select this option if you wish to delete logs  
before the default retention time.

	Clean Mailboxes: This function removes expired messages and   
rebuilds message control files. The Clean Mailboxes utility is also part 
of the automatic Clean-Up process.

Clean-Up Utilities in the Maintenance menu [Figure 5.8]

Cleanup
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	How to purge transaction logs

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Clean-Up from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Purge Transaction Logs from the submenu and press enter. 
A dialogue box will pop up.

4. Enter the starting and ending logfile dates or press F2to view all logfile 
dates. Press enter.

5. Press F10 to purge the range of transaction logfiles.

 Digital Link will prompt you to verify the purge command. Select YES  
and press enter.

	How to delete expired mailbox messages

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Clean-Up from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Clean Mailboxes from the submenu and press enter. Digital 
Link will display details of the purging process as it runs. 

Cleanup
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Quick Setup
The Quick Setup option in Maintenance allows you to re-run the Quick Setup 
utility. HOWEVER, running Quick Setup again will delete all current data 
files and system programming. A warning will be displayed if you attempt to 
run this program. See Chapter 400 for a detailed description of Quick Setup.

Optimization Program
Digital Link stores all program and data files on the hard drive or Compact FLASH. 
When searching for available space in which to store a file, the disk operating 
system (DOS) may break the file into pieces and store the parts at several locations 
on the drive. This splitting of the file is called fragmentation. Although fragmen-
tation does not affect data integrity, it can slow down system performance when 
the drive has to seek and reassemble files. Optimization is a disk-compression 
process in which fragmented files are rearranged to occupy contiguous storage 
spaces, so that the hard disk can operate at optimal speed.

The Optimization utility runs automatically during the Clean-Up process. How-
ever, you can access the Maintenance menu and run it manually. It may take 10 
or 15 minutes or more to run, depending on the degree of disk fragmentation, the 
size of the hard disk, and the number of files on the disk.  

	How to optimize your Hard drive or Compact FLASH

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Optimization from the drop-down list and press enter.

3. A message box will appear on your screen stating that the optimizing 
process may be take a considerable amount of time. Select YES when 
asked if you wish to continue and press enter.

4. Digital Link will analyze the disk information on your hard drive and 
display a message box recommending whether to run the Optimization 
program or not. Press enter to initiate the defragmenting process, if 
so recommended.

5. A message box will appear stating Digital Link has finished condensing 
your hard drive. Press enter. 

Optimization
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Integrity Utilities
The Integrity maintenance menu contains system security tools, such as Password 
control, backup/restore, System Upgrade, and Disk Format functions.

Password
This screen enables you to change the system maintenance password. (The  
default password is <PASSWORD>.)

	How to change the system password

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Integrity from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Password from the submenu and press enter. 

4. Type the OLD password as requested in the pop-up dialogue box and 
press  enter.

nOTe: The system password is not case sensitive. You may use upper or lower 
case when typing in passwords.

5. Type the neW password as requested in the next dialogue box and press 
enter. You will be prompted to enter the new password twice to verify 
data entry.  

Integrity Utilities in the Maintenance menu [Figure 5.9]

Integrity Level:  
Password  
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System Upgrade
In Digital Link system upgrades that require swapping voice boards, it is neces-
sary for the system security key number or system and board electronic serial 
numbers to be changed.  The changes can be made only under the direction of a 
VSr technical support representative, who will guide you in the correct entries to 
be made in these menus.  Attempting to make changes to these fields without 
VSR assistance will likely render your system inoperable.

Backup/Restore
The backup function saves Digital Link data, including voice messages, data 
files, program files and device drivers to 3.5” high-density floppy disks in a com-
pressed data format. It operates very similarly to the DOS 6.22 backup function. 
This maintenance screen gives you the opportunity to select various categories 
of Digital Link files to be backed up, as follows:

	 Mailbox Messages: saved and new messages stored as digitized voice 
files. This is probably the largest number of files on most systems.

	VOX files: menu & play file prompts recorded by the user for a unique 
application;(*.vox).

	Data files: file data serviced by the external maintenance program; 
(*.dat).

	Programs: files which pertain to the operating portion of the system. 

	Drivers: files which enable devices such as voice boards and disk drives 
to operate correctly.

backup/restore Utility in the Maintenance menu [Figure 5.10]

Integrity Level:  
Upgrade & backup

VSR recommends that 
you perform backup 
operations at least 
ONCE A mONTH and 
that you back up data 
and VOX files ONly.

important
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Backing up to floppy disk provides security against system failures, but it can 
be a time-consuming, inconvenient process for the entire system.  Therefore, 
VSr recommends that you bACK UP AT LeAST MOnTHLY, and back up 
Data and VOX files ONLY, as these are the only permanent and irreplaceable 
files on your system. If a situation occurs where all files are lost, such as a 
hard disk failure, VSR recommends that you contact VSR technical support 
for assistance before attempting any recovery process.

	How to back up your system files

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the 
top menu bar.

2. Select Integrity from the drop-down list and press enter.  A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Backup/Restore from the submenu and press enter. The 
backup/restore utility screen will be appear.

4. Use your arrow keys to select the files you want copied, highlight the 
backup command at the top of the screen and press enter.

5. Digital Link will prompt you to place a pre-formatted disk into Drive A. 
Depending upon the amount of files to be copied, three or four floppy 
disks may be required for the entire backup process. be sure to number 
the disks in sequence as they are used.

6. Follow the online instructions as prompted.

To protect against 
possible data loss or 
corruption, VSR rec-
ommends that you  
always perform a  
virus scan on any  
media to which you 
copy files.

caution

 Integrity Level:  
 backup
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	How to restore your system files

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Integrity from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Backup/Restore from the submenu and press enter. The 
backup/restore utility screen will be appear.

4. Use your arrow keys to select the files you want to reload, highlight the 
Restore command at the top of the screen and press enter.

5. Digital Link will prompt you to insert the backup disks into Drive A.  be 
sure to insert the disks in the sequence requested.

6. Follow the online instructions as prompted.

Format Disk
The Format Disk utility accesses the Transfer Control Center, a DOS shell that 
runs the familiar FORMAT.COM command. This program formats blank floppy 
disks in Digital Link’s 3.5” high-density floppy disk drive. This utility tool is 
provided for your convenience to use in the backup/restore menu.

	How to format disks

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Maintenance from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Integrity from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3. Select Format Disk from the submenu and press enter. 

4. The Transfer Control Center screen will appear with instructions to  insert 
the new diskette into Drive A. Do so as prompted and press enter 

5. Follow the online instructions. When the formatting process is complete, 
the system will ask if you want to format another diskette:

 • Select NO to return to the Maintenance program.

 • Select YES to continue formatting additional diskettes.

 For more information on the FOrMAT.COM command, see the DOS 6.0 
manual shipped with the Digital Link system.

Integrity Level:  
restore
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Chapter 600  
Advanced  

Testing

This chapter describes VSR’s 
DNIC TEST program, an ad-
vanced diagnostic utility which 
allows you to view up to four 
DNIC ports simultaneously. 
DNIC TEST emulates the 
Superset 430 telephone, with  
status, testing, system program-
ming, as well as all softkey and 
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Your Questions 
Answered

How does DNIC TEST help me troubleshoot problems?

DNIC TEST is designed as a diagnostic utility tool to help you view real-time 
call processing and thereby determine the source of any PBX programming 
problems or errors. An online, interactive model of the Superset 430 is displayed 
with full softkey, hardkey, and display functionality. Using your keyboard, you 
can simulate a feature set key depression, from  line appearance keys to DTMF 
keys (dial pad). Calling information will be presented similar to the active 
display screen on the Superset 430.

Can I perform the DNIC TEST while the system is online and taking 
calls?

No. DNIC TEST is a low-level diagnostic tool which can only be accessed 
by shutting the Digital Link system down and entering through the DOS pro-
gram.
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ABOUT DNIC TEST

DNIC Test is an excellent diagnostic tool for determining the source of any line 
problems. It displays an online, interactive model of the Superset 430 for each 
DNIC port. Using your keyboard, you can interact directly with the virtual model  
to process an actual call. This allows you to quickly troubleshoot and debug most 
line problems via remote maintenance.

For example, if you call in and Digital Link is not answering the call, you could 
use DNIC Test to determine the cause by analyzing the display sent from the 
PBX. You may find that the proper code is not being received by Digital Link for 
the action that you want to be taken. Digital Link’s channel control feature (refer 
to Section 405-7, Channel Control) allows you to edit the event code for correct 
processing. You could, for instance, program Digital Link to automatically Login 
to Mailbox when an extension call is received.

	How to access DNIC TEST

1. At the C:\VSR> prompt, type <D1> to view ports 1 through 4 and press 
Enter.

2. The DNIC TEST screen will appear, displaying the status of the first four 

ports of the Digital Link system. Press PG DN to view the next four 
ports.

 

 DNIC TEST screen simulating 4 ports of Superset 430 in idle position [Figure 6.1]

About  
DNIC TEST
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Telephone Mapping of Mitel Superset 430

The Mitel Superset 430 emulation is comprised of the following parts:  Hook-
switch, Line Appearance Keys, Line Status Indicator, Display and Softkeys, Fixed 
Function Keys, and Dial Pad. 

Phone map of the Mitel Superset 430 emulation used for DNIC TEST 
[Figure 6.2]
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DNIC TEST Mapping of the Superset 430

The illustration above shows a typical DNIC screen. The callout boxes indicate  
primary  components of the 430 feature set as they have been mapped on the 
previous page. 

The Line Status Indicator shows the activity status on each of the 12 
lines: 0 = no indicator which means idle status; W = winking indicator 
which means call on hold or transfer mode; F = flashing indicator which 
means incoming call; S = steady indicator which means the line is off-
hook. 

The Function Lights represent the status of both the Message (M) and 
Microphone (D) Fixed Function Keys and Lights as indicated by a steady 
Light (S) or no light (0). 

The Display Calling Information emulates an active display screen on the 

Display Calling Information

DNIC TEST screen with mapping call outs [Figure 6.3]

Line Status Indicator

Function 
Lights

 DNIC TEST Map
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ADVANCED TESTING USING DNIC TEST

The DNIC TEST screen emulates a Superset 430 telephone with all softkey, hard-
key, and display functionality. 

Key functionality notes are provided at the bottom of the DNIC TEST screen. As 
these notes indicate, one or two simple keyboard strokes will simulate a feature 
set key depression. Refer to the diagrams on page 4 and 5 as you review the key 
codes described below.

Superset Key Codes

• Hookswitch functionality is defined by two options: N for onhook  
and F for off-hook. 

• Softkeys are activated by pressing keyboard function keys F1 - F6.   
F3 is Forwarding; F6 is Messaging. 

• Fixed Function Keys include the following:

  Speaker On/Off Key: Press <C> to enable or disable the  
 speaker mode while making or answering a call.

  Superkey: Press <S> to access the PBX features.s

  Hold Key: Press  <L> + <0> while making a test call to put a  
 party on hold.

  Microphone On/Off Key: Press <D> to manually disable the  
 Microphone, which will be lit automatically during calls. 

• DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) Keys or the Dial Pad is activated by 
simply pressing the appropriate numbers (0 - 9) or characters ( *, # ).

• To display the programmed extension of any Line Appearance Key:  
enter <S> to activate the Superkey, then press <F6> repeatedly until the 
Display Key feature is offered. Press <F1> to activate the Display Key. 
Then access the Line Appearance Key by entering <L> and the  
line number (1-12). Press the Superkey to exit.

Using DNIC TEST 
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	How to use DNIC TEST

1. Press the UP or DOWN Arrow keys to select a PBX port. 
Asterisks (*****) will mark the selected channel. 

2. Press <F> to go offhook.

3. Dial the desired extension by pressing the appropriate numerical keys on 
your keyboard. For example, enter <1> + <1> +<1> for extension 111.

4.  The DNIC TEST screen should display a status message, such as 
“RINGING 111 JOHN DOE.”

5. Return to onhook by pressing <N>.

6.  Call the Digital Link port via the telephone. The Display Calling Infor-
mation area will show “XXX JOHN DOE IS CALLING.”

7.   Check the call forwarding display information by calling an extension 
that is programmed to forward to Digital Link. The Display Calling 
Information area will show: “XXX JOHN DOE IS CALLING. FOR-
WARDED FROM XXX NO ANS” (for a no answer condition). 

8. When you have finished testing, press ESC. 

Using DNIC 
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Chapter 700
Running  
Reports

Digital Link’s flexible reporting  
capabilities allow you to record 
and review information about 
mailboxes, extensions, menus, 
classes of service, distribution 
lists, phones systems and chan-
nels. Various types of reporting 
functions include Listings, Ac-
tivity Reports, System Reports, 
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Your Questions 
Answered

How can Digital Link reports save me time?

Digital Link provides a multitude of reports, designed to save you time and 
effort in performing administrative or programming duties. Listing reports  
include information on how your extensions, mailboxes, voice menus, classes 
of service, telephone system, and distributions lists are set up. These reports can 
provide an up-to-date reference for review or programming purposes. Activity 
reports are an excellent source of information for analyzing traffic load and 
channel usage. System reports offer summary data about the overall operation 
of Digital Link and your telephone system, from default settings to the amount 
of recording time available. This data is provided in a brief, easy-to- reference 
format so that you can quickly review system defaults and status at any time. 
Transaction and Error Logs allow you to monitor call processing transactions 
and errors for diagnostic purposes.
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AbouT RepoRTS

Reports display detailed information about your Digital Link system in an easy-
to-read format. one practical use for running reports is to see how each mailbox 
in your system is set up—which features are being used, how many messages 
it has stored, and other information. Additionally, reporting enables you to suc-
cessfully monitor and manage telephonic traffic across various channels during 
specific times of the day. All Digital Link reports can be  viewed on the screen, 
or printed to provide a paper copy for your records.

The following kinds of reports can be generated:

 Listings: These reports show the setup you have for extensions, 
mailboxes, menus, classes of service, telephone system, personal  
distribution lists, and system distribution lists. Listings provide an excel-
lent reference while programming features of the Digital Link system.

 Activity Reports: These records reveal how mailboxes, extensions, 
menus, and channels have been used over a period of time. They provide 
information that can help you allocate the use of channels and classes of 
service.

 System Reports. These records show system option settings and techni-
cal parameters that pertain to the general operation of Digital Link and 
your telephone system. They also include summary data about software, 
memory, available recording time, as well as the number of extensions, 
mailboxes, and menus on the system. 

 Logs: These are records of transactions that have occurred, and error 
messages that your system has generated. Transactions are simply the 
kinds of actions Digital Link has taken in response to incoming calls. 
The Logs provide useful troubleshooting information.

The steps for running any of Digital Link’s reports are similar. once you run one 
report and become familiar with the process, you can apply the same basic steps 
to generate other reports. However, for your convenience, the following pages 
will provide simple instructions on how to run each of the above-listed reports. 

About Reports
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LISTInG RepoRTS

Digital Link can generate a variety of Listing Reports, which display primary 
categories of information associated with extensions, mailboxes, menus, classes 
of service, your telephone system, and distribution lists.

Listing Reports  in the main menu screen [Figure 7.1]

Running an extension Listing
The extension Listing report shows the current status of selected extensions, 
including extension numbers, user names, associated mailboxes, as well as exten-
sion holding and screening modes.

	How to run an extension Listing

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Extension from the submenu and press enter.

4. A pop-up screen will appear, asking you to choose a selection method. 

Listing Reports
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 use the arrow keys to highlight your choice and mark (or unmark it) by 
pressing the space bar. 

  • Select Extension if you want to choose a range of  
  extensions by number (e.g., extensions 100-200, or  
  just a single extension, such as 105).

  • Select Name if you want to choose a range of  
  extensions by  user names (e.g., all users from Harris 
to    Mason, or just a single user, such as Harris).

 After you have made your selection, press F10 to continue. 

5. The next pop-up screen will appear, asking you to enter the starting and 
ending numbers or names of the extension range you have selected.

 

  • To define a specific range of extensions, enter the  
  first extension number or user name in the Starting  
  field, and the last extension number or user name in  
  the End ing field. To view a list of extension numbers  
  or user names, press F2. 

   After you have entered the appropriate information,  
  press F10 to continue.

  • To select all extensions in the system, press F10.   
  The system will ask you to confirm your choice,   
  choose  YES, and press enter.

6. In the next screen, select the sorting method for the extension list. 

 

extension 
 Listing
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 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Extension if you want the report to display  
  extensions in chronological order according to the  
  extension number.

  • Select Name if you want the report to display  
  extensions alphabetically according to  user names.

 press F10 to continue to the next step.

7. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. 
(This    option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.)

extension  
Listing
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8. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear.

 extension Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.2]

 
 The above example shows an extension report selected and sorted by  

extension number. The Box Number field  lists the voice mailbox as-
sociated with each extension. The Hold/Screen field indicates whether 
the call holding and screening features are activated or deactivated. The 
COS field defines the class of service assignment for each extension. And 
lastly, all forwarding options and numbers that have been programmed 
for the extension are listed in the Forwarding field.

 If you are viewing the file on screen, press pG up or pG Dn 
to scroll through multiple-page reports. 

9. After you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC to 
escape from the Reporting program and return to the main menu.

Running a Mailbox Listing
The Mailbox Listing report shows the current status of selected mailboxes, 
including the mailbox number, user name, mailbox mode,  and class of service 
assignment, as well as the number of new and saved messages.

extension  
Listing
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	How to run a Mailbox Listing

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Mailbox from the submenu and press enter.

4. A pop-up screen will appear, asking you to choose a selection method. 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your choice and mark (or unmark it) by 
pressing the space bar. 

  • Select Mailbox if you want to choose a range of   
 mailboxes by number (e.g., extensions 100-200, or   
 just a single extension, such as 105).

  • Select Name if you want to choose a range of  
  mailboxes by  user names (e.g., all users from Harris 
to    Mason, or just a single user, such as Harris).

 After you have made your selection, press F10 to continue. 

5. The next pop-up screen will appear, asking you to enter the starting and 
ending numbers or names of the mailbox range you have selected.

 

Mailbox Listing
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  • To define a specific range of mailboxes, enter the  
  first mailbox number or user name in the Starting  
  field, and the last mailbox number or user name in  
  the Ending field. To view a list of mailbox numbers  
  or user names, press F2. 

   After you have entered the appropriate information,  
  press F10 to continue.

  • To select all mailboxes in your system, press F10.   
  The system will ask you to confirm your choice,   
  choose YES, and press enter.

6. In the next screen, select the sorting method for the mailbox list. 

 

 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Mailbox if you want the report to display  
  mailboxes in chronological order according to the  
  mailbox number.

  • Select Name if you want the report to display  
  mailboxes alphabetically according to  user names.

 press F10 to continue to the next step.

Mailbox Listing
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7. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.  

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. (This  
  option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in special  
  circumstances.)

8. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear.

Mailbox Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.3]

Mailbox Listing
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 The example in Figure 7.3 shows a mailbox report selected by mailbox 
number and sorted by user name. The Status field indicates whether 
the user has activated the mailbox and what mailbox mode has been 
assigned. The COS field shows the class of service designation. The 
number of new and saved messages are displayed in the Message field. 
And lastly, the Forwarding field lists all mailbox forwarding destina-
tions and numbers.

 If you are viewing the file on screen, press pG up or pG Dn 
to scroll through multiple-page reports. 

9. After you are finished viewing or printing the report, press |repeatedly 
to return to the main menu.

Running a Menu Listing
The Menu Listing report shows prompt sequences,  key assignments, and playfile 
listings for selected menus. Its content and format generally reflects the CDe 
Menu Form (See Section 405-5).

	How to run a Menu Listing

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top 
menu bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Menu from the submenu and press enter.

4. A pop-up screen will appear, asking you to choose a selection meth-
od.

 use the arrow keys to highlight your choice and mark (or unmark it) 
by pressing the space bar.  

Menu Listing
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  • Select Menu Number if you want to choose a range  
  of menus by number (e.g., Menu 1 through Menu 7).

  • Select Description if you want to choose a range of  
  menus by  the descriptive name or  label (e.g., Day  
  Menu, night Menu, Voice Mail).

 After you have made your selection, press F10 to continue. 

5. The next pop-up screen will appear, asking you to enter the starting and 
ending numbers or names of the menu range you have selected.

 

  

  • To define a specific range of menus, enter the first 
  menu number or descriptive name in the Starting  
  field, and the last number or name in the Ending field.  
  To view a list of menu numbers  or names, press F2.

   After you have entered the appropriate information,  
  press F10 to continue. 

  • To select all menus in your system, just press F10.   
  The system will ask you to confirm your choice,   
  choose  YES, and press enter.

6. In the next screen, select the sorting method for the menu list. 

  

Menu Listing
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 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Menu Number if you want the report to display  
  menus in chronological order according to the menu  
   number.

  • Select Description if you want the report to display  
  menus alphabetically according to their names.

 press F10 to continue to the next step.

7. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. (This  
  option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in special  
  circumstances.)

8. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear.

Menu Listing
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 Menu Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.4]

 The above example shows the first page of a Menu Listing report  
selected and sorted by menu number. The top row provides the menu de-
scription, number, and last date the menu was modified. The second row 
displays all the prompts in sequential order. Key assignments are defined 
in the center panel, and exit functions are shown in the bottom panel. 

 use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through multiple menu 
listings and to move between different pages of a menu. The second page 
of a typical menu listing report will display prompt or playfile listings.

9. After you are finished viewing or printing the report, press |repeatedly 

Menu Listing
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to return to the main menu.

Running a Class of Service Listing
The Class of Service Listing report shows mailbox and extension settings for  
each class of service.     

	How to run a Class of Service Listing
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Class of Service from the submenu and press enter.

4. A pop-up screen will appear, asking you to choose a selection method. 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your choice and mark (or unmark it) by 
pressing the space bar. 

  • Select Class Number if you want to choose a range  
  of classes by number (e.g., Class 1 through Class 3) or  
  just a single class of service (e.g., Class 1 ).

  • Select Name if you want to choose class(es) of service  
  by  the descriptive name (e.g., Limited user).

 After you have made your selection, press F10 to continue. 

5. The next pop-up screen will appear, asking you to enter the starting and 

Class of Service 
Listing
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ending numbers or names of the class range you have selected.

 

  

  • To define a specific range of classes, enter the first  
  number or descriptive name in the Starting field, 
  and the last number or name in the Ending field.  
  Af ter you have entered the appropriate information,  
  press F10 to continue.

  • To view a list of class numbers or names, press F2. 
  After selecting a class of service from the list pro- 
  vided, press enter. Then press F10 to continue.

  • To select all classes of service listed in your system,  
  just press F10. The system will ask you to confirm  
  your choice, choose YES, and press enter. 

6. In the next screen, select the sorting method for the class of service 
list. 

 

 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Class Number if you want the report to   
  display classes in chronological order according to the  
  class number.

  • Select Name if you want the report to display  
  classes alphabetically according to their names.

Class of Service 
Listing
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 press F10 to proceed to the next step.

7. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. 
(This    option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.)

8. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear.

 

Class of Service Listing Report as it appears on screen [Figure 7.5]

Class of Service 
Listing
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 The example in Figure 7.5 shows the first page of a class of service re-
port selected and sorted by class number. You can press the pG up 
or pG Dn keys to scroll through the multiple pages of a class of 
service report. The format of this report will reflect the CDe Class of 
Service Form.

9. After you are finished viewing or printing the report, press |repeatedly 
to return to the main menu.

Running a phone System Listing
The phone System Listing report shows dialing prefixes and feature codes as-
signed to your specific pbX.

	How to run a phone System Listing
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Phone System from the submenu and press enter.

4. A pop-up box will appear offering several options for report destina-
tion.

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  •  Select File to write the report to your hard drive. (This  
   option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in   
   special  circumstances.)

  

 

phone System List-
ing
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5. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

 As shown below, the first page of the phone System Listing report will  
 display your system’s dialing prefixes and tone-table filename. press  
 the pG up or pG DoWn key to display the second page,  
 which provides pbX feature descriptions and associated codes. 

phone System Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figures 7.6a & 7.6b]

phone System List-
ing

6. To exit the phone System Listing report,  press eSC repeatedly.
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Running a Distribution List Report
using Digital Link’s reporting tool, you can  review both personal and system 
distribution lists. These reports provide the mailbox numbers and user names 
defined in each distribution list.

	How to run a personal Distribution List report

1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 
bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Personal Distribution from the submenu and press enter.

4. enter the mailbox number to which the personal distribution list is as-
signed, or press F2to view a list of selectable mailbox numbers.

 After you have made your selection, press F10 to continue. 

5. In the next screen, enter the starting and ending numbers in the range of 
distribution lists you want included in the report. To view all personal 
distribution list numbers assigned to the selected mailbox, press F2. 

 

After you have entered the appropriate information, press F10to con-
tinue.

Distribution 
Listing
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6. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. (This  
  option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in special  
  circumstances.)

7. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

 

 personal Distribution Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.7]

Distribution 
Listing
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 As shown in Figure 6.7, the personal Distribution Report will display the 
mailbox numbers and user names in each personal distribution list. use 
the pG up or pG Dnkeys to scroll through the lists in your 
selected range.

8. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press |repeatedly 
to return to the main menu.

	How to run a System Distribution List report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Listing from the drop-down list and press enter. A submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select System Distribution from the submenu and press enter.

4. In the next screen, enter the starting and ending numbers in the range 
of distribution lists you want included in the report. To view all system 
distribution list numbers assigned, press F2.

 After entering the appropriate information, press F10 to proceed.

5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your 
selection by pressing the space bar.

Distribution 
Listing
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  • Select Screen if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select Printer to send the report to a printer connected  
  to the Digital Link system.

  • Select File to write the report to your hard drive. (This  
  option is for DOS-proficient persons to use in special  
  circumstances.)

6. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

 

System Distribution Listing Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.8]

 As the example above shows, the System Distribution List report will 
display all mailbox numbers and user names assigned to each system 
distribution list. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll 
through the lists in your selected range.

7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press |repeatedly 
to return to the main menu.

Distribution 
Listing
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ACTIVITY RepoRTS
Digital Link tracks and measures the amount of activity occurring at numerous 
levels. Activity Reports are designed to identify these levels of usage for traffic 
management purposes. Activity for mailboxes, extensions, menus, and channels 
are measured by the amount of calls, number of accesses, or duration of channel 
activity during a specified date and time. In the following pages, we will describe 
how to generate the various Activity Reports provided by Digital Link. 

Running a Mailbox Activity Report
Mailbox Activity Reports display the number of calls to selected mailboxes dur-
ing a specified period of time. 

	How to run a Mailbox Activity report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Activity from the drop-down list and press enter. 

3.  enter the starting and ending dates for the entire range of activity logs 
you want processed for the report. use an ten-digit format as follows: 
MMDDYYYY. For example, to enter october 9, 1996, you would 
type 10091996. Digital Link will automatically insert the hyphens as 
needed.

 To view a list of available log file dates, press F2. 

 After you have entered the appropriate information, press F10 to  
proceed.

4. In the Activity Report screen, select Mailbox and press enter.

Activity  
Reports
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5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then press enter.

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer  
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special  circumstances.) 

6. A Mailbox Activity report will be generated similar to the example  
shown below:

Mailbox Activity Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.9]

The Mailbox Activity report will display the mailbox numbers, user names,and 
number of calls processed in each mailbox during the date range you specified 
use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through the dates in your 

report.

 Mailbox  
Activity
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7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC. 

 If you chose to view the report on your screen, the system will ask you if 
you want to print the report before exiting the Mailbox Activity program. 
Select YES or NO as appropriate and press enter.

Running an extension Activity Report
Digital Link’s extension Activity report will display the number of calls to  
selected extensions during a specified period of time.

	How to run an extension Activity report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Activity from the drop-down list and press enter. 

3.  enter the starting and ending dates for the entire range of activity logs 
you want processed for the report. use an ten-digit format as follows: 
MMDDYYYY. For example, to enter october 9, 1996, you would 
type 10091996. Digital Link will automatically insert the hyphens as 
needed.

 To view a list of available log file dates, press F2. 

 After you have entered the appropriate information, press F2 to  
proceed.

4. In the Activity Report screen, select Extension and press enter.

extension 
Activity
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5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then press enter
  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  

  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. An extension Activity report will be generated similar to the example 
shown below:

 extension Activity Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.10]

 The extension Activity report will display the extension numbers, user 
names, and number of calls processed in each extension during the date 
range you specified. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll 

extension  
Activity
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7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC. 

 If you chose to view the report on your screen, the system will ask you if 
you want to print the report before exiting the extension Activity program. 
Select YES or NO as appropriate and press enter.

Running a Menu Activity Report
Digital Link’s Menu Activity report will display the number of times  
selected voice menus are accessed during a specified period of time.

	How to run an Menu Activity report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Activity from the drop-down list and press enter. 

3.  enter the starting and ending dates for the entire range of activity logs 
you want processed for the report. use an ten-digit format as follows: 
MMDDYYYY. For example, to enter october 9, 1996, you would 
type 10091996. Digital Link will automatically insert the hyphens as 
needed.

 To view a list of available log file dates, press F2. 

 After you have entered the appropriate information, press F10 to  
proceed.

4. In the Activity Report screen, select MENU and press enter.

Menu Activity
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5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then press enter
  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  

  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. A Menu Activity report will be generated similar to the example shown 
below:

 Menu Activity Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.11]

 The Menu Activity report will display the menu numbers,  descriptive 
names, and number of accesses for each selected menu during the date 
range you specified. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll 
through the dates in your report.

Menu Activity
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7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC. 

 If you chose to view the report on your screen, the system will ask you 
if you want to print the report before exiting the Menu Activity program. 
Select YES or NO as appropriate and press enter. 

Running a blockage Activity Report*
Digital Link’s blockage Activity report is designed to identify frequency and 
duration of channel blockage. blocked channels result in callers encountering a 
busy signal. by reviewing blockage reports, the administrator can determine the 
busy hours of the day and week and adjust channel assignments accordingly.

*Blockage Activity reports are scheduled to  become available in future Digital 
Link software releases.

	How to run an blockage Activity report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top 

menu. 

2. Select Activity from the drop-down list and press enter. 

3.  enter the starting and ending dates for the entire range of activity logs 
you want processed for the report. use an ten-digit format as follows: 
MMDDYYYY. For example, to enter october 9, 1996, you would 
type 10091996. Digital Link will automatically insert the hyphens as 
needed. To view a list of available log file dates, press F2. 

 After entering the logdates, press F10 toproceed.

4. In the Activity Report screen, select BLOCkAgE and press enter.

blockage  
Activity
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5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then press enter
  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  

  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. A blockage Activity report will appear, displaying duration of blockage 
according to date and channel group. use the pG up or pG 
Dn keys to scroll through the dates in your report.

blockage Activity Report as it will appear in future release [Figure 7.12]

7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC. 

 If you chose to view the report on your screen, the system will ask you if 
you want to print the report before exiting the blockage Activity program. 
Select YES or NO as appropriate and press enter 

blockage  
Activity
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Running a Channel Activity Report
Digital Link’s Channel Activity report will display the number of calls processed 
across selected channels and the duration of channel activity during a specified 
period of time. The report also calculates the average and maximum duration of  
activity for each channel.

	How to run an Channel Activity report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Activity from the drop-down list and press enter. 

3.  enter the starting and ending dates for the entire range of activity logs 
you want processed for the report. use an ten-digit format as follows: 
MMDDYYYY. For example, to enter october 9, 1996, you would 
type 10091996. Digital Link will automatically insert the hyphens as 
needed.

 To view a list of available log file dates, press F2. 

 After you have entered the appropriate information, press F10to  
proceed.

4. In the Activity Report screen, select CHANNEL and press enter.

Channel  
Activity
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5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen.

 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then press enter
  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  

  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. A Channel Activity report will be generated similar to the example shown 
below. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through the 
dates in your report.

Channel Activity Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.13]

Channel  
Activity
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 The Channel Activity report will display the following information:

  • Date - defines the activity log date within the selected  
  reporting range.

  • Channel - identifies each individual DnIC channel  
  processing calls on that specific date.

  • Hour: specifies the particular hour of channel activity  
  according to a 24-hour clock.

  • Count - calculates the number of calls processed  
  across the channel within that hour of time. Total  
  Count defines the sum amount of calls processed  
  across the channel on that day. grand total Count  
  displays the sum amount of calls processed across the  
  channel during that range of dates.

  • Duration - measures the total length of time the chan- 
  nel was active within that hour. total Duration   
  defines  the  sum amount of time the channel was ac 
  tive on that day. grand total Duration defines the  
  sum amount of time the channel was active during that  
  range of dates.

  • Average - calculates the mean average of channel  
  activity duration. (The mean average is determined by  
  dividing Total Duration by the call Count.) 

  • Maximum - displays the longest amount of time that  
  the channel was active during the hour.

7. When you are finished viewing or printing the report, press eSC. 

 If you chose to view the report on your screen, the system will ask you if 
you want to print the report before exiting the Channel Activity program. 
Select YES or NO as appropriate and press enter. 

Channel  
Activity
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SYSTeM RepoRTS
System Reports will display technical settings and defaults for Digital Link  
system operations, as well as channel and global parameters related to your pbX. 
General  information about your software, memory, recording time and the number 
of extensions, mailboxes, and menus on the system is also specified.

System Reports in the main menu screen [Figure 7.14]

Running a Defaults/Settings Report
The Defaults/Settings report will reflect the general content and format of CDe 
System options Form (see Section 405-9). 

	How to run a Default/Settings report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select System from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Defaults/Settings from the submenu and  press enter.

4. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

System Reports
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5. use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

 The Defaults/Settings report will display the system-level  
default values, as programmed in the CDe System options Form. use 
the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through multiple pages 
in your report.

First page of Defaults/Settings Report as displayed on screen [Figures 7.15]

7. To exit the Defaults/Settings Report,  press eSC repeatedly. 

Defaults/ 
Settings Report
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Running a Channel parameters Report
The Channel parameters report will reflect the general content and format of 
all channel parameters as they are listed in the CDe System options Form (see 
Section 405-9). 

	How to run a Channel parameters report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top 

menu bar.

2. Select System from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select Channel Parameters from the submenu and  press enter.

4. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

5. use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

Channel  
parameters  

Report
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Channel parameters Report as displayed on screen [Figures 7.16a & 7.16b]

 The Channel parameters report will display the voice board values as-
signed to each setting. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll 
through multiple pages in your report.

7. To exit the Channel parameters Report,  press eSC repeatedly. 

Channel  
parameters  
Report
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Running a Global parameters Report
The Global parameters report will reflect the general content and format of all 
global parameters as they are listed in the CDe System options Form (see Sec-
tion 405-9). 

	How to run a Global parameters report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top 

menu bar.

2. Select System from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select global Parameters from the submenu and  press enter.

4. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

5. use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear. 

Global  
parameters  

Report
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 The Global parameters report will display the voice board values as-
signed to each setting. use the pG up or pG Dn keys to 
scroll through multiple pages in your report.

Global parameters Report as displayed on screen [Figure 7.17]

7. To exit the Global parameters Report,  press eSC repeatedly. 

Running a General Settings Report
The General Settings report provides summary information about software ver-
sions and serial numbers, the number of mailboxes, extensions, and menus on 
the system, total system memory, and available recording time. 

	How to run a General Settings report
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select System from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu 
will be displayed.

3.  Select general Settings from the submenu and  press enter.

4. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen.

Global  
parameters  
Report
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5. use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar.

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. press F10. A General Settings report will be generated, similar to the 
example below.

General Settings report as it might appear on screen [Figure 7.18]
 

 The second page of the General Settings report (example not provided) 
lists the time and date that system files were compiled. This report 
information is generally used only by VSR technical support for file 
revision purposes. 

 use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through multiple 
pages in your report.

7. To exit the General Settings submenu,  press eSC repeatedly. 

General  
Settings Report
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Running a Transaction Log
Transaction logs are records of all call processing actions that occurs on every  
channel during a specified period of time. A new transaction log is initiated after 
midnight each day, and will include system cleanups if scheduled within the 24-
hour logging period.

	How to run a Transaction log
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Logs from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu will 
be displayed.

3.  Select transaction from the submenu and  press enter.

4. A pop-up window will appear, requesting the Log-file name for the  
report. 

 Log-files are named by date. For example “19961009” is the log-file 

SYSTeM LoGS

Digital Link records all transactions and error messages that occur while the 
system is online. This information is compiled into report logs, which may be 
reviewed to troubleshoot any call processing issues.

Logs in the main menu screen [Figure 7.18]

Transaction  
Logs
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Transaction  
Logs

name assigned to the transaction log occurring on october 9, 1996. 

 press F2to view a list of selectable log-file names or simply enter the  
date (in the proper file format) that you wish to review. press F10to 
continue.

5. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen. 

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar. 

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances.) 

6. press F10 to generate the report. A Transaction Log will appear, similar 
to the example shown in Figure 7.19, displaying each call processing 
action that transpired on the specified date of the log-file. 
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 The first column in the report indicates the time that the transaction  
occurred. Following the time, one or more transaction codes are presented. 
These codes identify the actions taken by Digital Link in response to a 
call. Refer to the Transaction Code table on page 700-45 for an explana-
tion of these codes.

Transaction Log as it might appear on screen [Figure 7.19]
 

 use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through multiple 
pages in your report.

7. To exit the Transaction Logs submenu,  press eSC repeatedly. 

Transaction  
Logs
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Transaction Codes Table
Description

Indicates continuation of a status line on another line
Status separator
Channel answered incoming call
blockage Group number turns oFF
blockage Group number turns on
Call analysis on extension number, result = Connect
Call analysis on extension number, result = busy
Call analysis on extension number, result = no Answer
blind call to extension or phone number
Copied message to mailbox number
Copied message with comment to mailbox number
Call Transfer: extension number forwarded to extension number
Call Transfer: extension number forwarded to menu number
Call Transfer: extension number forwarded to mailbox number
Call Transfer: extension number forwarded to outside number
Deleted message number
extension directory used
Hang up sequence and time
 CO = computer hung up
 UH = user hung up
 LC = loop current drop
Mailbox directory used
Message Waiting Lamp: extension number lamp reset
Message Waiting Lamp: extension number lamp set
notification from mailbox number to extension number
notification from mailbox number to outside number
notification from mailbox number to pager number
password required
Retrieved message number
Sent message number to mailbox number
Sent message number to system distribution list number
Sent message number to personal distribution list number
Sent message number to manual distribution list 
Saved message number
Voice Mail: Mailbox number received a message
Voice Mail: Mailbox number is forwarded to extension number
Voice Mail: Mailbox number is forwarded to menu number
Voice Mail: Mailbox number is forwarded to mailbox number
Voice Mail: Mailbox number is forwarded to outside number
Voice Mail: owner logged into mailbox number
Wakeup call attempt to mailbox number

. . .
;
Ans
BkF#
BkO#
ca#, 103
ca#, 104
ca#, 106
cb#
cop#
copc#
Ct#frwe#
Ct#frwm#
Ct#frwmb#
Ct#frwo#
dl#
ed
huCOUHLC#

md
mwl#r
mwl#s
nte#,#
nto#,#
ntp#,#
p
rtv#
snt # to #
snt # to dls#
snt # to dlp#
snt # to dlm
sv#
VM#
VM#frwe#
VM#frm#
VM#frmb#
VM#frwo#
VM#ow
Wkup#

coDe Transaction  
Codes
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Running an error Log
error logs record the time and nature of interruptions to normal system operation. 
These logs are used by VSR technical support staff to assist in troubleshooting 
software and hardware issues. 

	How to run an error log
1. In the Digital Link main menu screen, select Reports from the top menu 

bar.

2. Select Logs from the drop-down list and press enter. A  submenu will 
be displayed.

3.  Select Error from the submenu and  press enter.

4. You will be offered several options for report destination in the next 
screen.

 use the arrow keys to highlight your selection, then mark your selection 
by pressing the space bar. 

  • Select SCREEN if you want the report to display  
  directly on your computer screen.

  • Select PRiNtER to send the report to a printer   
  connected to the Digital Link system.

  • Select FiLE to write the report to your hard drive.  
  (This option is for DoS-proficient persons to use in  
  special circumstances. 

5. press F10 to run the report. It will be sent to the screen, printer or file 
as you determined in the preceding step. It may take a few moments for 
the report to appear.

 

 error Logs
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 The first two columns in the report indicate the date and time that the 
error occurred. Following these columns, one or more error codes are 
presented. Contact your VSR support technician for assistance in us-
ing these codes to troubleshoot system issues.

 use the pG up or pG Dn keys to scroll through multiple 
pages in your report.

6. To exit the error Logs submenu,  press eSC repeatedly. 

error Log as it might appear on screen [Figure 7.20]

 error Logs

  As shown below in Figure 7.20, the error Log will display any error 
messages that occur during online operation.
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Chapter 800
Troubleshooting 

&  Assistance

This chapter is designed to 
help you solve the most com-
mon problems that you might 
encounter during initial in-
stallation. It includes general 
troubleshooting issues as well 
as targeting more specific ar-
eas such as Smart and Blind 
Transfer, Forwarding, Mes-
saging, Notification, Menu and 
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GenerAL TrouBLeShooTInG ISSueS

The following section describes the most common issues that you may encounter 
during initial testing of the Digital Link system.

 

General Issues

ProBLeM:  Digital Link detects ringing but does not answer call.

Cause: Called extension exists on PBX but does not exist in Digital  
 Link.

Remedy:  open CDe extension Form and create extension. 
 (Note: Extension does not have to have a mailbox assigned.)

Cause: Incorrect event Code is presented in CDe Channel Form.

Remedy: Activate DnIC Test program and simulate the same call   
 process. record what display information is being sent to the  
 called Digital Link port. Then access the CDe Channel Form  
 and verify that the event Code matches the display information  
 that was presented  during the DnIC Test. If event Code does  
 not match, modify code accordingly.

   Example of Incorrect Event Code:

 DnIC Test Display Info event Code in Channel Form

  TrunK 165 =  TrunK II

   Example of Correct Event Code:

 DnIC Test Display Info event Code in Channel Form

  TrunK 165 =  TrunK III

 

ProBLeM:  When calling into Digital Link, you hear a reorder tone or 
receive an out of Service display.

Cause: DnI ports are not connected or are improperly connected to  
  Digital Link’s VB-PC card.

Remedy:  At the C:\VSr> prompt, type <D1> and press <enter> to view  
 the first four ports of the Digital Link system.Verify that DNI  
 ports are terminated properly to the VB-PC card. Press <Page  
 Down> button to view the next four ports, and so on.
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ProBLeM: Digital Link answers call but does not  play prompts.

Cause: The stream jumper on the voice card is not correctly set.

Remedy:   With the assistance of VSR technical support, remove the  
 case cover and verify that stream jumpers W1 and W2 are set  
 correctly, as illustrated below. Warning: Do not attempt to  
  reset jumpers without VSR’s technical guidance.

W1

W2

RhetoRex  
8000 CaRd

StReam

BoaRd 1 BoaRd 2 BoaRd 3 BoaRd 4

StReam 0 StReam 1 StReam 2 StReam 3

General Issues

PROBLEM: Unable to define PBX feature access codes or no feature 
access codes are available in the CDe Phone System Form.

Cause: Incorrect Mitel PBX type was selected during Quick Setup.

Remedy:  Access CDe Phone System Form and verify that the Phone  
 System field identifies the correct PBX type. If the PBX type is  
 incorrect, enter a new PBX system and insert the correct   
 feature access codes per site requirement. Press F10 to save  
 and exit. reboot Digital Link so that the system can reload the  
 appropriate data files and tone tables associated with the PBX  
 system. 
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General Issues
ProBLeM: Message Waiting Lamps are not being activated/deactivat-
ed.

Cause: Lamp extension assigned to user’s mailbox is not valid.

Remedy:  open CDe Mailbox Forms and verify that the number entered  
 in Lamp Extension field is correct.

Cause: Incorrect feature access code programmed in Phone System  
  Form.

Remedy:  Access the CDe Phone System Form and check that the   
 Feature Access Codes entered next to MSG WAIT SeT/  
 CANCEL (or SEND MESSAGE) are correctly defined.

Cause: The class of service for that mailbox user has the notification  
 option disabled.

Remedy:  open CDe Class of Service Forms and verify that the class of  
 service type for that  user’s mailbox does not have none   
 displayed in the Notify Type field.

Cause: Channels for notification were not specified in the Channel   
 Form.

Remedy:  Open CDE Channel Forms and assign specific channels to be  
 used for the Notification event.

Cause: Another user has left a callback message.

Remedy:  Press the Message Waiting key to activate callback process or  
 check the PBX. 

Cause: Multiple mailboxes have been assigned to the same lamp   
 extension.

Remedy:  Open CDE Mailbox Forms and check the Lamp Extension field  
 for each mailbox.
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Smart Transfer 
Issues

SMArT TrAnSFer  ISSueS
ProBLeM: Caller not offered the option of holding.

Cause: holding option not enabled for that extension.

Remedy:  Open CDE Extension Forms and verify that the Holding field is  
 activated

Cause: The class of service for that extension has the holding  
 option disabled.

Remedy:  open CDe Class of Service Forms and verify that the class of  
 service type for that extension has the Holding field activated.

Cause: holding not allowed if call analysis detects a ring no   
 Answer condition.

Remedy:  Check event code against display packet information   
 and modify in Channel Forms for forwarding on no Answer  
 conditions.

ProBLeM: Caller not offered the option of leaving a message.

Cause: Called extension does not have a mailbox assigned.

Remedy:  open CDe extension Forms and enter a mailbox number in the  
 Mailbox field.

Cause: user’s mailbox is set to GreeTInG onLy mode.

Remedy:  Open CDE Mailbox Forms and change Mode field to TAKe  
 MeSSAGeS.

Cause: Call is forwarded to an extension that does not have a mailbox  
 assigned or the assigned mailbox is set GreeTInG onLy   
 mode.

Remedy:  Assign a mailbox to the Forwarded To extension or, if a mail 
 box is already assigned, verify that the Mailbox Mode is set to  
 TAKe MeSSAGeS.
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Blind  Transfer 
Issues

BLInD TrAnSFer  ISSueS

ProBLeM: After dialing an extension, callers hear only one ringback 
tone and then silence.

Cause: Telephone set has hAnDSFree feature enabled.

Remedy:  Disable hAnDSFree feature on the telephone.  
 Note:you may also want to consider disabling this feature in  
 the PBX Class of Service.

ProBLeM: Callers are transferred to user’s mailbox without ringing the 
extension first.

Cause: In an Auto Attendant application, the extension has Forwarding  
 Always designated to a mailbox..

Remedy:  open CDe extension Forms and change the Forwarding   
 conditions.

Cause: Telephone set is programmed to reroute ALWAyS or forward  
 ALL CALLS.

Remedy:  Check PBX routing for specified extension or cancel the ALL  
 CALLS forwarding from the telephone extension.
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Forwarding 
Issues

ForWArDInG ISSueS
ProBLeM: Calls forwarded to another extension  recall back to the 
extension that originated the transfer.

Cause: The telephone’s recall Timer is set to a lower value than the  
 Forwarding Timer in the PBX.

Remedy:  In the PBX’s Class of Service, reset the Transfer recall Timer  
 to a higher value than the Call Forward Timer.

ProBLeM: Caller is prompted to enter the mailbox number of the per-
son for whom they wish to leave a message.

Cause: The forwarding telephone does not have an extension defined  
 in Digital Link or that extension is not linked to a mailbox.

Remedy:  open CDe extension Forms and verify that the extension   
 exists and that it is associated with a mailbox number. Also   
 check that the extension is not forwarding to an invalid  
 destination number.

ProBLeM: Caller is not forwarded after dialing a  busy or unanswered 
extension number.

Cause: The telephone set does not have the Call Forward feature   
 activated or is not programmed in the PBX for rerouting. 

Remedy:  enable the Call Forward feature on the telephone set or check  
 PBX’s routing for specified extension.

Cause: The extension is either not programmed or is incorrectly   
 programmed for conditional forwarding.

Remedy:  open CDe extension Forms and verify that the appropriate   
 Forwarding options, types, destinations, and numbers are   
 appropriately defined.
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ProBLeM: In an AutoAttendant application, the  caller dials an exten-
sion but instead is connected to the operator or the general mailbox.

Cause: The key commands are not assigned correctly in the   
  specified menu.

Remedy:  In the Telephone Key Assignment area of CDe Menu Forms,  
 the Call Transfer command must be assigned with a Firstkey  
 option for the dialed extension number.

ProBLeM: In an AutoAttendant application, the caller is immediately 
routed to a menu rather than the dialed extension. 

Cause: The Menu key command conflicts with the Immediate   
 Dialing option in the specified menu.

Remedy:  In the exit Functions area of CDe Menu Forms, set Immediate  
 Dialing to eXTenSIon when a Menu command has been  
 programmed  in the Key Assignments area.

Forwarding 
Issues

ProBLeM: In an AutoAttendant application, the caller dials an exten-
sion and hears the same day/night menu repeated.

Cause: The extension’s mailbox is forwarded to the same menu that is  
 assigned to play when the system is in night or Day Menu   
 mode.

Remedy:  open CDe Mailbox Forms and either disable Forwarding, or  
 change Forwarding from Menu to another destination option  
 (extension, Mailbox, or external). If Forwarding remains   
 enabled, make sure you enter the correct forwarding number in  
 the field(s) provided.

Cause: Menu prompt #50 is created, overriding the  “please hold”   
 system prompt.

Remedy:  Delete prompt #50 and re-record menu prompt using another  
 prompt number.    . 
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Messaging 
Issues

MeSSAGInG ISSueS
ProBLeM: When trying to leave or send a message, caller is told the 
“mailbox is currently unavailable.”

Cause: The mailbox contains the maximum number of messages allowed 
or    is set as inactive.

Remedy:  Access CDE Mailbox Forms and verify that the Status field is  
 set to ACTIVe. Then open CDe Class of Service Forms and  
 increase the value in the Maximum Messages field, or have the  
 mailbox user delete some messages.

 ProBLeM: Messages disappear from user’s mailbox. 

Cause: Message age exceeds the retention time programmed in user’s  
 Class of Service and is being deleted during scheduled cleanup.

Remedy:  Access the CDe Class of Service Forms and increase the   
 number of  days defined in the Max Message Retention field.

ProBLeM: Caller hears mailbox greeting but cannot leave a message or 
is disconnected.

Cause: user’s mailbox is set to GreeTInG onLy mode. 

Remedy:  Access CDE Mailbox Forms and change Mode field to TAKE  
 MeSSAGeS.  Note:users can change the Mode setting through  
 their mailbox; if the problem persists, consider limiting mode  
 access or maintenance rights through class of service.

ProBLeM: Digital Link interrupts or hangs up on  person attempting to 
leave a message.

 
Cause: Digital Link is misinterpreting caller’s voice as DTMF digits.

Remedy:  open the Global & Channel Parameters program in the Low  
 Level Maintenance menu. Under the guidance of  VSR techni- 
 cal support, adjust DTMF values in either DTMF on Duration,  
 DTMF Detect Delay, or DTMF Interdigit Play Delay fields.
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PROBLEM: Notification to an extension, pager, or outside number does 
not work.

Cause: Notification has not been programmed or has been programmed  
 incorrectly in CDe Channel Forms.

Remedy:  Open CDE Channel Forms and verify that Notification is listed  
 under Events. The Date and Time fields should be programmed  
 to  display ALL. Also check the Channels field to verify that  
 the appropriate ports have been assigned for notification.

Cause: Notification entry for that number has not been enabled or has  
 been programmed incorrectly in CDE Notification Forms.

Remedy:  Open CDE Notification Forms and verify that the notification  
 entry is enabled. Also check that the phone number is correct,  
 the date and time range is properly defined, and all relevant   
 fields are completed. 

Cause: The mailbox’s class of service doesn’t allow notification.

Remedy:  open CDe Class of Service Forms and verify that user’s   
 mailbox doesn’t list LAMP or none in the Notify Type field. 

Cause: System-wide default for message notification is set to OFF.

Remedy:  open CDe System option Form and verify that Message   
 Notification field is enabled.

Cause: Dialing prefix for outgoing calls is not properly programmed.

Remedy:  Open CDE Phone System Form and check that the prefix   
 number for dialing local and long distance calls is correct.

Cause: Mailbox already contained a new message prior to setting  
 up phone notification.

Remedy:  remove all new messages from the mailbox. Send a test mes- 
 sage to the mailbox and verify that the extension is notified.  
  Open CDE Notification Forms and change the Notification  
  field to notify ON EACH MESSAGE. Verify  that the exten 
-  sion entry is enabled and the Message Type field is set to 

Notification Issues
noTIFICATIon  ISSueS
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Notification 
Iossues

PROBLEM: Although Digital Link attempts notification, no message 
appears on pager. 

Cause: Pager is not an enabled entry or incorrect/incomplete informa- 
 tion has been programmed in user’s Notification Form.

Remedy:  Open CDE Notification Forms and verify that the paging entry  
 is activated and that all information, especially the pager   
 number, has been entered completely and correctly.

Cause: Incorrect or no dialing prefix number has been entered in   
 Phone System Form.

Remedy:  Open CDE Phone System Form and check that the prefix   
 number for dialing local and long distance calls is correctly   
 entered.

Cause: Digital Link did not pause long enough before entering the   
 mailbox code.

Remedy:  Open CDE Notification Forms and increase the pause interval  
 in the Pause field following Pager Pin #. Pause intervals are   
 measured in increments of two seconds. 
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Menu/ProMPT ISSueS
Menu/Prompt 
Issues

ProBLeM: Same menu repeats too many times when called. 

Cause: The menus’s exit function for Maximum replays Without   
 Response is not accurately defined.

Remedy:  Open CDE Menu Forms, access the specific menu, move down  
 to the exit Functions area, and reset the Maximum replays   
 Without Response field to one less than the amount of times  
 you wish the menu to play.

PROBLEM: The voice prompt file is not saved after the recording ses-
sion is completed. 

Cause: User did not press “9” as instructed to save the voice file.

Remedy:  re-record prompt and press the “9” key on the dial pad to save  
 the voice file and exit the recording studio.

 ProBLeM: Trunk calls are not being routed to the correct menu. 

Cause: Digital Link’s Channel Form entry has incorrect information  
 programmed in the Day/Date, Time, or Event Code fields.

Remedy:  First, check the display information sent by the PBX through  
 DnIC Test. Then, open CDe Channel Forms and verify that  
 correct menu is assigned under event and the event Code   
 matches the display information. Also make sure that the Day/ 
 Date and Time fields are programmed correctly.

Cause: When creating voice menus, prompts were not correctly   
 recorded, collated, or assigned to menus.  

Remedy:  Access CDe Menu Forms and check the recording prompts   
 assigned to that menu as well as the sequence of these prompts.
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DIreCTory ISSueS
Directory 

Issues
ProBLeM: user name not listed in system directory.

Cause: user’s name is not programmed or is programmed incorrectly  
 in  the CDe  Forms.

Remedy:  each user’s name must be entered in the appropriate CDe   
 Form: Mailbox Forms for the mailbox directory, extension   
 Forms for extension directory. Make sure that the name is   
 entered in the correct format (which is <LASTnAMe,   
 FIrSTnAMe> unless the default for the directory prompt has  
 been changed.)

Cause: Mailbox has not been assigned to extension.

Remedy:  open CDe extension Forms and enter a mailbox number in the  
 Mailbox field.

Cause: user has not fully activated his/her mailbox.

Remedy:  request user to activate his/her mailbox by recording a  
 personal greeting, name, and password.

Cause: The class of service for that user does not allow directory   
 access.

Remedy:  open CDe Class of Service Forms and verify that the exten- 
 sion Directory option is enabled and/or that the Mailbox   
 Directory field in Mailbox Permissions is enabled.

ProBLeM: Callers not provided the option of looking up the extension 
or mailbox number of the party they wish to contact. 

Cause: extension Directory or Mailbox Directory commands have not  
 been assigned to a key in the CDe Menu Forms.

Remedy:  Open CDE Menu Forms, access the specific menu, and assign  
 the appropriate key command (Mailbox Directory or exten-  
 sion Directory).
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SySTeM SoFTWAre ISSueS
Software Issues ProBLeM: When the system is booted up, external maintenance is 

loaded rather than the online system. 

Cause: The QSTART file is not on the system’s hard drive.

Remedy:  If there is no QSTART file listed in the C:\VSR directory, then  
 create one by following these three easy steps:

 1. At the C:\VSr prompt, type CoPy Con QSTArT.

 2. Press <enter> twice.

 3. Press <Control> + <Z> simultaneously.

ProBLeM: Digital Link program loads as a demo  version. 

Cause: The rhetorex driver is not loading when the system boots up or  
 the wrong serial packet file is on the hard disk.

Remedy:  Watch the bootup process carefully. note whether the system  
 loads the rhetorex driver during startup. If the rhetorex driver  
 loads successfully, it is possible the serial packet does not   
 match or is invalid. Contact the VSR technical support depart- 
 ment for assistance in resolving the problem. 

ProBLeM: Co/Sessionstm will not answer the phone. 

Cause: Co/Sessions is not loaded correctly.

Remedy:  Co/Sessions is a memory resident program. If this program   
 does not attempt to initialize the modem on startup, then reboot  
 and watch for  the “WAIT DIAL IN SET” menu bar to flash  
 across bottom of screen. If it doesn’t appear or if an “unSuC- 
 CeSSFuL DIAL In” message is displayed, refer to the  
 Co/Sessions manual or contact VSr technical support for   
 setup assistance.
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SySTeM hArDWAre ISSueS
hardware  

Issues
ProBLeM: no image is displayed on screen.

Cause: Poor connection.

Remedy:  If the monitor’s LeD is turned on and there is no display, check  
 that the monitor’s connection to the video port has not been   
 inserted upside down. If so, the connector has most likely been  
 damaged and the system will have to be returned for repair.

Cause: Contrast level on monitor is turned down.

Remedy:  Check the contrast adjustment knob on the front of the monitor.  
 If it has been turned down completely, the screen will appear  
 blank. Adjust as necessary.

Cause: There is no power to the monitor.

Remedy:  Make sure the LeD power light on the monitor and the system  
 power switch are on. Also check all the AC power connec-  
 tions, which include connections to the AC wall outlet, power  
 supply and system.

ProBLeM: A “non-system disk error” message is displayed. 

Cause: A non-bootable floppy disk is inserted in drive.

Remedy:  The system cannot find the necessary information to start DOS.  
 usually this occurs when a non-bootable diskette was left in the  
 floppy drive. Remove the diskette and reboot system, allowing  
 it to load the pre-installed MS-DoS on the hard drive.

PROBLEM: The floppy disk drive does not work. 

Cause: Diskette is not formatted or is formatted incorrectly.

Remedy:  use the MS-DoS format command  to reformat the diskette  
  (type ForMAT A: and press <enter>). 
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Chapter 900
Administative

Details

This chapter is addressed to the 
system administrator, offering 
detailed instructions on accessing 
and utilizing the Administrative 
Mailbox. It also expands upon 
the basic instructions offered in 
the Digital Link User’s Guide, 
which is provided with every 
system.  Additionally,  informa-
tion on hotel voicemail services is 
offered in the last section.
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How do I know if I have been assigned as the administrator?

There are two ways to verify that you have been granted administrative privi-
leges on the Digital Link system:

1. In your mailbox, you will have the Administrative Programming   
option available. This option is accessed from within your mail  
box by pressing “7” at the Main User Menu prompt.

2. In the System Options Form, located under CDE Forms in the  
system maintenance menu, your mailbox will be listed as the   
Administrative Mailbox. 

What should I do if a user forgets his/her mailbox password?

Reset the password in the Mailbox Maintenance option of Administrative 
Programming.

What should I do if a user has chosen the same password as the 
administrative mailbox has?
Change the administrative mailbox password. 

When should I change my password?
For the sake of security, it should be changed frequently. If your system handles 
a large amount of sensitive information, passwords should be changed often--
perhaps even once per week. In other situations, twice a year is sufficient. If 
you have discovered unauthorized use of your system, all passwords should be 
changed immediately.

How do I change mailbox greetings?
Enter the mailbox and change the greeting as directed. See “Recording a Mailbox 
Greeting” and “Editing Greetings” in Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide.

How do I access my mailbox?
It must first be activated, after which you can login routinely and retrieve messages. 
See “Activating the Voice Mailbox” in Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide.

What happens if I don’t activate my mailbox?
You cannot retrieve messages, receive notification of new messages, or send mes-
sages. In other words, you cannot use your mailbox unless it is activated. Others 
can leave messages, however.

Will my pager notify me after each new message?
The notification process begins after the first new message is received. The process 
continues until all new messages have been cleared by saving or discarding, in 
other words, until there are no longer any new messages in your mailbox.

Your Questions 
Answered
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This chapter is designed to address the needs of the system administrator by 
elaborating on the basic user instructions and by providing detailed programming 
information for the administrative mailbox. Additionally, a section has been dedi-
cated to addressing specific programming instructions for hotel/motel voicemail 
management. Prior to reading these sections, you may wish to review the menu 
maps provided on the next two pages for your convenience.

Because this chapter addresses the system administrator, but users and 
callers are also referenced, the following conventions are used to mini-
mize confusion:

 • The administrator, and only the administrator, is  
  addressed directly with the terms “you” and “your.”

 • The user refers to one who has been assigned a mailbox.

 • The caller refers to one who initiates a telephone call and  
  may or may not be a user. That is, a caller is one who  
  dials into the voicemail system but does not login as a  
  mailbox user, thus feature access and options will be  
  more limited.

 
 

Administrative 
Details   
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User Menu  
Mapping

Main User MenU

1 retrieve Messages

2 send Messages

3 send to distribUtion list

4 Change Mailbox settings

5 Change extension settings

6 transfer

 1 to another  Mailbox

 2 to an extension

7 adMinistrative   Mailbox   
 prograMMing

 adMinistrator only.   
 see “adMinistrative   
 prograMMing MenUs”

8 retrieve saved  Messages

9 hang Up

# go to previoUs MenU

* replay voiCe proMpts

retrieve MenU

1 replay Messages

2 save Message

3 disCard Message

4 Copy Message

5 reply to Message

6 play tiMe & date

7  skip Message

7+1sCan Messages

8 paUse while listening 
 or retrieve saved   
 Messages 

send Messages MenU
1 send Message

2 edit Message

3 disCard Message

4 label Message
 

distribUtion list MenU

1 systeM list 
2 personal list 
3 ManUal list 
* when finished

# abort

Mailbox settings MenU
1 edit  greetings
 edit QUestions

2 edit naMe

3 edit password

4 Change Mailbox Mode

5 Change notifiCation

6 Change date/tiMe   
 Mode 
7 Change forwarding

8 Change or assign   
 personal operator

extension settings MenU
1 Change forwarding   
2 Change sCreening*
3 Change holding

4 forward to voiCeMail

5 Change or assign   
 personal  operator

 rewind

# fast forward
8 paUse

1 replay
2 re-reCord
3 append

1 priority
2 CertifiCation
3 private delivery

edit greetings (MUltiple)
1 Change aCtive greeting
2 rereCord greeting
 1 play
 2 reCord
 3 erase
3 play all greetings

edit QUestions
1 play all QUestions
2 reCord all QUestions
3 delete all QUestions
4 edit a QUestion
 1 play
 2 re-reCord
 3 delete
5 set options
 1 terMination Method
 2 response editing 
 3 operator aCCess   
 
1 tUrn on/off
2 edit 
 1 entry type
 2 phone nUMber
 3 pin nUMber
 4 nUMber of tries
 5 wait
 6 pin prefix
 7 Mailbox prefix
3 Change to another entry

1 no forwarding
2 forward to Mailbox
3 forward to extension
4 forward to MenU

1 no forwarding
2 forward to extension
3 forward to Mailbox
4 forward to MenU

*
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ADMInISTRATIVE PROGRAMMInG MEnUS

 

Utilities

2reCord voiCe proMpts 
 1  Create new proMpt
  1  play
  2  reCord
  3  append
  4  triM front
  5  triM end
  6  Change triM length
  7  save & exit 
 2  re-reCord proMpt
  1  play
  2  reCord
  3  append
  4  triM front
  5  triM end
  6  Change triM length
  7  save & exit 

 extension MaintenanCe

1add extension

2assign extension to Mailbox

3Change Class of serviCe

1extension MaintenanCe

2Mailbox MaintenanCe

3pbx options

4Utilities
  

pbx options

1Change pbx day/night serviCe

Mailbox MaintenanCe

1add Mailbox

2tUrn Mailbox on/off

3Change Class of serviCe

4reset password

5Change notifiCation interval

6Change notifiCation atteMpts

7Change laMp extension

Main adMin MenU

Admin. Menu 
Mapping
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Section 901
Detailed 

User’s Guide

This section expands upon the basic 
voicemail instructions offered in the 
Digital Link User’s Guide, which is 
provided with every system. 
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DIGITaL LInk USer’S GUIDe

VSr includes pocket-sized User’s Guides with each Digital Link system. These  
booklets provide an easy-to-follow reference guide for users to activate their 
mailboxes, retrieve messages, send messages to other mailboxes or distribution 
lists, change mailbox or extension settings, edit greetings and questions (in the Q 
& A mailbox mode), and to program Digital Link’s Enhanced Notification. The 
following pages will review these instructions and offer more detailed information 
on performing these basic voicemail functions.

Introducing Digital Link’s Voice Mail System
Digital Link’s voicemail system is designed to be user friendly. Using a system of 
pre-recorded instructions or voice prompts, Digital Link will guide initiates step 
by step through the voicemail process. as users become more familiar with the 
system, they can “dial through” or bypass these instructive prompts by pressing 
the appropriate keys. 

Page 1 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.1]

Before you can begin 
using this system you must  
first activate your voice 
mailbox.

This voice mail system is so advanced it’s 
simple. Pre-recorded instructions, called voice 
prompts, will carefully guide you through the 
system every step of the way, indicating each 
feature that is available. To access 
features you simply use the keypad on your 
telephone, pressing different keys as you follow 
the voice prompts. To get started, all you need  
to do is activate your voice mailbox. 

Congratulations! 
You are about to begin 
using the latest in voice 
processing technology from 
Voice Systems Research. 
Designed to improve your  
communications with  
customers, vendors, and  
employees, this system is  
simple to understand and 
easy to use.

1

Introduction
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activating the Voice Mailbox
although a mailbox is capable of storing messages as soon as it is created by the 
administrator, its user cannot retrieve these messages until the mailbox has been 
activated. activation is the process of logging into the mailbox, and following the 
system prompts to 1) record a personalized greeting;  2) record the user’s name; 
and 3) assign a password. Once this process has been performed, users will be 
able to login to their mailbox by simply pressing a specially labeled speedcall key 
or by dialing the access code, and entering their password (if required).

Page 2 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.2]

Logging into the Mailbox

 How to login to the mailbox directly

1. access Digital Link by

  • dialing an extension or hunt group that is reserved for   
  voice mail;

  • pressing a feature key on an extension telephone.

2. enter the default password, which will be a string of “1”s. The password 
length may vary from 3 to 15 digits, depending upon the password type 
and length assigned in Quick Setup. The system default is four “1”s for 
fixed length passwords and fifteen “1”s for variable length passwords.

Logging into the 
Mailbox  
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	How to login to the mailbox from a menu

1. access  the voicemail system from the Main User Menu by pressing “8” 
or the assigned menu key.  ( Note: The specific key assignment to access 
voice mail may vary according to  menu programming; however, the 
system default  is “8”.)

2.  enter the mailbox number and press the star key (*). Pressing the star 
key allows you to access the mailbox as the login user.

4. enter the default password, which will be a string of “1”s. The password 
length may vary from 3 to 15 digits, depending upon the password type 
and length assigned in Quick Setup. The system default is four “1”s for 
fixed length passwords and fifteen “1”s for variable length passwords. 

Recording a Mailbox Greeting
after logging into the mailbox, the user will be prompted to record a mailbox 
greeting. This greeting will be played each time a caller is connected to the user’s 
mailbox. Since Digital Link has dial-through capability, the caller can bypass 
the greeting and record a message immediately or exit the mailbox and transfer 
elsewhere. 

Most greetings are personal greetings. For example, a typical greeting may be 
recorded as follows:

Hello. You’ve reached the office of Roger Dixon. I’m not available right 
now but if you would like to leave a message, I will return your call as 
soon as possible.

Some greetings may offer the caller the  option of dialing another extension for 
assistance rather than leaving a message:

Hello. You’ve reached the office of Roger Dixon. I’m not available right 
now but if you would like to leave a message, I will return your call as soon 
as possible. Or you may dial extension 310 for immediate assistance.

Because the caller must dial the new extension while the greeting is playing, the 
user should make sure that a pause is recorded at the end of the greeting. This 
gives the caller time to finish listening to the message and dial the recommended 
extension before Digital Link begins recording. 

Users may change their greeting as often as they wish, or record a library of 
up-to-ten multiple greetings to be stored and activated as desired. The option of 
single or multiple greetings option must defined in Class of Service (See Section 
405-6: Modifying Class of Service). For further instructions on creating or editing 
greetings, refer to “editing Greetings/Questions”on page xx.

recording a  
Greeting
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Recording the Name
after recording the greeting, Digital Link will prompt users to record their name. 
The user’s name will be used for multiple purposes:

 • To identify the mailbox owner when the called extension does  
  not answer or is busy.

 • To identify the message sender when the message is retrieved  
  by another user from his/her own mailbox.

 • To provide an entry in the Digital Link system directories. The  
  mailbox and extension directories are created by Digital Link  
  to direct callers who do not know the extension of the person  
  whom they are calling. Digital Link matches the recorded names  
  with the names entered in the extension and Mailbox Forms  
  to create the system directories. Without these recorded names,  
  the directories will not function correctly. 

 • To identify the called party in a loudspeaker paging announce- 
  ment, if this option has been enabled in Class of Service.

Assigning a Mailbox Password
Digital Link mailboxes can be secured by a password, if this option is enabled 
during the Quick Setup program or in Class of Service. The user will be prompted 
during mailbox activation to enter the correct length (as defined during Quick 
Setup or in Class of Service). Once the password is entered by the user, it can-
not be changed by anyone else, including the administrator. This guarantees 
the highest level of security for the mailbox. If the user forgets his/her password, 
however, the administrator may reset it to the original default. (refer to the “reset 
Password” instructions in Administrative Mailbox Programming,  on page xx.) 
The user can re-enter a new password through the Mailbox Settings option. (See 
“Changing Mailbox Settings” on page xx).

Once the greeting, name, and password have been recorded, mailbox activation 
is complete. Digital Link will now tell users how many emergency*, priority, 
new, and saved messages they have in their mailbox and prompt them with the 
Main User Menu.

*Future enhancement

 

recording name & 
Password
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Main User Menu

Digital Link’s Main User Menu provides a guide to accessing basic system fea-
tures and options:

 • Retrieving Messages

 • Sending Messages

 • Sending Messages to a Distribution List

 • Changing Mailbox Settings

 • Changing Extension Settings

 

These voicemail operations will be discussed in detail in the following pages.

Page 3 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.3]

Main User Menu
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Retrieving Messages

When users login to their mailbox, Digital Link will notify them if they have any 
messages, and if so, how many and what type. at this point, users will be  offered 
several options, such as retrieving the stored messages. retrieved messages will 
be played in order of their type:

 • Emergency Messages* will be placed ahead of all other types of  
  stored messages in the user mailbox.

 • Priority Messages be placed ahead of all message types except  
  emergency messages.

 • New Messages will play directly after any emergency or priority  
  messages.

 • Saved Messages are those messages that have previously been  
  retrieved and then saved. Saved messages will replay only after   
  all other message types have been retrieved, unless the user  
  presses “8” to skip over all new messages and play the saved  
  messages.

Page 4 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.4]

retrieving  
Messages
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after a message has been played, the user is prompted with the following  
menu options:

           Replay Message

 While playing a message or directly after the message has played, the  
 user may press “1” to repeat playback. 

           Save Message

 To save a message for retrieval at a later date, the user should press “2”.  
 Messages will be saved in the order they are received, regardless of the  
 message type. The length of time these messages are stored is deter- 
 mined by the mailbox’s class of service. (See Section 405-6: Modifying  
 Class of Service.) The system default is thirty days.

          Delete Message

 The user can discard a message, even while it is still playing. However,  
 once a message is discarded, it cannot be recovered.

         Copy Message

 a user can copy any message−−except a private message−−to another  
 mailbox or to multiple mailboxes (such as those belonging to a user’s  
 workgroup). Comments can also be added to the message after copying 
 it. These comments will precede the copied message when replayed.

        Reply to Message

Digital Link automatically includes the name or number of the calling 
extension’s mailbox on all messages. This allows a user to reply imme-
diately to a message by pressing the “5” key and recording a response on 
the sender’s mailbox. after recording, the user will be prompted to send, 
edit, discard, or label the reply. Once the reply is sent, the user still needs 
to act upon the original message by pressing another key (to replay, save, 
delete, copy, etc.)
 
 

  
  

 

1
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2
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5

retrieving  
Messages
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        Play Time and Date

a date and time stamp, indicating when a message was sent, may be 
played by pressing “6”. 

Note: The date/time announcement can be programmed to play auto-
matically when each message is retrieved. See “Changing Date & Time 
Mode” under the Mailbox Settings menu (page 33) for details.

  Skip a Message

While listening to a new or saved message, the user can skip to the next 
message by pressing “7”.       
          
          
         Scan a Message  

A user can hear the first five seconds of each message by pressing “7+1” 
while listening to the beginning of the first new or saved message in his/
her mailbox. 

              Pause or Retrieve Saved Messages
 
While a user is listening to a message, pressing “8” will temporarily pause 
playback of the message. Playback will resume after 30 seconds or it can 
be manually reactivated by pressing any key during the pause cycle.

While a user is retrieving messages, pressing the “8” key allows the user 
to skip over new messages and listen to saved messages.

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

MNO 
6

PQRS 
7 

 

1

TUV 
8

PQRS 
7 

any time messages are playing, the user may press the following keys to perform 
certain functions: 

          - rewinds the message for replay.

          - Fast forwards through the message.

           - Pauses message playback for 30 seconds or until  another        
          key is pressed.

*

#

TUV 
8

retrieving  
Messages
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Sending Messages

Page 6 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.5]

To send messages to other mailboxes, users can either dial the recipient’s extension 
directly (if the extension has Forward To Mailbox enabled) or login to their own 
mailbox and send a message through the Main User Menu.  after recording their 
messages, users can simply hang up and their messages will be sent automatically; 
however, if they remain on the line, the following options will be provided:

 

      Send Message

By pressing “1”, callers can send messages directly to the recipient’s 
mailbox. If users are calling from their own internal extension, Digital 
Link will identify the owner of the extension and include the user’s name 
on the message sent.

 

1

Sending  
Messages
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ABC 
2

DEF 
3

       Edit Message

Callers can listen to their message and modify it, if necessary, by pressing 
the following keys:

Press 1to replay message: This option allows callers to 
review their recorded message prior to sending it.

Press 2to re-record: This option allows callers to record  
over their message with a new message.

Press 3to append to the end: This option allows callers 
to add to their message without re-recording it. When the 
message is retrieved, the appended section will be played 
without pause at the end of the original message. 

 Discard Message

 By pressing “3”, callers can delete their recorded message so  
 that it  will not be sent.

 Label Message

Depending upon the class of service privileges assigned to the receiving 
mailbox, messages can be labeled with the following options:

 • Priority: Messages labeled with priority status will play prior to  
  any new messages in the mailbox. This option can be limited  
  (via class of service) only to users or made available to all  
  callers.

 • Certification: Messages labeled with certification will generate  
  a receipt in the user’s mailbox documenting the time and date of  
  their retrieval. This option is available only to users.

 • Private Delivery: Messages labeled as private delivery cannot  
  be copied by the recipient. This option is available only to users.

 

GHI 
4

The default maximum 
length of messages is 
two minutes; however, 
this setting is subject to 
the mailbox’s class of 
service and can be ex-
tended by the adminis-
trator to approximately 
16 minutes. With the 
Edit/Append option, 
messages can be extend-
ed indefinitely in units 
equal to the maximum 
message length.

Hot  tip

Sending  
Messages
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Sending Messages to a Distribution List

Page 7 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.6]

a distribution list is an assembled collection of mailboxes to which a message can 
be sent. Digital Link provides the user with three types of distribution lists:

•	 System	Lists:  a system list is created by the administrator and can 
in- clude up to 200 mailboxes. access to this list is determined by 
the mailbox’s class of service.

•	 Personal	Lists: a personal list is designed to be accessible only to 
the mailbox user who has specified it, although the list itself is set up 
and maintained by the administrator. Up to 99 personal lists can be 
programmed for each mailbox (the system default, however, is five). 
access to this type of distribution list as well as the maximum number 
of personal lists allowed per mailbox is defined by class of service.

• Manual Lists: a manual list is a temporary, impromptu list created by 
the mailbox owner while preparing to send a message. These impromptu 
lists are automatically discarded once the message is posted. Up to five 
mailboxes can be included in each manual distribution list. all mailboxes 
support manual distribution lists.

Sending to a Distri-
bution List
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	How to send to a distribution list

1. Choose the appropriate type of distribution list (see page 14).

2. If you are sending to a system or personal list, enter the list number. Your 
list selection will be confirmed and you will be prompted to press “1” to 
continue or any key to abort.

 If you are sending to a manual list, enter up-to-five mailbox numbers 
that you want included in the list. When you have finished entering all 
mailbox numbers, press the star (*) key. If you wish to abort, press the 
pound (#) key.

3. Record the message. When you are finished recording, you will be 
prompted with message-sending options (send, edit, discard, or label). 
Proceed as appropriate.

Sending to a Distri-
bution List
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Changing Mailbox Settings

Page 8 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.7] 

Digital Link provides users with several options to modify their mailbox settings. 
Mailbox maintenance options* include the ability to 

• record/change active mailbox greetings, or 
 record/edit questions for the Question & answer mode.

• re-record the user’s name.

• re-record the user’s password.

• change the mailbox mode (functionality).

• modify the mailbox’s enhanced notification program.

• select automatic or manual mode for date and time  
 announcements on all incoming messages.

• change mailbox forwarding.

• assign or reassign a personal operator.

a more detailed discussion of these options is offered on the following pages.

*access and editing privileges to mailbox maintenance options are dependent     
   upon the rights assigned to the mailbox’s class of service. (See Section 405-6: 
   Modifying Class of Service.)

Changing  
Mailbox Settings
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Editing Greetings

Page 9 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.8] 

all mailbox modes, except the Question & answer mode, will play a caller 
greeting message. Users may record up to ten greetings (if allowed by class of 
service), which can be stored and activated as appropriate for different occasions. 
For example, different greetings may be recorded when

• the user is in the office.

• the user is on a business trip or vacation.

• the user is out for part of the day.

• the user is temporarily working at a different location, and he/she  
 can not or prefers not to forward the extension to the other loca-
tion.

• the user wants to greet callers with a special announcement, such 
as   a product sale, a restaurant menu, or the show times of a movie  
 theatre (for the Greeting Only mode).

The first greeting that the user records when activating his/her mailbox is auto-
matically assigned as greeting #1. The user should assign subsequent greetings a 
number between two and ten for future identification purposes. VSR also recom-
mends that users keep a written record of their greetings, especially if dates are 
specified in the message. This record will prove a useful reference when editing 
or activating a new greeting.

Users may want to 
change their extension 
settings when activat-
ing  certain greetings. 
For example, when a 
user is out of the office, 
he/she can forward the 
extension to voicemail 
and then activate  the 
appropriate greeting. 
Keep in mind that Digi-
tal Link allows users to 
program these options 
remotely, also.

important

editing 
 Greetings
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When the user enters the edit Greetings menu, the currently active greeting will 
be played. Maintenance options offered after the greeting is played will vary de-
pending upon whether the user’s mailbox is allowed single or multiple greetings 
(defined in Class of Service). 

For single-greeting mailboxes, the user will be offered the following options:

 Listen to Greeting

Users can replay their recorded greeting by pressing “1”.

 Re-record Greeting

Users can record over their greeting with a new greeting by pressing “2”.

For multiple-greeting mailboxes, the user will be offered different options:

 Change Active Greeting

Users can choose which greeting they want activated by entering the greet-
ing number when prompted.  Only a previously recorded greeting can be 
activated. 

 Select and Edit Greeting

Users can modify previously recorded greetings or record a new greeting by 
entering the greeting number and pressing the following keys:

Press 1to play: This option allows users to review their selected greet-
ing. If no greeting has been recorded for the number entered, Digital Link 
will repeat the options.

Press 2to record: This option allows users to record a new greeting or 
edit the selected greeting by re-recording it.

Press 3to erase: This option allows users to delete a recorded greeting. 
Before discarding the greeting, Digital Link will ask the user to confirm 
the selection to be deleted. To abort the deletion process, users can press 
the pound (#) key.

 

 

1

ABC 
2

 

1

When recording a greet-
ing that offers the caller 
the option of dialing 
another extension for 
help rather than leaving 
a message, users should 
make sure that the end 
of the greeting includes 
a few seconds of silence. 
This gives the caller 
time to finish listening 
to the message and dial 
the recommended num-
ber before Digital Link 
begins recording.

important
ABC 
2

editing 
Greetings
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 Play All Greetings

Users can review all mailbox greetings according to their assigned greeting 
number. If no greeting is recorded for any of the ten multiple greeting as-
signments, Digital Link will announce that the particular greeting number is 
not recorded.

Digital Link provides two additional functionality keys in the editing Greetings 
menu that are available to all mailbox users:

 

 Repeat Instructions

 Users can replay the most recently played instructions or menu options by  
 simply pressing the star (*) key.

  

  Previous Menu

 Users can return to the previous menu by simply pressing the pound (#) 
key.

DEF 
3

*

#

editing 
 Greetings
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Editing Questions ( Question & Answer Mode)

Page 9 of the Digital Link User’s Guide [Figure 9.7]

Digital Link’s Question & answer (Q & a) mailbox mode enables mailbox users 
to survey callers with a list of up-to-99 programmed questions. Both vocal and  
touchtone responses to questions can be recorded. When users retrieve the survey 
responses from the Q & a mailbox, each call is contained as a single saved mes-
sage, regardless of the number of questions answered.

Prior to recording questions, VSr recommends that users carefully plan the 
structure and script of the survey. To assist in this process, a Question and answer 
Planning Sheet, eZ Form 210, has been included in appendix a. This planning 
sheet will help users prepare the question list and determine possible response 
modes. It also serves as a written record of each question and its assigned number 
for reference in compiling survey results.

In preparing the question list, users should consider the following issues:

• How many questions will be on the list?

• What type of response will be recorded for each question: 
 voice, 0-9 numerical touchtone, or Yes/No touchtone?

• Will a custom closing prompt need to be recorded, or will Digital  
 Link’s default prompt be used?

• Should the survey session end with Digital Link hanging up or  
 should the caller be returned to the previous menu?

 

 

editing  
Questions 
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• Should callers be offered the choice to edit their response?

• Will the caller be allowed to transfer to a designated operator? 
 If so, what is the operator’s extension?

These issues are central to the overall design of the question list. after determin-
ing the general design, users should  write out a complete script of the questions  
and possible response types, using Digital Link’s eZ Form 210.

Users may want to include a preface statement in the first question that introduces 
the caller to the survey and provides brief instructions on how to respond to ques-
tions or transfer to the operator (if this option is enabled). 

For example, Question #1 might state:

Please listen carefully to the following instructions. You will be 
asked  a series of questions. Each question will require you to 
answer with a spoken response, a touchtone response using your 
telephone dialpad, or a combination of both. If you wish to transfer 
back to an operator, press“0” now. (Pause.) Please state your name 
slowly and clearly.

To encourage accurate survey results, each subsequent question should include 
specific instructions for caller response.

For example, your questions might say:

Question 2: Would you like to be added to our mailing list? 
(Pause.) Press “1” for YeS, “2” for nO.

Question 3: Please enter in your phone number, including area 
code, using your touchtone key pad. 

after preparing the script of questions, users can begin recording their list. after 
the list is set up, users can

• edit the questions in the list.

• delete any or all of the questions in the list.

• create a new list.

• reset termination (how the session ends), response editing, and  
 operator access options.

editing 
Questions
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Digital Link will prompt the user through the complete process of creating and/
or editing a question list. 

In the Mailbox Settings/edit Questions menu, the following options are pro-
vided:

 Play All Questions

Users can review the currently recorded list, question by question. If no ques-
tions have been recorded yet, Digital Link will repeat the options menu.

 Record All Questions

Users can record a new list of questions or re-record over the existing survey 
list. Digital Link will prompt users that by enabling this option, all previously 
recorded questions will be deleted. Users will be asked to confirm deletion 
by pressing “1” or to abort by pressing the pound (#) key. after a brief pause, 
Digital Link will guide users through the following steps:

 Step 1: Enter the number of questions to be recorded. 

 Step 2: Record each question separately. Press the pound (#)  
  key when finished recording.

 Step 3: Play the question back and/or re-record, if desired.

 Step 4: Select the response type for the question: voice, 0-9  
  touchtone or Yes/No touchtone.

Steps 2, 3, and 4 will be repeated for each question until the entire list is  
recorded. Then Digital Link will continue to prompt the user through the 
rest of the steps required to complete a Q & a list:

 Step 5: Record a closing prompt. If a prompt is not recorded,  
  Digital Link will use the default prompt: Thank you for  
  responding  to our questions. One moment please.

 Step 6: Select termination method by which Digital Link con- 
  cludes the interview: hanging up or returning the caller  
  to the preceding menu. If hanging up is selected, Digital  
  Link will prompt callers with “Please hang up now,” after  
  the  closing prompt.

 Step 7:  Enable or disable response editing. This option allows   
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  callers the ability to review and edit their answers.

 Step 8: Enable or disable operator access. This option allows  
  callers to transfer to a special operator. This operator may  
  be a person who can directly assist the caller in a specific  
  area, e.g., sales, marketing, or administration. 

Designate a temporary operator extension. This exten-
sion must be an extension programmed in Digital Link, 
whether it is an actual extension or a virtual extension that 
forwards to a mailbox or menu.

 

 Delete All Questions

Users can discard all recorded questions in the list. Prior to deletion, Digital 
Link will ask the user to confirm the operation by pressing “1”.

 Edit a Question

Users can review, modify, add, or delete individual questions in the list. after 
entering the number of the question they wish to edit, users will be prompted 
with the following options:

Press 1to play: This option allows users to review their selected ques-
tion. If no question has been recorded for the number entered, Digital 
Link will continue on to the next option.

Press 2to re-record: This option allows users to record a new ques-
tion or edit an existing question by re-recording it. Users will be guided 
through the same recording process offered in the record all Questions 
option (page 20).  

Press 3to delete: This option allows users to delete a selected question 
from the list. Deletion will not affect the assigned numbering of the re-
maining questions. When played back, the question list will simply  

GHI 
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important
If the operator access 
option is enabled, users 
should  instruct callers 
in the preface statement 
(recorded in Question 1) 
that they may transfer  
directly to an operator 
by dialing “0”. A brief 
recorded pause should 
follow these instructions 
so that the caller can 
transfer out of the Q & 
A mailbox before Digital 
Link records the entry as 
a touchtone response.  
(Refer to example on 
page 19.)
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 skip over the deleted number and continue on to the next question. 

 Set Options

Users can modify the Q & a options assigned when they initially recorded 
the list:

 Press 1to change termination method: This option defines  
 whether the interview session will be concluded by Digital Link 
hang-  ing up or returning the caller to the preceding menu.

 Press 2to change response editing option:  This option allows  
 callers to play back their recorded responses and edit their answers.

 Press 3to change operator access: This option enables or dis- 
 ables the caller’s ability to transfer to a specially assigned operator.  
 If enabled, Digital Link will prompt the user to assign an operator  
 extension number.

Digital Link’s Question & answer mode can be used for numerous applications. 
a library of question lists can be created by assigning Q & a mode to an entire 
range of mailboxes, then programming each one to play a different list of ques-
tions. Users can select a different question list every day by simply forwarding 
their extension to the appropriate mailbox. 

another popular Q & a application allows callers to transfer to a menu of exten-
sions classified by different areas of interest. Each of these extensions forwards to 
a mailbox set up with questions applicable to the caller’s specified area of interest. 
Callers applying for employment, for example, can be transferred to a menu that 
classifies employment by department or position. After entering the appropriate 
extension, they will transfer to a Q & a mailbox programmed with a list of inter-
view questions relating to that particular department or position. This application 
can also be used for college registration or newspaper/magazine subscription.

GHI 
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Editing User’s Name and Password
The Mailbox Settings menu also provides users with the options to re-record their 
name and/or reassign a new password to their mailbox. 

  Edit Name

 By pressing “1”, users can review and change the recorded announce- 
 ment of   their name that they created when they first activated their 
mail  box. This recorded name will be used for several purposes:

  • Identifying the mailbox owner to callers who have been  
   forwarded from a busy or unanswered extension.

  • Identifying the message sender to another user when a  
   message is retrieved.

  • Creating a system directory of all users, which is pro- 
   vided to callers who do not know the extension of the  
   person they are trying to reach.

  • Announcing the called party in a loudspeaker paging  
   message, if enabled in Class of Service.

 after stating their name, users should immediately press any key to  
 signal that they have finished recording

  

  Edit Password

 Users can change their password as often as they want. assigning a new  
 password every few months is recommended to maintain a high level of  
 mailbox security. 

 Only the mailbox owner is allowed to edit an assigned password. How 
 ever, system administrators can reset the password to the system default  
 (“1111”) if requested by a user who, for example, may have forgotten  
 his/her password. (See page 902-7 for additional information on reset 
 ting user passwords through the administrator’s Mailbox.)

.
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Changing the Mailbox Mode

Page 13 of the Digital Link User’s Guide

Digital Link’s flexible voicemail system currently offers seven different ways 
users can program their mailbox to operate. The selection of modes available 
to users through the Mailbox Settings menu is determined in Class of Service. 
The following list briefly describes the general features and functions of each 
mailbox mode.

 

  Take Message Mode

The Take Message mode is the most common mailbox operating mode. It plays 
a greeting and then allows callers to record a message. Callers can simply hang 
up or press any key for more options. The maximum number of messages the 
mailbox will accept and the length of time they will be stored before being 
deleted is defined by Class of Service. 

  Greeting Only Mode

This mailbox mode will play a greeting and then hang up. Dual Tone Multi-
Frequency (DTMF) digits are permitted. If mailbox forwarding is defined, 
the caller will transfer to the forwarding destination. This mode is assigned to 
mailboxes that primarily serve to provide information through an announce-
ment greeting. If the greeting includes instructions to dial another extension for 
assistance, the user should include a brief pause at the end of the recording to 
allow the caller enough time to dial before the system hangs up. 

ABC 
2
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  Question and Answer (Q & A) Mode

Question and answer mode provides survey services via voice or press-key 
response. Mailboxes can be programmed to ask up to 99 questions per mailbox. 
The caller may disconnect at any time, and responses will be saved. However, 
if the caller transfers to an operator, the responses will not be saved. When 
replayed, each answer is announced by its corresponding question number. 
Forward and rewind features are allowed during playback. If no questions are 
recorded for a  Q & a mailbox, callers will be asked to leave a message for the 
mailbox owner. 

  RAD (Recorded Announcement Device) Mode

raD modes will play the voicemail greeting, ignore DTMF digits, wait two 
seconds after the greeting ends, and then hang up--unless forwarding is enabled, 
in which case the caller will be routed to another destination.

Typically, raD modes are employed in automatic Call Distribution environ-
ments to prompt callers of their holding queue status, in hotels to play wakeup 
messages, or in businesses that want to provide callers with recorded informa-
tion about the company and its products. Because raD channels are analog, 
not digital, this feature is hardware dependent.

  Service Bureau Mode

The Service Bureau mode plays a mailbox greeting, takes the caller’s message, 
and then hangs up. all DTMF digits are ignored. Service Bureau mailboxes do 
not respond to touchtones, so callers can not transfer elsewhere. nor can callers 
edit their messages. This mode is favored by customers who resell mailboxes 
to end users and want to ensure restricted access.

  Hotel Administrator Mode

The Hotel administrator mode offers secured access for performing administra-
tive tasks, such as setting and resetting guestroom mailboxes, purging messages, 
clearing scheduled wakeup calls, and resetting message waiting lights. Multiple 
administrators may be assigned this mode.

  Hotel/Motel Mode

Designed specifically for hotel guests, this mode plays a prerecorded greeting 
that informs callers the guest is currently unavailable and offers the options of 
leaving a message or transferring to the hotel operator. among its many fea-
tures, this mode offers guests 24-hour access to messages, remote retrieval of 
messages, and scheduled wakeup calls.
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Planning & Programming Enhanced Notification

Page 14 of the Digital Link User’s Guide

Digital Link can alert users when they have a message through lamp notifica-
tion, enhanced notification, or both. Lamp notification occurs when Digital Link  
activates a PBX command to light the message waiting lamp located on the 
user’s telephone set. When the message is retrieved, the light is automatically 
extinguished. Enhanced notification is the sophisticated notification process 
where Digital Link circulates through a list of up-to-ten different telephone and 
pager numbers trying to contact the mailbox user. Digital Link will continue 
dialing  through this extensive search list at preset intervals until it reaches the 
maximum number of attempts defined by the administrator or until the message 
is retrieved

When Digital Link connects with an external number, it will announce: “This is 
the message center calling for [name of person]. Please enter the password.” For 
pager notification, Digital Link will transmit the mailbox number, as well as the 
type and number of pending messages, if desired, to the pager.

Enhanced	Notification	Planning	Form

Prior to setting up Enhanced Notification, users should complete a notification 
planning form. They may use the form provided on page 17 of the User’s Guide 
or a copy of Digital	Link’s	EZ	Form	205, located in appendix a. This form will 
guide users in creating a list of telephone/pager numbers with specific notification 
characteristics. It also serves as a written record which users can refer to later 
when they want to make modifications to their notification program.

enhanced 
Notification
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Planning & Programming Enhanced Notification

Page 17 of the Digital Link User’s Guide

each entry on the Enhanced Notification form defines a notification number and  
associated settings. Since Digital Link runs notification according to the numerical 
order of enabled entries, users should organize their list of entries according to 
the likelihood of successful contact. So, for example, the first entry would be the 
number where Digital Link can usually reach the user, the second entry would be 
the next most likely place the user can be located, and so on. 

	How to fill out the notification planning form

1. Under Entry Type,  enter  “1” for extension, “2” for outside number, or 
“3” for pager.

2. enter the telephone number Digital Link should dial under Phone Num-
ber. For pagers that require dialing two numbers (e.g., a telephone number 
and a PIn number), enter the telephone number here. The second number 
is entered under Pager PIN #.

3.  after dialing the pager telephone number, Digital Link pauses to receive a 
confirmation tone, then it dials the pager PIN number. Pauses are measured 
in two second intervals. Under Pager	PIN	Prefix, enter the number of 
pause intervals Digital Link should use before dialing the PIn number.  
For example, if “5” is entered as the Prefix, Digital Link will wait 10 
seconds before dialing the PIn number.

(continued on next page)

important
External notification 
to outside numbers or 
pagers may be restricted 
by the mailbox’s Class of 
Service or by the PBX.  
Refer to Section 405-6, 
page 7.
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4.  after dialing the PIn number, Digital Link will pause again to connect 
to the pager before entering the mailbox code. enter the number of pause 
intervals, measured in two second lengths, under Mailbox	Prefix.

5. Under Tries, enter the number of times Digital Link should dial this 
telephone or pager number before continuing on to the next enabled entry 
number. The system default is three tries.

 For numbers where the user is less likely to be located, it is recommended  
the number of tries for that entry be decreased. This will reduce any excess 
ringing that may disturb others at that location.

6. Under Wait, enter the amount of time Digital Link should wait before 
trying to dial the entry number again. The system default is three minutes. 
The allowable wait range is 1-99 minutes.

Example of Enhanced Notification Planning Form

If Enhanced Notification was programmed according to the planning form in the 
example above, the following process would occur:

• Digital Link would first dial extension 112 for three tries, waiting 
five minutes after each try.

• next, Digital Link would dial pager number 800-555-1234, pause 
ten seconds to receive the confirmation tone, dial the PIN number 
555-2222, pause two seconds, then send the mailbox number to the 
pager. Digital Link will try the pager number two more times, waiting 
five minutes after each try.

1
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• next, Digital Link would dial the outside number 555-6565 once, 
then wait five minutes.

• next, Digital Link would dial the pager number 800-555-3235, pause 
ten seconds to receive the confirmation tone, dial the PIN number 
555-1111, pause two seconds, then send the mailbox number to the 
pager. Digital Link will try the pager number fourteen more times, 
waiting five minutes after each try.

• Digital Link would then return to the first entry, dial extension 112 
three times, and so on.

enhanced 
Notification
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Programming/Editing	Enhanced	Notification	

Page 16 of the Digital Link User’s Guide

Once the notification planning form has been completed, either the system ad-
ministrator or the user (if allowed by Class of Service) can use this information 
to program and/or edit Enhanced Notification. Generally, the system administra-
tor would set up Enhanced Notification through Digital Link’s online or external 
maintenance program (See Section 405-3: Setting Up Enhanced Notification). 
Modifications to the notification list can be made through the user’s mailbox 
using the following options offered in the Mailbox Settings/Change Notification 
menu:

 Change	Notification	Status

This option allows users to activate or deactivate the notification program. 
Users may choose to deactivate notification when they are in the office, on 
vacation, or any time they want to minimize calls to their extension, pager, 
or outside telephones. 

If activating, users can choose whether they want to be notified every time 
a new message is received in their mailbox, or only be notified on the first 
new message.
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 Edit	Notification	Entries

Digital Link will prompt the user with the current status of the first notification 
entry, which has been programmed by default as the user’s extension num-
ber. To select another entry, users should press “3” (See Change to Another 
Entry option below). 

Whether the user is setting up new entries or modifying current entries, Digital 
Link will prompt the user through each step with the appropriate options. These 
options are outlined below; however, the order in which they are offered may 
vary according to the procedure being performed.  

Press 1to enable/disable this entry: This option allows users to  
enable or disable the currently selected entry. entries which are disabled 
are not notified. If the entry selected has not been programmed, Digital 
Link will not offer this option until the entry type and number has been 
entered (which is performed in the Edit Current Settings option, de-
scribed below.) To select another entry for enabling/disabling, users should 
press “3”. (See Change to Another Entry option.)

Press 2to edit current settings: This options prompts  users through 
the process of creating or modifying a selected entry using the keys “1” 
through “5” to define specific settings as indicated on the Enhanced 
Notification Planning Form. Users will not be prompted with the key 
options “6” (Change	PIN	Prefix) and “7” (Change	Mailbox	Prefix)  
because these settings should not be adjusted without first consulting the 
administrator. 

For additional information on these entry settings, see instructions on 
“How to fill out the notification planning form” (page 901-27) or refer 
to Section 405-3: Setting Up Enhanced Notification.

Press 3to change to another entry number: This option allows users 
to change the current entry selection. Users will be prompted to enter 
the entry number they wish to edit, followed by the pound (#) key. entry 
numbers should be programmed according to the arranged order   previ-
ously designated in the Enhanced Notification Planning Form. 
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Changing the Date & Time Mode
The Mailbox Settings menu also offers users the option to enable or disable the 
automatic Date and Time announcement mode. If enabled, Digital Link will au-
tomatically announce the date and time of a message immediately after playing 
it. If disabled, the user can still manually request a Time and Date announcement 
after a message has played by pressing “6”.

Changing Mailbox Forwarding
Through the Mailbox Settings menu, users can change their mailbox forwarding 
options by pressing “7”. Users can disable all forwarding, or they can forward 
their mailbox to another mailbox, extension, menu, or outside number. When a 
mailbox is forwarded, no greeting is played and the caller is immediately con-
nected to the forwarding destination.

  No	Forwarding

Users can disable all forwarding from their mailbox by pressing “1”. If 
forwarding is disabled, callers will hear the standard mailbox greeting and 
options.

 	 Forward	to	a	Mailbox

after pressing “2”, users will be prompted to enter the mailbox number to 
which they want to their mailbox forwarded.

Users may want to use this option if, for example, they are going on vaca-
tion and they want all messages to be handled by an assistant. The user 
would then forward their mailbox to their assistant’s mailbox. Or users can 
forward to a mailbox programmed to Q & a mode, if they don’t want to 
change their own mailbox mode.

  Forward	to	an	Extension

after pressing “3”, users will be prompted to enter the extension number 
to which they want their mailbox forwarded.

Users would use this option if, for example, they want their calls to be 
handled by their assistant directly. The user would forward their mailbox 
to their assistant’s extension number.
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  Forward	to	a	Menu

after pressing “4”, users will be prompted to enter the menu number to 
which they want their mailbox forwarded. all menus are created and main-
tained by the system administrator. Each menu has an identification number 
assigned, which the administrator can provide to the user.

This option may be used when the user wants to direct the caller to a menu 
for additional choices. For example, a Personnel mailbox could be forwarded 
to a menu allowing the caller to choose extensions for  information on em-
ployment, benefits, payroll or other personnel-related areas.

  Forward	to	an	External	Number	

Users may also forward their extension to an outside telephone number by 
pressing “5”. Users will be prompted to enter the telephone number, which 
may contain up to 19 digits.

note that the availability of this option may be limited by the following 
conditions:

• Digital Link system default settings: If External Forwarding in  
 Class of Service is set to nOne, or if external Forwarding in  
 System Options is set to nOne,  users can not forward to an  
 outside number. 

• PBX restrictions:  The PBX may restrict dialing long distance  
 calls on any voicemail channels, or may not allow trunk-to- 
 trunk connection. (a trunk-to-trunk connection, in this case,  
 means the trunk on which the call came in is joined to the  
 trunk on which the forwarded call went out.)

Changing or Assigning a Personal Operator
Users can assign a personal operator to their mailbox, or change the personal 
operator they have assigned, through the Mailbox Settings menu. Users simply 
enter the extension number of the person they wish to assign as a personal opera-
tor. The personal operator, rather than the system operator, is accessed when a 
caller presses “0” during the mailbox greeting. Users should record instructions  
in their greeting directing callers to press “0” to reach the personal operator. These 
instructions should include a brief pause for callers to comply as instructed before 
Digital Link begins recording.
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Changing extension Settings

Page 18 of the Digital Link User’s Guide

In the Extension Settings menu, Digital Link will first announce the user’s cur-
rent extension settings and then provide options by which the user may change 
how the extension operates (if allowed by the extension’s class of service). These 
options are described more fully in the following pages:

Changing Extension Forwarding

Through the extension Settings menu, users can change their extension forward-
ing options by pressing “1”. If extension forwarding is enabled, all incoming calls 
are directly routed to the extension, mailbox, menu, or external number that the 
user specifies. The user’s telephone extension does not ring

extension forwarding is available only if the system uses an automated attendant. 
To forward when there is no automated attendant, users should employ Digital 
Link’s mailbox forwarding feature. (See “Changing Mailbox Forwarding” on 
pages 32-33.)

Depending upon the extension’s class of service, the following extension  
forwarding options will be offered:

Changing  
extension 
Settings
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1	 	 No	Forwarding

Users can disable all forwarding from their extension by pressing “1”. 

  Forward	to	Another	Extension

After pressing “2”, users will be prompted to enter the extension number to 
which they want to their extension forwarded.

Users would use this option whenever they want someone else to answer 
their calls, or when they are temporarily located at another extension and 
want their calls to be routed to that location’s telephone extension.

	 	 Forward	to	a	Mailbox

after pressing “3”, users will be prompted to enter the mailbox number to 
which they want to their extension forwarded. When  users forward their 
extension to a mailbox, callers are immediately answered by the mailbox 
greeting.

Users may want to forward to their own mailbox when they plan to be away 
from their office for any length of time and want to avoid the distractive 
ringing of their unanswered phone. They may also decide to forward to a 
mailbox belonging to an assistant, who will handle their messages during 
their absence.

  Forward	to	a	Menu

after pressing “4”, users will be prompted to enter the number of the menu 
to which they want to their extension forwarded. They will also be asked to 
confirm their menu selection by pressing the pound (#) key. 

Forwarding to a menu is generally used with virtual or dummy extensions. 
In a typical application, the system administrator assigns a virtual extension 
for each department. This virtual extension is set up to forward to a menu 
which will provide the caller with choices appropriate to that department. For 
example, a virtual extension set up for the sales department may forward to 
a menu offering callers the choice of listening to product and demo informa-
tion, speaking to a service representative, or placing a customer order.

This option requires the careful planning, preparation, and creation of ap-
propriate menus and playfiles by the system administrator. For additional 
instructions, see Section 405-5: Making Voice Menu Changes.
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	 Forward	to	an	External	Number

This option allows users to forward their extension to an outside number, 
if allowed by class of service and System Option settings. 

To prevent toll fraud, it is recommended that forwarding to external 
numbers be heavily restricted.

	 	 Change	“Busy”	or	“No	Answer”	Forwarding	

Digital Link provides users with the ability to forward their extension to 
another extension, mailbox, or menu on “busy” or “no answer” conditions. 
Additionally, it provides the ability to define an alternative forwarding 
destination if the first transfer attempt is unsuccessful.

Users can also decide whether they want the call to be transferred directly 
to the forwarding destination, or if they want callers to be transferred after 
options have been offered.

The following is an example of how a user might define their forwarding 
options under all conditions:

 Forwarding Condition type Forward to  number 

1st Busy Forwarding Direct extension 300

2nd Busy alternative after Options Mailbox 350

1st no answ. Forwarding Direct extension 300

2nd no answ. alternative after Options Mailbox 350

In this example, the caller will be transferred directly to extension 300 when 
the user’s extension is busy or does not answer. If extension 300 is busy or 
does not answer, the caller will hear the options menu and then transfer to 
mailbox 350 to leave a message.

  

important
Digital Link will assume 
Smart Transfer on all 
“busy” or “no answer” 
forwarding conditions. 
However, extensions 
may be programmed by 
the  system administra-
tor for Blind Transfers 
through CDE Extension 
Forms. For instructions, 
see Section 405-1: Modi-
fying Extensions.
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Changing Screening

Users can change whether call screening is enabled or disabled on their extension 
by pressing “2” in the extension Settings menu. If call screening is enabled, users 
will be notified of who is calling prior to transfer. Digital Link will ask callers to 
announce their name, allowing the user to then accept or reject the call. If the user 
rejects the call, the caller will be informed that the extension does not answer and 
offered the option of leaving a message or trying another extension. If the user 
accepts the call, the caller is immediately transferred to the user’s extension.

For this option, Screening must be enabled in the extension’s class of service and 
SMarT TranSFer must be defined as the Transfer Type. 

Changing Holding

By pressing “3” in the extension Settings menu, users can enable or disable call 
holding on their extension. If call holding is enabled, callers will be offered the 
option of being placed  “on hold” if the extension which they are calling is busy. 
Callers who are on hold are placed in a holding  queue and are periodically in-
formed of their position in the queue.

The holding interval (the length of time between Digital Link’s attempts to call 
the busy extension while a caller is holding) is determined in the extension’s 
class of service. 

For this option, Holding must be enabled in the extension’s class of service. 
additionally, it is recommended that SMarT TranSFer is assigned as the 
Transfer Type.

Changing or Assigning a Personal Operator
Users may change or assign a personal operator to their extension by pressing 
“4” . This option is useful when a mailbox is not assigned to an extension, and 
the user would like all calls directed to his/her personal assistant under busy or 
no answer conditions. The user simply enters the extension number of the person 
whom they would like to assign as a personal operator. The personal operator, 
rather than the system operator, is accessed when a caller presses “0”

Forwarding Your Telephone to Voice Mail
Users can forward their Mitel telephone, not just the Digital Link extension, to 
voice mail by pressing “5”. This is especially useful when users are away from 
the office and would like to forward their telephone to voice mail to prevent 
unnecessary extension ringing and reduce the waiting time for callers. It is also 
convenient for users when checking their messages remotely. This option is 
SMarT TranSFer and phone system dependent.

.

 

caution
Do not forward your 
telephone when Call 
Screening is enabled. It 
may result in abnormal 
functioning.
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Section 902
Administrative 

Maintenance

This section describes Digital Link’s 
Administrative Mailbox, which 
provides administrative access to 
maintenance programming over the 
telephone.
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ADMInISTrATIve MAILbox proGrAMMInG

With Digital Link’s Administrative Mailbox, you can perform many online  
programming operations over the telephone. This unique feature promises you 
increased mobility. For example, you can call into Digital Link’s voicemail sys-
tem and make programming changes remotely from any touchtone phone. It also 
permits you to make requested changes quickly and simply in the presence of the 
requester, that is, from the requester’s office extension itself.

every Digital Link voicemail system has an administrative mailbox, which is 
set up during installation by your dealer. This mailbox offers all the full-featured 
voicemail options provided to the standard user, as well as certain administra-
tive programming functions secured by restricted access. These administrative 
programs include the following:

 • Extension Maintenance: This option allows you to add extensions,  
  assign extensions to mailboxes, and change the extension’s class of  
  service.

 • Mailbox Maintenance: This option allows you to add mailboxes,  
  enable or disable mailboxes, change the mailbox class of service, reset  
  the mailbox password, change notification intervals and the number of  
  notification attempts, and change the mailbox lamp extension.

 • PBX Options: This option allows you to switch the pbx’s night/day  
  mode between Day service, night 1 service, and night 2 service.

 • Utilities: This option allows you to record new prompts or edit existing  
  prompts.

The following pages will provide step-by-step instructions on how to access 
the administrative mailbox and perform each of the programming operations 
described above.

About Admin 
Mailbox 
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Accessing Administrative Mailbox programming

	How to login to the Administrative Mailbox directly

1. Access Digital Link by

  • dialing an extension or hunt group that is reserved for   
  voice mail;

  • pressing a feature key on an extension telephone.

2. enter the assigned Administrative Mailbox password. If the mailbox has 
not been activated, the default password will be required. enter the de-
fault password, which will be a string of “1”s. The password length may 
vary from 3 to 15 digits, depending upon the password type and length 
assigned in Quick Setup. The system default is four “1”s for fixed length 
passwords and fifteen “1”s for variable length passwords.

3. Digital Link will prompt you with the Main User Menu. press “7” to 
access the Administrative programming  Menu.

	How to login to the Administrative Mailbox from a menu

1. Access  the voicemail system from the Main User Menu by pressing “8” 
or the assigned menu key.  ( Note: The specific key assignment to access 
voice1 mail may vary according to  menu programming; however, the 
system default  is “8”.)

2.  enter the mailbox number and press the star key (*). pressing the star 
key allows you to access the mailbox as the login user.

4. enter the assigned Administrative Mailbox password. If the mailbox has 
not been activated, the default password will be required. enter the de-
fault password, which will be a string of “1”s. The password length may 
vary from 3 to 15 digits, depending upon the password type and length 
assigned in Quick Setup. The system default is four “1”s for fixed length 
passwords and fifteen “1”s for variable length passwords. 

3. Digital Link will prompt you with the Main User Menu. press “7” to 
access the Administrative programming  Menu.

Accessing the Admin 
Mailbox 
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Making Administrative Changes
once you have entered the Administrative programming Menu, Digital Link will  
prompt you with the following options:

 1)  extension Maintenance  3) pbx options

 2) Mailbox Maintenance  4) Utilities

Extension Maintenance
After pressing “1”, you can add a new extension to Digital Link, assign the exten-
sion to a mailbox, and change the extension’s class of service.

    Add an Extension

As prompted, 

	 	Enter the extension number you want to add, and confirm.

	  enter the number of the mailbox to be assigned to the new  
  extension, or, enter “0” if you do not want a mailbox   
  assigned to the extension.

When you have finished, Digital Link will confirm the change and re-
turn you to the  extension Maintenance menu.

    Assign an Extension to a Mailbox

This allows you to assign an extension that you recently added to a mail-
box, or change the mailbox that you previously assigned. (The mailbox 
and extension are typically assigned the same number when extensions 
are added.)

As prompted,

	 	enter the extension number you want to change. After you  
  have specified the extension, Digital Link will state the  
  extension’s current mailbox assignment.

	 	enter the mailbox number to be assigned, or press “0” to  
  unassign the current mailbox number.

 	Confirm the new mailbox assignment by pressing “1”, or  
  press any key to abort the assignment change.

When you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Extension 
Maintenance menu.

  

 

 

1 

ABC 

2

extension  
Maintenance
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    Change Class of Service

Digital Link automatically assigns a default class of service (Class of 
Service #1) to any newly created extensions. This maintenance option 
allows you to change the extension’s assigned class of service.

As prompted,

	 	enter the extension number you want to change. After you  
  have specified the extension, Digital Link will state the  
  extension’s current class of service assignment.

	 	enter the new class of service number to be assigned, or  
  press “#” to abort.

 	prior to assigning the new class of service, Digital Link  
  will warn you that the new class of service may change the  
  operation of the selected extension. Confirm the class of  
  service assignment by pressing “1”, or press any key to  
  abort the assignment change.

When you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Extension 
Maintenance menu.

Mailbox Maintenance
pressing “2” opens the Mailbox Maintenance menu. This menu allows you to 
perform many of the administrative maintenance functions that are available in 
CDe Mailbox Forms (see Section 405-2: Modifying Mailboxes). Some of the 
maintenance functions that are not available through the administrative mailbox 
can be performed by opening the user’s mailbox (see “Administrator Access to 
User Mailboxes” on page 9). 

   Add a Mailbox

As prompted,

	 	Enter the mailbox number you wish to add, and confirm  
  your choice.
	 	enter the class of service you want to assign to this mail- 
  box. If an extension is associated with this mailbox, the  
  mailbox’s class of service should match that assigned to  
  the extension.
When you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Mailbox 
Maintenance menu.

DEF 

3

 

1
important

After adding a new mail-
box, the name of the 
mailbox owner should 
be entered as soon as 
possible in the CDE 
Mailbox Forms. See 
Section 405-2: Modify-
ing Mailboxes.

Mailbox 
Maintenance 
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ABC 

2   Turn Mailbox On or Off

You can enable or disable a mailbox. If disabled, the mailbox will be en-
tirely inactive, even though it still remains on the system. This would be 
used, for example, if an employee leaves the company and you have not 
reassigned the extension and mailbox.

As prompted,

	 	Enter the mailbox number to change, and confirm your choice.
	 	press “1” to turn the mailbox on/off, or press any other key  
  to maintain the current setting.

When you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Mailbox 
Maintenance menu.

    Change Class of Service

You can assign a different class of service to a mailbox, if you have multiple 
classes of service.

As prompted,

	 	enter the number of the mailbox you wish to change. Digital  
  Link will state the current class of service assignment.
	 	enter the number of the class of service you wish to assign to  
  the mailbox. If an extension is associated with this mailbox,  
  the mailbox’s class of service should match that assigned  
   to the extension.
 	prior to assigning the new class of service, Digital Link will  
  warn you that the new class of service may change the opera- 
  tion of the selected mailbox. Confirm your choice by pressing  
  “1”, or press any key to abort the assignment change.
When you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Mailbox 
Maintenance menu.
 Reset Password

DEF 

3

important

After turning the mail-
box “off”, you should 
remove the name of the 
mailbox owner in the 
CDE Mailbox Forms. 
See Section 405-2: Mod-
ifying Mailboxes.

Mailbox 
Maintenance 
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You   can reset the password of a mailbox to the default (usually “ 
  1111”). Do this, for example, if users forget their password. They 
can then enter a new password the next time they access their mailbox.

As prompted,	

	 	enter the number of the mailbox for which the password is to  
  be reset.
	  Confirm your choice to reset the password.

After you have finished, Digital Link will return you to the Mailbox 
Maintenance menu.

  Change Notification Interval

You  can change the default notification interval (which is 15 minutes)  
 for a mailbox. This setting is called List Interval in the CDe  noti-
fication  Form (see Section 405-3: Setting Up Enhanced Notification).  It 
is the amount of time Digital Link should wait before circulating through 
the Enhanced Notification list again.

As prompted,

	  enter the mailbox for which you wish to change the interval.  
  Digital Link will state the current List Interval setting. 
	  enter the new interval in minutes and save the setting.
After you have saved the new setting, Digital Link will return you to the 
Mailbox Maintenance menu.

  Change Notification Attempts

You can change the default notification attempts (which is  three attempts) 
for a mailbox. This setting is called List Attempts in the CDE  Notification  
Form (see Section 405-3: Setting Up Enhanced Notification).  List At-
tempts are the number of times that Digital Link should circulate through 
the Enhanced Notification list.

As prompted,

	  enter the mailbox for which you wish to change the  number  
  of List Attempts. Digital Link will state the current setting.
	  enter the new number of Attempts in minutes and save the  
  mailbox setting.

GHI 

4

JKL 
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 Change Lamp Extension

You can reassign a mailbox’s extension for Message Waiting Lamp notifica-
tion. This might be needed when users have multiple mailboxes, or when 
their assigned extensions (such as hunt group or ring group extensions) do 
not employ lamp notification.

As prompted,

	  enter the mailbox number whose extension lamp you wish to  
  reassign.
	  enter the new extension number to which it should be assigned  
  for lamp notification.
  Save the new lamp extension setting.

When you have finished saving your changes, Digital Link will return 
you to the Mailbox Maintenance menu.

PBX Options
pressing “3” in the Administrative programming menu will access the pbx op-
tions feature. With this unique programming option, you can direct your pbx 
system to change from Day mode to night 1 mode, or night 1 mode to night 2 
mode, etc. This option allows you to quickly change your pbx service with the 
press of a few buttons on your telephone. And it also extends your programming 
ability outside the boundaries of your office--now you can call in from home to 
direct the pbx’s switching mode. For example, when inclement weather condi-
tions force your business to temporarily suspend or change daily operations, you 
can just dial in to Digital Link and make sure that the appropriate menu and pbx 
mode will service all incoming calls.

Follow the prompts to designate the appropriate mode by which your pbx should 
operate, and confirm.  

PQRS 

7
pbx options 
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Utilities
by pressing “4” in the Administrative programming menu, you can record or edit  
numbered voice prompts. prompts are played in a serial order to create menus, 
such as the Day Menu. The following options are provided in the record voice 
prompts selection:

 Create a New Prompt

You can create a new prompt by  simply entering the number you wish 
to assign the prompt and then recording after the system tone. After you 
have finished recording, press any key. Digital Link will then offer you 
the following prompt-editing options:

Press 1to play: With this option, you can review the new prompt 
to confirm that your recording was successful.

Press 2to record: Digital Link will simply announce “recording”, 
at which point you should begin recording. When you have finished 
recording, press any key to continue.

Press 3to append: This option allows you to add on to the end of 
any recorded prompt without re-recording it. When the prompt is 
played,  the appended section will be played without pause at the 
end of the original recording. 

Press 4to trim front: Use this option to trim a set amount of time 
(trim length) from the beginning of the recorded prompt. The purpose 
of trimming is to remove any awkward intervals of recorded silence 
before the prompt plays. To confirm that you have trimmed enough 
time, you can review the prompt using the play option.

Press 5to trim end: Similar to the previously described option, 
you can trim a standard length from the end of the recorded prompt. 
To confirm that you have trimmed enough time, you can review the 
edited prompt using the play option.

Press 6to change trim length: The default trim length, or the amount 
of time that can be removed from the beginning or end of a prompt 
is 0.1 seconds. You can change the trim length by entering a new 
setting measured in tenths of a second, followed by the “#” key. For 
example, enter 15#  to set a trim length of 1.5 seconds).

Press 9to save and exit: When you have finished creating or editing 
a prompt, press “9” to save the recording and return to the previous 
menu.

 

 

1

hot  tip

There are occasions 
when a pause, or a brief 
length of recorded si-
lence, might be needed 
at the end of a prompt. 
For example, you will 
want to leave enough 
time for the listener to 
press the appropriate 
keys in situations where  
a caller response is in-
dicated.

Utilities 
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ABC 

2  Re-record an Existing Prompt

You can modify existing prompts by entering the prompt number and then 
employing any of the following prompt-editing options:

Press 1to play: With this option, you can review the selected prompt 
prior to or after re-recording it.

Press2to record: Digital Link will simply announce “recording”, 
at which point you should begin recording. When you have finished 
recording, press any key to continue.

Press3to append: This option allows you to add on to the end of  
any recorded prompt without re-recording it. When the prompt is 
played, the appended section will be played without pause at the end 
of the original recording. 

Press 4to trim front: Use this option to trim a set amount of time 
(trim length) from the beginning of the recorded prompt. The purpose 
of trimming is to remove any awkward intervals of recorded silence 
before the prompt plays. To confirm that you have trimmed enough 
time, you can review the prompt using the play option.

Press 5to trim end: Similar to the previously described option, 
you can trim a standard length from the end of the recorded prompt. 
To confirm that you have trimmed enough time, you can review the 
edited prompt using the play option.

Press 6to change trim length: The default trim length, or the amount 
of time that can be removed from the beginning or end of a prompt, 
is 0.1 seconds. You can change the trim length by entering a new 
setting measured in tenths of a second, followed by the “#” key. For 
example, enter 15# to set a trim length of 1.5 seconds).

Press 9to save and exit: When you have finished recording or 
editing a prompt, press “9” to save the recording and return to the 
previous menu.

Utilities 
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Administrative Messages
The Administrative Mailbox may receive system-generated messages, notifying 
you of inadequate voicemail storage space.

Voicemail Storage Message
Digital Link will warn you when the system is running out of disk space for storing 
mailbox messages. The message will notify you that there is 15 minutes or less of 
voicemail storage available on the system. It will instruct you to have all mailbox 
owners delete any unnecessary saved messages to free up hard disk space.

If your system is constantly running out of storage space, it is usually because 
there are too many obsolete files stored on the hard disk. It may also be due to 
heavier usage than anticipated. To maximize your current space, remove old 
version of backup files, purge old transaction logs, and delete expired messages 
through regularly scheduled system cleanups. To obtain additional storage space, 
contact your vSr dealer.

Accessing User Mailboxes
To access a user’s mailbox, simply login to the mailbox using the administrative 
mailbox password. You will be greeted with the current number of messages in 
the user’s mailbox; however, you will not be able to access any of these mes-
sages. A limited selection of Main Menu options will be available to you in the 
user’s mailbox as system administrator. These options are Change Mailbox Set-
tings, Change extension Settings, and Transfer elsewhere. You will not be able 
to change the user’s password from within the mailbox; this procedure can only 
be performed from the Administrative Mailbox Maintenance menu. 

Note: If the user has the same password as the system administrator, this might 
produce mailbox access conflict. Specifically, the user will only be offered the 
limited selection of Main Menu options that is typically available to the system 
administrator from the user’s mailbox. If this situation occurs, the best solution 
is to change the administrative mailbox password.

other  
Administrative 

Details   
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Section 903
Hotel/Motel

Administration 

This section describes Hotel & Motel 
Administration details, such as a brief 
review of Digital Link’s Hospital-
ity features, Hotel Message Center 
instructions for guests, and basic gue-
stroom mailbox programming. 
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HoSpITALITy feATureS

Digital Link’s Hospitality Package focuses on voicemail services specifically 
designed for the hotel guest. 

Guestroom Messaging

A mailbox can be assigned to each guestroom to take telephone messages when 
there is no answer or if the line is busy. A brief recorded message informs call-
ers that the guest is unavailable. Callers are then offered the option of leaving a 
message or being transferred directly to the hotel operator. The mailbox greeting 
can be customized to meet your hotel’s specific message requirements.

Welcome Messages *

upon check-in, a special welcome message may be placed in the guest’s mailbox. 
This message can offer general information regarding the hotel’s services and 
features available to the guests, as well as provide easy-to-follow instructions on 
how to use the hotel’s voicemail system.

Message Waiting Indication
A message waiting lamp will automatically light on the guestroom telephone when 
a message has been left for that guest. The lamp will automatically extinguish 
when that message has been retrieved.

Convenient  Access
With the touch of a single button on their guestroom phone, guests can retrieve 
their messages.  Guests will be able to access messages from their mailbox at 
their own convenience, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Remote Retrieval of Messages
From any touchtone phone, guests can call the hotel operator, requesting to be 
connected to their mailbox and remotely retrieve their messages.

Password Protection
Each mailbox can be configured with or without a password requirement. Pass-
words can be in fixed or variable lengths from three to fifteen digits.

Wakeup Calls

Guests can schedule their own wakeup calls from their room. Up to five wakeup 
calls can be scheduled per room. If a wakeup call goes unanswered, the system 
will automatically retry within a few minutes. 

* Available in future release

Hospitality 
features
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HoTeL MeSSAGe CenTer InSTruCTIonS

provided with each Digital Link Hospitality package are in-room instructional 
tents, which offer an easy how-to guide for your hotel guests. These attractively 
designed tents can be placed near the guestroom telephone to provide a quick 
reference for retrieving messages and scheduling wakeup calls. 

These guestroom tents provide the following hotel message center instructions:

To retrieve your messages, press: _____________________.

(In the blank space, the hotel administrator should write in the voicemail hunt 
group access number provided by your dealer.) 

You will then be prompted to :
 

 Press 0 for hotel assistance.

 Press 1 to hear your messages.

 Press 2 to set  a wakeup call.

 

After retrieving your messages, you can:
 

 Press 1 to replay messages.

 Press 2 to save messages (if allowed).*

 Press 3 to delete messages.

*Whether guests are allowed to save their messages or not, is determined by the  
 class of service assigned to their mailboxes. If guests are allowed to save mes- 
 sages, these messages will automatically be purged when the system adminis- 
 trator resets the mailbox during the check-out process.

 

Message Center  
Instructions
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HoTeL ADMInISTrATIve proGrAMMInG

Digital Link’s innovative call processing system is designed to meet the unique, 
multi-level application needs of the hospitality environment. each system is 
configured with an Administrative Mailbox, as well as online and external main-
tenance programs for your hotel’s system administrator. (for more information 
on system administrative programming, see Chapter 400: Programming Digital 
Link and Section 902: Administrative Mailbox.)  In addition to these system ad-
ministrative features, a Hotel Administrative Mailbox is provided. This mailbox 
can be assigned to multiple users who will perform guestroom maintenance tasks 
from the attendant console, such as resetting guestroom mailboxes and setting or 
canceling wakeup calls. 

In this section, we will first address hotel voicemail operations that are currently 
assigned to the system administrator. Secondly, we will provide instructions for  
guestroom maintenance tasks that can be performed through the Hotel Admin-
istrative Mailbox.

Hotel voicemail Administration
The system administrator will be notified of any failed wakeup attempts that 
have been scheduled for a particular guestroom. Digital Link will leave a priority 
message in the Administrative Mailbox after three wakeup calls have gone unan-
swered.  By enabling the enhanced notification program, you can also program 
Digital Link to ring your extension number whenever a message, such as a failed 
wakeup notice, is left in the Administrative Mailbox. for detailed instructions 
on using enhanced notification, refer to “Planning and Programming Enhanced 
Notification” in Section 901: Detailed User’s Guide. 

System administrators can also check-in and check-out a guestroom mailbox 
through Digital Link’s online maintenance program. Although guestroom mail-
boxes can be reset through the Hotel Administrative Mailbox,  some hotels may 
prefer that guestroom mailboxes be totally disabled whenever  guests checks 
out.

Hotel Admin 
programming
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	How to check-in a guestroom mailbox via online mainte-
nance

1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu 
and select Mailbox Forms. press enter.

2. The Select record screen will appear. Highlight or type in the mailbox 
number of the guestroom and press enter.

3. The mailbox form for that guestroom will be displayed. Move down to 
the Password field using the Down Arrow key. press Shift 
and f7 to reset the mailbox.

4. Save your changes and exit Mailbox forms by pressing f10 and 
enter

	How to check-out a guestroom mailbox via online mainte-
nance

1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu 
and select Mailbox Forms. press enter.

2. The Select record screen will appear. Highlight or type in the mailbox 
number of the guestroom and press enter.

3. Arrow down to the Status field and press the Space bar to disable 
the mailbox.

4. Save your changes and exit Mailbox forms by pressing f10 and 
enter.

Hotel voicemail  
Maintenance
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Guestroom Maintenance Tasks
Many of  daily guestroom maintenance tasks can be performed quickly and simply 
through the Hotel Administrative Mailbox. The following instructions will guide 
you through the step-by-step procedure.

	How to reset a guestroom mailbox

1. Login to the Hotel Administrative Mailbox. 

2. press 8 to access Hotel Administrator options.

3. press 1to reset a guestroom mailbox.

4. enter the mailbox number to reset.

5. When prompted, press1 to confirm reset.

	How to set or cancel guestroom wakeup calls

1. Login to the Hotel Administrative Mailbox. 

2. press 8 to access Hotel Administrator options.

3. press 2 to set or cancel wakeup calls.

4. enter the number of the guestroom.

5. Digital Link will prompt you with how many wakeup calls are currently 
set for the guest mailbox. 

 • Press 1 to set a wakeup call, and then enter the time in 24-hour  
 clock format (military time). for example, to schedule a wakeup  
 call for 6:00 p.m., press 1800.

 • Press 2 to cancel all scheduled wakeup calls.

Guestroom 
Maintenance
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This appendix contains descrip-
tions and  examples of forms that 
will help you prepare, perform 
and monitor many administrative 
functions.

Appendix A 
Digital Link  
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The EZ Forms provided in this appendix are briefly described below:

Digital Link EZ Form 200 Pre-installation Questionnaire 
This form contains questions to ask the customer, prior to installation, about how 
they will be using their system. Filling out this form will make the installation easier.

Digital Link EZ Form 201 Menu Flow Chart 
This form is designed to help you plan and record the overall menu structure, 
especially when menus lead to other menus (submenus). Use this form in con-
junction with EZ Form 202.

Digital Link EZ Form 202 Menu Planner
Before recording any menus, use this form to carefully plan the contents (or 
scripts) of each menu. It also includes the Key Assignments for each prompt and 
Exit Functions if there is no response or an inaccurate response to menu prompts.  
This form is designed to work in conjunction with the CDE Menu Form.

Digital Link EZ Form 203 Menu Prompt Recording Sheet
This is another menu form that allows you to log each menu recording accord-
ing to its prompt number. It begins by listing the reserved Digital Link system 
prompts, and then provides space for you to add other pre-recorded prompts or 
your own customized prompts.

Digital Link EZ Form 204 System Programming Sheet
This form contains the default settings and the setting ranges of the values found 
in the System Options and the Phone System Forms. It includes a separate column 
for you to record any modifications of these assigned defaults.

Digital Link EZ Form 205 Enhanced Notification Planning Sheet
This form can be used in conjunction with the CDE Mailbox Forms or the Ad-
ministrative Mailbox as described in the Detailed User's Guide, Chapter 900. 
However, because users can alter their enhanced notification settings, EZ Form 
205 may not be useful for keeping an up-to-date record of enhanced notification 
setups. To view current settings, use CDE Mailbox Forms.

NOTE: Each Digital Link User's Guide contains a similar form.

Digital Link EZ Form 206 Distribution List
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This form is for planning and recording a system or personal distribution list. Use 
one form for each distribution list you create. Use this form in conjunction with 
CDE System and Personal Distribution List Forms.

Digital Link EZ Form 207 Class of Service Settings
This form is designed to help you plan and design the templates for each for 
each class of service. Use this form in conjunction with CDE Class of Service 
Forms.

Digital Link EZ Form 208 User Programming Sheet
This form allows you to record user information, such as name, mailbox number, 
class of service, and general mailbox and extension settings.

Digital Link EZ Form 209 Channel Form Planning Sheet
This form is designed to help you program scheduled events according to spe-
cific time, date, or channel. This form should be used in conjunction with CDE 
Channel Forms.

Digital Link EZ Form 210 Q & A Planning Sheet
This form is designed to help you plan the structure and script of survey questions  
used to interview callers in the Q & A mailbox mode. Although this sample form 
allots space for only 20 questions, keep in mind that up to 99 questions may be 
recorded in a single Q & A session.

Digital Link EZ Form 211 (New) Extension Programming Sheet
This new form helps you plan and record general programming information for 
any or all extensions. It also may be used as a template when programming an 
entire range of extensions that share similar features. This form should be used 
in conjunction with CDE Extension Forms.

Digital Link EZ Form 212 (New) Mailbox Programming Sheet
This new form helps you plan and record general programming information for 
any and all mailboxes. It also may be used as a template when programming an 
entire range of mailboxes that share similar features. This form should be used 
in conjunction with CDE Mailbox Forms.

 



DIGITAL LINK PRE-INSTALLATION SURVEY 
 
 

General Information 

Customer :  Phone #:  

Contact:  Phone #: Ext. #: 

PBX Model/Version:  SX-200 Digital 

    Version: ________________ 

 SX-200 Light/ICP 3100 

    Version: ________________ 

  SX-2000/ICP3300 

    Version: _______________ 

 

  

 PBX Switch Information  

Does the customer use a specialized form of call routing? ACD  UCD  Other   

Will Digital Link be used as an Automated Attendant? Yes   No  

Will the customer use RAD ports? Yes  No  

If Yes, which ports will be assigned to RAD? 

Please define PBX Feature Access Codes: (The examples below are PBX-dependent) 

Abbreviated Dial Access:  Extension General Attendant Access:  

Call Forwarding - Follow Me:  Loudspeaker Paging:  

Call Hold - Remote Retrieve:  Message Waiting - Activate:  

Cancel Call Forwarding Follow Me - Remote:  Message Waiting - Deactivate:  

Clear All Features:  Paging Access to Default Zone(s):  

Dialed Day/Night Service - Activate:  Remote Clear All Features:  

Do Not Disturb:  Send Message: (Sx-200 Digital & Light)  

Do Not Disturb - Cancel Remote:          1 to Set:  

Do Not Disturb - Remote:          2 to Cancel:  

 
 
 
DIGITAL LINK EZ FORM 200 



DIGITAL LINK PRE-INSTALLATION SURVEY 
 

 PBX Switch Information (cont'd) 

What are the voicemail extension numbers to be assigned to Digital Link? 

Port 1: 

Port 2: 

Port 3: 

Port 4: 

Port 5: 

Port 6: 

Port 7: 

Port 8: 

Port 9: 

Port 10: 

Port 11: 

Port 12: 

Port 13: 

Port 14: 

Port 15: 

Port 16: 

Port 17: 

Port 18: 

Port 19: 

Port 20: 

Port 21: 

Port 22: 

Port 23: 

Port 24: 

Notes: 

What is the hunt group access number for Digital Link ports?  

What is the modem phone number or DID extension? 

  

Customer Information 

What extension number should be designated for the operator?  

What mailbox number should be assigned as the General Mailbox? 

What mailbox number should be assigned as the Administrative Mailbox?  

Obtain all PBX extension numbers with the associated names: (See format below or use EZ Form 208) 

Extension #: 

 

User Name:  

 

 Include in Ext Directory 

 Do not include in Ext Directory 

 

 Associated Mailbox? 

If so, Mailbox #: 

 

  Include in Mailbox Directory 

 Do not include in Mbx Directory 

 
 
 
DIGITAL LINK EZ FORM 200 



DIGITAL LINK MENU FLOW CHART 
 

PAGE # _____   SUB LEVEL 2 
 

  SUB LEVEL 1 Key #     Menu #       Menu Name: 
  Key #     Menu #       Menu Name:  

    

    

    

                MAIN LEVEL 
 

 Key #     Menu #       Menu Name: 

 Key #     Menu #       Menu Name:  

Menu Name    

Menu Number   

Channel(s)   
 

Time  Key #     Menu #       Menu Name: 
 Key #     Menu #       Menu Name:  

    

    

    
 

   Key #     Menu #       Menu Name: 
  Key #     Menu #       Menu Name:  

    

    

DIGITAL LINK EZ FORM 201 



mailbox PRoGRammiNG sheet
With Digital Link’s CDE Mailbox Forms, you can create both individual extensions or a range of mailboxes. 
The Mailbox Programming Sheet can be used to plan and record how you programmed these mailboxes. When 
building a range of mailboxes, you can also use this form to design your programming template. 

Field oPtioNs

Mode: Take Messages sTaTus: acTive Forwarding: none 
 Play greeTing only  inacTive  To exTension 
 Q & a     To Mailbox
 rad  TiMe sTaMP: auTo  To Menu
 service bureau  Manual  To exTernal
 HoTel/MoTel    
 HoTel adMininsTraTion new user: enabled
   disabled

*These fields are class-of-service dependent

 

Mailbox nuMber:

naMe:   

Password:*

class oF service:

Mode:*

sTaTus:

TiMe sTaMP:

new user:

laMP exTension:

Personal oPeraTor:*

Forwarding:*

Mailbox:

exTension:

Menu:

exTernal:

diGital liNk ez FoRm 212

 acTive   inacTive

 auTo   Manual

 enabled   disabled



DIGITAL LINK MENU PLANNER

Menu #:    Menu  naMe:       

The first step in planning and recording a menu is to write out your prompt scripts. After writing the scripts, you should 
assign the corresponding key assignment and exit commands. Valid key commands are provided below.*

PromPt# ScriPt

*Valid Key commandS

call tranSfer: direct Voice mail: direct extenSion directory Hang UP
 reqUeSt  reqUeSt mailbox directory inValid Key
 firStKey  firStKey menU Playfile
    PreVioUS menU rePlay at

DIGITAL LINK EZ FORM 202 

0       6
1       7
2       8
3       9
4       *
5       #

Key command     Key command

exit commandS

 maximUm rePlayS witHoUt reSPonSe:

 command wHen rePlayS are exceeded:

 maximUm inValid Key attemPtS:

 command wHen inValid attemPtS exceeded:

 immediate dialing:   



MENU PROMPT RECORDING SHEET  
 

PROMPT # USED BY PROMPT TEXT RECORDED BY 

50 Digital Link 
Call Transfer 

Please hold. VSR 

205 Digital Link 
Directory 

Using the keypad, enter up to eight letters of the person’s last 
name. For "Q" press "7", for "Z" press "9". Press "1" when you 
have finished. 

VSR 

6000 Digital Link 
Hotel/Motel 
Guest Greeting 

Welcome to our hotel. We appreciate your business. If there is 
anything we can do to make your stay more enjoyable, please do 
not hesitate to contact us. Thank you. 

VSR 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
 
Prompt #: Number assigned to prompt   Prompt Text: What the prompt tells the caller 
Used By: System or Menu Recorded By: Who recorded the prompt 
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DIGITAL LINK PROGRAMMING SHEET 
 

SYSTEM OPTIONS 
DESCRIPTION DEFAULT RANGE CHANGED TO 

Delay Before Paging Analysis  0 0-32000ms  

Fax Dial String None 20 Characters  

Fax Tone Detection Setting Off On/Off  

General Mailbox * Selectable List  

Logging Both None/File/Screen/Both  

Logging Blocked Lines On On/Off  

Logging Retention  30 days 1-99 days  

Operator Extension * Selectable List  

Maximum Invalid Attempts 3 0-9  

Maximum Plays 2 1-9  

Menu Prompt Maximum Length 120 0-999  

Minimum Message Length  3 sec  2-10 sec  

Seconds Before No Answer 15 sec 4-99 sec  

Administrator * Selectable List  

PMS ACK/NAK Off On/Off  

(D) Extension Class of Service 1 1-999  

(D) Mailbox Class of Service 1 1-999  

(D) Date/Time Manual Manual/Automatic  

(S) Distribution List Access Both Both/None/System/Personal  

(S) Message Notification On On/Off  

(S) Message Waiting Lamps Always Always/On/Off/Auto/On  

(D) Notification Attempts 3 0-99  

(D) Notification Delay  10 min 0-99 min  

(S) External Forwarding Off On/Off  

(D) Mailbox Mode Take Message Selectable List  

* Default value determined in Quick Setup 

PHONE SYSTEM SETTINGS 
DESCRIPTION DEFAULT CHANGED TO 
Local Call 9,  

Long Distance 9,  

After Dialing None  
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Enhanced Notification Planning Sheet 
 

 

Mailbox #:  _________ List Attempts:  _________ List Interval:    _________ 

 

ENTRY 
NUMBER 

ON/OFF 
()* 

MSG 
TYPE 

START 
TIME 

END 
TIME 

DAY OF 
WEEK 

WHERE NUMBER PAUSE 
(P)  

PAGER 
PIN #  

PAUSE 
(P) 

AFTER 
DIAL 

TRIES WAIT 

1              

2              

3              

4              

5              

6              

7              

8              

9              

10              

 
*Use a checkmark to indicate that the entry should be turned on. 
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                        DIGITAL LINK DISTRIBUTION LIST        PAGE #_____   

 

MBX#:____ LIST # ____ LIST TYPE:  System  Personal            
 

MBX# NAME MBX# NAME 
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CLASS OF SERVICE SETTINGS 
PARAMETERS RANGE CLASS #1 

(DEFAULT) 
CLASS 
#------    

CLASS 
#------ 

CLASS 
#------ 

Extension Directory Yes/No Yes    
DND-Treat as CFFM Yes/No Yes    
Extension Maintenance Yes/No Yes    
Forwarding Maintenance Yes/No Yes    
Holding Yes/No Yes    
Holding Interval 1-180 sec 30 sec    
Personal Operator Yes/No Yes    
Screening Yes/No No    
Transfer Type Blind/Smart Blind    
Loudspeaker Paging Attempts 1-99 2    
Loudspeaker Paging Holding Interval 1-180 sec 30 sec    
Loudspeaker Paging On Busy Yes/No No    
Loudspeaker Paging On No Answer Yes/No Yes    
Loudspeaker Paging Announce By Name/Number Number    
Loudspeaker Paging Screened Announce Yes/No No    
Take Messages Mode Yes/No Yes    
Greeting Only Mode Yes/No No    
Hotel/Motel Mode Yes/No No    
Hotel/Motel Admin Mode Yes/No No    
Q & A Mode Yes/No No    
RAD Mode Yes/No No    
Service Bureau Mailbox Mode Yes/No No    
Password Type Fixed/Variable/None Fixed    
Password Length 4 digits 3-15 digits    
Distribution Lists System/Personal/Both Both    
Personal Lists 1-99 5    
Notify Type Lamps/Phone/Both/None Both    
Greeting Type Single/Multiple Multiple    
Max Greeting Length 20-999 sec 999 sec    
Max Msg Count 0-999 30    
Max Msg Length 0-999 sec 120 sec    
Max Message Retention 0-999 dys 30 dys    
RW/FF 1-120 ms 30 ms    
Treat # As Return/Bypass Return    
Send Messages Yes/No Yes    
External Priority Yes/No No    
External Notify Yes/No Yes    
Priority Messages Yes/No Yes    
Certified Messages Yes/No Yes    
Private Messages Yes/No Yes    
Save Allowed Yes/No Yes    
Restricted Password Yes/No No    
Auto-Reply Yes/No No    
Mailbox Directory Yes/No Yes    
Mailbox Maintenance Yes/No Yes    
Forwarding Maintenance Yes/No Yes    
External Forwarding Yes/No No    
Wakeup Calls Yes/No Yes    
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DIGITAL LINK USER PROGRAMMING SHEET                                                                

 
EXTENSION  
NUMBER 

USER NAME  
(LAST, FIRST) 

MAILBOX 
NUMBER 

CLASS OF 
SERVICE 

HOLDING 
ON/OFF 

SCREENING 
ON/OFF 

NOTIFICATION  
TYPE 

LAMP 
EXT. # 

PAGER #  
(TO NOTIFY) 

OUTSIDE #  
(TO NOTIFY) 
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CHANNEL FORMS PLANNING SHEET* 
 

EVENT DAY(S) TIME CHANNEL EVENT CODE 
Menu - DAY MENU MTWTHF 08:00 01-16 TRUNK ~I 

Menu - NIGHT MENU MTWTHF 17:00 01-16 TRUNK ~I 

Menu - NIGHT MENU SSU ALL 01-16 TRUNK ~I 

Login To Mailbox ALL ALL 01-16 ~E~I 

Call Forward All ALL ALL 01-16 FORWARDED FROM ~E ALWAYS 

Call Forward N/A ALL ALL 01-16 FORWARDED FROM ~E NO ANS 

Call Forward Busy ALL ALL 01-16 FORWARDED FROM ~E BUSY 

Request Mailbox ALL ALL 01-16 ATT. 

Request Mailbox ALL ALL 01-16 ~I 

Notification ALL ALL 01-16  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
*Entries indicate default settings; Event Codes will vary according to system and software loaded  
(SX-2000 N16.4 Software is displayed in above example). 
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 QUESTION & ANSWER PLANNING SHEET  

DIGITAL LINK allows you to record up to 99 questions in a single Q & A session. Answers may be made 
via voice or press-key response. Use the form below to plan the structure and script of your survey. 

QUESTION # QUESTION (SCRIPT) ANSWER OPTIONS 

Sample Please state your name. Voice 

Sample Would you like to be added to our mailing list? 1 for Yes/2 for No 

Sample Please enter in your phone number, including area code. Numerical 0-9 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

13   

14   

15   

16   

17   

18   

19   

20   
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EXTENSION PROGRAMMING ShEET
With Digital Link’s CDE Extension Forms, you can create both individual extensions or a range of extensions. The 
Extension Programming Sheet can be used to plan and record how you programmed these extensions. When building 
a range of extensions, you can also use this form to design your programming template. 

FIEld OPTIONS

Holding: EnablEd ScrEEning: EnablEd Forwarding TypE: dirEcT Forward To: nonE 
 diSablEd  diSablEd  aFTEr opTionS  SmarT ExTEnSion
       blind ExTEnSion  
      mailbox
       mEnu
       ExTErnal
        

 

ExTEnSion:

namE:   

mailbox:

pErSonal opEraTor:

claSS oF SErvicE:

Holding: 	 	EnablEd  	diSablEd

ScrEEning: 	 	EnablEd  	diSablEd

 FORwARdING TyPE FORwARd TO NuMbER

alwayS

1ST alTErnaTE buSy

2nd alTErnaTE buSy

1ST alTErnaTE rna

2nd alTErnaTE rna
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 Appendix B: Glossary
B-1 

This appendix contains definitions 
for terms used throughout the 
Digital Link Installer’s Guide.

Appendix B 
Glossary
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ACD: Automatic Call Distribution. The analysis and routing of incoming (or 
transferred) phone calls according to agent group, load, trunk, and priority.

Administrator: In the Digital Link system, the person or persons responsible for 
maintaining the programming and integrity of the system.

Alphanumerics: Set of writing characters containing both letters and numbers.

Analog: In the telecommunication industry, an electronically transmitted signal  
in which information is reproduced by audio, video, or data simulation. See 
Digital. 

Analysis: The process of determining whether a call transfer was answered, 
not answered, or busy.  Often  used synonymously with Call Analysis, Analysis 
Transfer, or  Smart Transfer.

Applications: 1. Software programs that carry out some specific functions or tasks. 
2. Configurations for systems with specific applicability to certain call processing 
conditions or environments.

Audiotext: A common processing application by which the telephone caller  
accesses a library of information using  touchtone keypad commands.

Automated Attendant: A feature of a voice mail system which answers incom-
ing calls directly, acting in place of an operator or receptionist. The automated 
attendant guides callers through a system of voice menu prompts to which a caller 
responds via the touch-tone keypad.

Backup: A copy of computer data made on an externally stored medium such as 
a floppy diskette. Backup safeguards the data in case it is damaged while on the 
computer’s hard disk. 

Blind Transfer: An unsupervised transfer to a telephone or extension in which 
the call is routed and released without monitoring the condition of the receiving 
destination. See Smart Transfer.

Blockage: The inability of a call to connect to the phone system resources.

CDE Form: A screen in the CDE menu of the Maintenance program that pro-
vides the means for programming Digital Link. CDE is a MitelTM-originated  
acronym meaning Customer Data Entry.

CO: Central Office. The telephone company facility where calls to and from an 
organization are routed to and from other geographical locations.

Cadence: The unique pattern of tones and silence used by an audio signal. An 
example is a telephone ring, which is generally one second of tone followed by 
three seconds of silence.

GLOSSAry
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Call Holding: A call processing feature which asks a caller to a busy extension to 
make a touch-tone entry if he or she wishes to hold. If holding is selected, Digital 
Link places the caller in a queue and informs the caller of which position they hold 
in the queue. Digital Link periodically gives the caller the opportunity to remain 
in the queue, leave a voice message, or hang up. When the preceding person in 
the queue has hung up, Digital Link connects the caller to the extension.

Call Processing:  See Voice Processing System.

Call Queueing: Placing callers, who are waiting for a busy extension, on hold. 
As the extension becomes available, the callers are connected to the extension in 
the order in which their calls were received. See Call Holding.

Call Screening: A feature of Digital Link which allows the call recipient to  
either accept or reject a call prior to transfer.

Certified Message: Type of internal voicemail message sent from one user to 
another in which Digital Link notifies the sender of the time and date of message 
receipt.

Channel: The circuitry and/or software necessary to support one call. Each Digital 
Link channel is connected to the telephone system or an outside line in the same 
manner as a telephone set. Digital Link can support as many calls in process as 
it has channels. Often used synonymously with the term  port.

Channel Control: Digital Link’s unique schedule-oriented call processing ap-
plication that promotes an interactive communication platform between the PBX 
and the Digital Link system. By dialing proprietary feature access codes and/or 
pressing the appropriate softkeys, Digital Link can command scheduled events 
to occur on cue.

Class of Service: In Digital Link, a collection of privileges and features that are 
assigned to a group of mailboxes. Classes of service allow many mailboxes to 
be programmed at once, by assigning them to the classes. If carefully organized, 
classes of service can be used to control system abuse and traffic levels.

DND-Treat as CFFM: Determines whether Digital Link will treat the called ex-
tension which has been placed in DND as a Busy condition or follow the Always 
forwarding option in the extension form.

DNIC: Digital Network Interface Circuit. Circuit within the VoiceBridge-PCTM 
card that enables digital integration with DNIC ports.

DNIC Test: A utility program designed to display up to 4 DNIC ports simultane-
ously. DNIC Test emulates the Superset 430 telephone and all softkey and hardkey 
functionality, status, testing, and system programming.

DTMF: Dual Tone Multi-Frequency. The touchtones generated by the telephone 
keypad.
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Default: A pre-programmed field value or setting. Defaults are used by the software 
in the absence of or prior to a choice made by the user or administrator. 

Dial-through: The ability to dial another extension while listening to a mailbox 
greeting.

Digital: A method of electronically encoding information in which signals have 
only two values, off and on, that are used in different combinations to represent 
numbers. Digital data can be transmitted quickly and reproduced precisely, mak-
ing it advantageous for computer and telecommunications use. Its opposite, the 
analog signal, can carry over a wide range of values and is difficult to reproduce 
precisely.

Directory: A list created automatically by the Digital Link system using mailbox 
or extension information. There is an extension directory and a mailbox directory. 
These are used by callers to locate an extension or mailbox, using the name of 
the person they wish to contact.

Display Packet: Digitally encoded signal  information that is transmitted by the 
PBX which Digital Link then decodes, analyzes against user-defined conditions, 
and processes accordingly.

Distribution Lists: A set of voice mailbox numbers that are set up to receive the 
same message. There are several types of distribution lists:

 n Manual lists, which are temporary lists that can be created by users  
 at the time a message is to be sent; manual lists are not saved.

 n System lists, which are assembled by the system administrator and  
 can generally be accessed by any user.

 n Personal lists, which are defined by individual users and assembled  
 by the administrator. They can be accessed only through the mail  
 boxes of the  users who defined them. 

DOS: (MicrosoftTM) Disk Operating System. The basic operating programs that all 
IBM-type personal computers use. DOS enables the computer to allocate memory, 
use storage devices, accept input, deliver output, and perform other basic tasks. 

Driver: A program that tells the computer how to handle input and output for 
peripheral devices, such as displays, storage systems, modems, printers, scan-
ners, etc. 
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Dummy Extension: A number that can be called but is not connected to a tele-
phone set. Its purpose is to allow callers to arrive at a specific destination, such 
as a department, a work group, or a voice menu. When the dummy extension is 
dialed, the call is forwarded to the destination. Sometimes called a phantom or 
virtual extension.

Extension Settings: Those features that determine how calls to an extension will 
be processed.

Extension: The number assigned to each station (telephone set) of the telephone 
system.

Firmware: Data information, usually application code, that exists in solid-state 
medium.

Firstkey: The first digit in your extension or mailbox number. For example, 
for extension 301 the Firstkey is 3. A Digital Link channel or menu can be pro-
grammed to recognize the first digit dialed as an extension or mailbox number, 
a menu selection, or both.

Forwarding: The action of routing calls from one extension, mailbox, or menu 
to  another destination upon certain call processing conditions. 

General Messages: Messages not sent to a specific user’s mailbox. Instead they 
are sent to the General mailbox. This occurs at night under automated attendant 
direction, whenever a previously existing mailbox can no longer be found, or when 
the caller is unsure of the number of the mailbox he/she wish to reach.

Greeting Only Mode: A mailbox mode in which the mailbox plays a greeting, 
then tells the caller to hang up. No message recording is allowed.

Greeting (mailbox): The recording made by a mailbox owner to give callers a 
personal message.

Holding Interval: The length of time that a caller must hold before Digital Link 
tries the extension again.

Holding: An extension setting that allows a caller the option of waiting on line 
when an extension is busy.

Hotel Admin Mode: In this mailbox mode, a Hotel/Motel administrator has the 
access to routine tasks such setting and resetting guest room mailboxes, setting, 
checking, and printing wake up calls, and leaving messages.

Hotel/Motel Mode: This mailbox mode is primarily for hotel and motel guest 
rooms. It has limited user options. A caller will hear a prerecorded greeting indi-
cating the guest is unavailable.The caller has the option of leaving a message or 
transferring to the hotel operator. 
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Hunt Group: A series of telephone lines arranged so that an incoming call can 
“hunt” for and connect to any free line if the others are busy. A hunt group is ac-
cessed by dialing the hunt group number or pilot number.

Immediate Dialing: A field that can be programmed in the CDE Menu Forms to 
enable multiple functions, such as menu and extension access, for the same key.

Log: A computer file that records a series of actions or entries. Digital Link pro-
vides several kinds of logs, such as a transaction log or error log.

Login: The act by which a mailbox owner dials into his or her mailbox, enters the 
password and gains access for message retrieval, maintenance, etc.

Loudspeaker Paging Announcement and Call Retrieve: Digital Link gives a 
caller, attempting to reach an extension that has been forwarded to voice mail, 
the option to either “leave a message, try another extension, or “have me paged”. 
If the caller elects “to have me paged”, Digital Link will place the caller on hold, 
dial the paging system access code, and make a paging announcement with an 
access code the call recipient can dial to pick up the call from any phone on the 
system.

Mailbox: (Voice Mailbox). A specific location on a voicemail system which  
individuals can access for sending and receiving recorded messages.

Mailbox Activation: The process by which a new mailbox is personalized by   
owners through recording their individual names and greetings and then assigning 
a password to safeguard access.

Mailbox Prefix: (MBX Prefix). Used for pager notification. The number of pauses 
Digital Link waits after dialing a PIN number before sending the mailbox number. 
It provides an interval long enough to connect with the pager. See PIN Prefix.

Main Operator: The primary operator for the telephone system. See Operator.

Menu (Voice Menu): A list of options presented to callers by recorded voice. The 
callers select from the list by pressing keys on their telephone keypads.

Message: In Digital Link, a recording left in a user’s mailbox.

Modem: A device which allows two computers to communicate with each other 
using telephone lines.

New Messages: Voicemail messages that have not been retrieved and then saved 
or discarded.

Notification: A feature that allows the system to call extensions, pagers, or  
external numbers to inform users when a new message is left in their mailbox.

Offsite: A location outside the main or central office.

Offline: When a computer application has been stopped or temporarily halted so 
that some task can be performed.

.
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Online: When a computer application is loaded and ready to perform its tasks 
without disruption of normal operation

Operator: The person responsible for answering incoming calls. He/she may 
also route calls to the appropriate extensions.

Optimization: The process of  rearranging a fragmented file on a hard disk or 
Compact FLASH so that it occupies continuous, consecutive storage space. 
Optimized files can be processed, read, and written faster than fragmented 
files. 

Parallel: A common data interface between personal computers and printers, 
in which each bit of an 8-bit binary word is transmitted over its own wire; thus, 
there are “parallel” wires. A parallel interface transmits data faster than serial 
transmission, the other popular computer/printer interface, but is restricted to 
shorter cable lengths.

Parameter: A variable value stored in a computer configuration or operating 
program that controls the way functions and interfaces work.  

Password:  1. A code set up by a voice mail user to allow access to his/her 
voice mailbox. 2. The security code that the administrator must use to move 
between the online operating mode and the External Maintenance program.

Pause: A waiting period inserted in a dialing sequence that separates one dial-
ing action from another. The default pause for Digital Link is two seconds. See 
PIN Prefix and Mailbox Prefix also.

Personal Operator: An extension, other than the system operator, programmed 
in a mailbox to which a caller will be transferred if he or she presses “0” to 
access the operator. 

PIN Number: The personal identification number for a specific pager in a pager 
network. After the telephone number of the network is dialed and connection 
is made, the pager is reached by dialing its PIN number.

PIN Prefix: Used for pager notification. The number of pauses Digital Link 
waits after dialing the first telephone number before it sends the PIN number. 
See Mailbox Prefix also. The PIN Prefix provides an interval long enough to 
obtain a dial tone. See also PIN Number.

Playfile: A voice prompt that is assigned to a voice menu key. When the key is 
pressed, the prompt plays, after which the caller is returned to the voice menu. 
Playfiles are often used for making announcements.

Port: The physical connection of one Digital Link channel to a telephone 
line; the location on Digital Link where the telephone line jack is inserted. 
See Channel also.

Priority Messages: New messages that are played first when a user listens 
to messages.
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Private Messages: Messages that cannot be copied.

Programming: The setup and/or customization of a telephone or voice process-
ing system’s features.

Prompt: A recorded voice instruction or announcement.

Protocol: Specific rules and standards for data transmission procedures between 
two or more electronic devices. Dozens of protocols exist, with differing data 
rates, error correction means, and other features.

Q & A Mode: Question and Answer mode. A mailbox mode that allows a user 
to ask callers a list of questions and record their responses.

Queue: A lineup or stack of requests waiting to be processed. Callers waiting 
on hold for a busy extension to become free are placed in a queue, as are print 
requests from a computer network waiting to be processed by a printer.

Quick Setup: Digital Link’s automated installation utility, which permits the 
user to create the basic voicemail structure and then configures the interface 
parameters automatically.

RAD Mode: recorded Announcement Device mode. A mailbox mode in which 
the mailbox plays a greeting then hangs up. It does not accept messages, and does 
not respond to touch tones. Usually used in ACD systems.

Recall: The process by which Digital Link retrieves a call during a supervised 
transfer to a busy or no-answer extension. The retrieved call is returned to the 
main menu for other options.

Record: A group of related information stored together for easy retrieval. For 
example, a mailbox record contains all the individual programming information 
for a single mailbox.

Release: To give up control over a call; the process of going “on-hook” to dis-
connect or transfer the call.

Remote Maintenance: Calling in to Digital Link from the outside and making 
programming changes, using a computer and communications software.

Report: An organized display of Digital Link system programming or activity 
information. Reports may be displayed on a screen, printed, and saved to a file.

Restore: The companion program to Digital Link’s Backup utility. It recopies 
previously backed-up files onto a computer disk, not necessarily the same com-
puter on which the original files reside.

Restricted Password: A password which can be assigned by a mailbox user to 
allow someone else to login into their mailbox, retrieve messages, and save the 
message. 
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Retrieve a Message: To play back a recorded message that has been left in a 
mailbox.

Saved Messages: retrieved messages that the user has stored for later retriev-
al.

Screening: A feature that announces a caller’s name before the call is transferred. 
The recipient can accept or reject the call without the caller knowing.

Serial: A data transmission mechanism by which data bits are transmitted one 
after the other, or serially, on a single wire. It is slower than a parallel interface 
but can be cabled over longer distances.

Service Bureau Mode: A mailbox mode in which the mailbox plays a greeting, 
takes a message, and then hangs up. No options are offered the caller, and they 
cannot edit their messages. Used for high-traffic applications such as hotels.

Shutting Down: The process of turning off voice mail operation (the Online 
mode); this releases all calls to the office telephone system. Also referred to as 
Shutdown. 

Smart Transfer: Monitoring a call to determine whether it was answered, is busy, 
or does not answer. Digital Link supervises by reading the Mitel PBX display, then 
taking the appropriate action. For example, if a call is busy, Digital Link would 
usually tell the caller “[User’s Name] is on the phone”, and offer the option of 
leaving a message. Also referred to as a Supervised Transfer.

Surge Suppression: A surge is a sudden rise in the voltage from the power 
company; surges occur occasionally. A very fast, short surge is a spike. In a voice 
processing system, surges can cause messages to be lost and calls to be discon-
nected. Surge suppressors reduce the size of surges before the electrical power 
reaches the computer equipment. 

System Password: The password which must be typed in order to shut the Digital 
Link system down and to enter the External Maintenance program.

Take Messages Mode: The most common mailbox mode, in which the caller has 
other options available after leaving a message. 

Telephone System: As used in this manual, the Mitel system that switches calls 
around your office. Mitel telephone systems are highly automated and require very 
little operator assistance. They allow systems such as Digital Link to digitally 
integrate with them to provide voice processing capabilities.

Time & Date: A system feature that announces the time and date a message was 
left.

Toggle: In a software menu, a keystroke which changes the parameter between 
two choices, such as yes/no, on/off, enable/disable. In Digital Link programs, the 
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Transaction: 1. A completed event, such as the activity resulting from an incom-
ing call. 2. The record of such an event which allows it to be re-assembled in 
chronological sequence to provide an audit trail. 3. In Digital Link, one or more 
lines in a Transaction Log that forms a record of the activity of one call. 

Transaction Log: A record of activity that Digital Link keeps daily. A transaction 
log is formed for each interval between cleanups (usually 24 hours).

Transfer: 1. A feature that allows a user to move to another extension or voice 
mailbox. 2. The process of making a transfer.

Trunk: A cable that runs from an  office to the telephone company’s  Central 
Office. Trunks connect your office to the telephone company.

UPS: Uninterruptible Power Supply. A device that supplies emergency electrical 
power to equipment in the vent of a power outage. Its purpose is to allow the 
equipment, usually a computer or electronic system, to continue operating long 
enough for an organized shutdown, or until a substitute power source is brought 
online.

User: In this manual, any person who is assigned a mailbox.

Voice Mailbox: Same as Mailbox.

Voice Mail Direct: Answering a channel or voice menu selection by playing a 
mailbox greeting. The caller can then leave a message.

Voice Processing System: A system that performs call processing and content 
processing: 

 Call processing is routing calls to their destinations, and providing support 
functions such as operating voice menus. 

 Content processing is doing something to voice information, such as taking 
messages and storing voice prompts on disk.

VOX files: Voice recordings stored on the Digital Link hard disk or Compact 
FLASH. 
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HOTEL/MOTEL APPLICATION

The VSR Advantage: VSR’s Hospitality Package can provide your hotel business a competitive edge by improving 
guestroom service, increasing staff efficiency, reducing administrative cost, and enhancing overall customer satisfaction. 
This innovative call processing system is designed to meet the unique, multi-level application needs of the hospitality 
environment. 

Guest Hospitality Features

 24-Hour guestroom messaging    remote retrieval oF messages
 
 guest-ProgrammeD WakeuP Calls    single-button aCCess

 PassWorD ProteCtion     message Waiting inDiCation

 guestroom extension DireCtory    WelCome messages

Administrative Features

 PoWerFul & eFFiCient Call navigation   remote maintenanCe anD moDem 

  guestroom mailbox CHeCk in/CHeCk out   online maintenanCe

 Pms integration (oPtional)    Class oF serviCe Control   
 Custom PromPt reCorDing     enHanCeD notiFiCation
   
 remote ForWarDing to voiCemail    rePort generation   

 system baCkuP anD restore    automatiC Disk oPtimization

    

   



Guestroom Mailbox Check-In/Check-Out
Digital Link offers PMS (Property Management System) Integration with any PMS system following the Mitel PMS inte-
gration protocol. This innovative application will check guests in and out automatically by purging all messages, clearing 
scheduled wakeup calls, and resetting message waiting lights. In hotel/motel environments without PMS installed, the system 
administrator will need to perform these programming changes manually.

	How to reset a guestroom mailbox via the Hotel Administrative Mailbox

1. Log into the Administrative Mailbox.

2.  Press “1” to reset a guestroom mailbox.

3. Enter the mailbox number to be reset.

4. Press “1” to confirm reset.

	How to set or cancel wakeup calls via the Hotel Administrative Mailbox

1. Log into the Administrative Mailbox.

2.  Press “2” to set or cancel wakeup calls.

3. Enter the number of the guestroom.

4. You will hear a prompt stating how many wakeup calls are currently set for the mailbox. 

 •  Press “1” to set a wakeup call and then enter the time in military (or 24-hour clock) format. Press “#” when     
finished.

 •  Press “2” to cancel wakeup calls. You will be prompted to confirm this cancellation by pressing “1”.

	How to check in a guestroom mailbox via Online Maintenance

1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu and select Mailbox Forms. Press En-
ter. 

2. The Select Record screen will appear. To add a new extension, press F4.

3. Type in the new extension number of the guestroom and press Enter.  If creating extensions by guest name, enter  
up to six digits of the last name as displayed by the dial pad of a telephone. For example, enter “76484” to create an 
extension for “SMITH.”

4. Using the Down Arrow key, move to the Name field and type in the guest name. Press Enter. (The default 
format is <Last Name, First Name>.)

5. In the Mailbox field, enter the mailbox number associated with the guest room.

6. Press F4 to copy the extension name to the associated mailbox.



	How to Check Out a Guestroom Mailbox via Online Maintenance

1.  In the Digital Link main menu screen, open the CDE drop-down menu and select Mailbox Forms. Press En-
ter. 

2. The Select Record screen will appear. Highlight or type in the mailbox number of the guestroom and press En-
ter. 

3. The mailbox form for that guestroom will be displayed. Move down to the Password field using the Down 
Arrow key. Press Shift and F7 to reset the mailbox.

4. Next, arrow down to the New User field and press the  Space bar to disable the mailbox.

5. Save your changes and exit Mailbox Forms by pressing F10 and Enter.

6. Select Extension Forms in the CDE drop-down menu and press Enter.

7. In the Select Record screen, highlight or type in the extension number of the guestroom. Press F5 to delete.

8. Exit the Extension Forms screen by pressing ESC.
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Hangup command 400-53
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K
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L
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M
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Q
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